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 1  
  

lasting out of the huge speaker 

cabinets was a hard-driving beat with 

plenty of grit slathered with barbecue 

sauce. There was also a monster bass pattern, 

a slap-shot snare drum that came at you with a 

take-no-prisoners attitude, and an evil snake-

like Hammond B-3 organ. The rhythm section 

carried you aloft and then swirled you down 

into the valley of oblivion just before 

swooping you up to the crest of another wave 

of excitement.  

 In the center of the recording studio, a 

guitarist hunched over the sheet music, 

tentatively trying out chord voicings and 

multi-note runs. He signaled to the production 

team in the control room to stop the playback. 

 “You want to punch in parts of the 

solo?” The recording engineer’s voice echoed 

through the studio intercom. 

 “Nah, let’s do it in one take,” the 

guitarist replied. 

 “You sure?”  

 B
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 “Yup. Let’s go.” 

 “If you say so. Hold on a sec’... and we 

are... rolling!” 

 The guitarist was clearly inspired by the 

wall of sound and added a soaring, sweeping, 

sweet-and-sad melody that affected your hips 

as much as it touched your heart, and damn if 

he didn’t, indeed, do it in one take. The small 

crowd in the control room responded to the 

performance: 

 “Wow!”  

“Yes!”  

“Motherfucker!”  

 “Okay then,” said the guitarist, setting 

his instrument into a custom wooden stand. “I 

do believe that the noises from the booth 

seem to indicate that we have a keeper on that 

one.” 

 “God damn! That’s a bastard!” The 

recording engineer was already making a 

copy and sending it to a second computer 

hard drive for back-up. Everyone was so 

excited by the triumphant conclusion to the 

session that they didn’t react right away to the 

appearance of Janie, the recording studio 
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receptionist, who entered the control booth 

wearing an expression of concern not unlike 

when she once lost an earring and was 

puzzled when it eventually turned up in the 

dregs at the bottom of the coffee pot. 

 “Um,” Janie said. 

 “Hey, you,” the producer said to her, 

oblivious to her worried expression. 

 “There are police out there,” she said. It 

is funny how a simple sentence like that can 

change the attitude of everyone who hears it. 

 Standing by the reception desk were 

three police officers. In plain clothes were 

Lieutenant Jeffrey Sloate and Detective 

Sergeant Warren Hodgkiss. In uniform was 

Officer Valentina Gomez. Each was bearing 

the department-approved demeanor that 

proclaimed, “I’m seriously officially here on 

very serious official business.” 

 “Can I help you?” said the guitar player, 

striding into the reception area. 

 “Are you Brian James Forest?” 

 “That’s right.” 

 “I’m Lieutenant Sloate. This is Officer 

Gomez and over there is Detective Hodgkiss.”  
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 There was an awkward pause before 

Forest asked, “Do we shake hands or is this 

an adversarial relationship?” A smile danced 

at the corners of Forest’s mouth. He didn’t 

mind cops. Liked them for patrolling the 

neighborhood. Admired them for putting their 

lives on the line for the city. But he never was 

able to have a good conversation with them. 

Their compartmentalized, military mindset 

did not mesh with the dancing synapses of the 

creative soul.  

 But Lieutenant Sloate smiled and offered 

his hand. “Good to meet you, Mr. Forest.” 

 “Nice to meet you, too, Lieutenant 

Sloate.” They shook hands. Forest extended 

his hand again, this time to the uniformed 

woman, saying “Officer Gomez.” 

 “Mr. Forest.” They shook hands. All 

very formal and polite. 

 Forest hesitated and regarded the large 

frame and glowering countenance of 

Hodgkiss. “Well, Detective,” he said to the 

sullen officer, “not sure if shaking hands with 

you makes sense, considering the symbolism 

of it.” 
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 “The hell does that mean?” demanded 

Hodgkiss. 

 “A handshake signifies that your weapon 

hand is empty,” Forest replied. “That you bear 

no ill will; that you mean no harm to the other 

person. Is that the case with you, Detective 

Hodgkiss?” 

 There was another awkward pause.  

 Then Forest extended his hand, saying, 

“Oh, what the hell.” They shook hands. “Let’s 

go into the conference room,” Forest told 

them, “which is what we call the lunch room 

when it isn’t lunch time.” Forest led the 

officers down the hall. He flicked on the 

lights, entered the room, and waved the 

officers inside. “There’s coffee, hot water for 

tea, fruit juice in the ‘fridge.” The room had a 

nice-sized table and six chairs, so Forest took 

a seat and said, “Sit down and tell me what’s 

on your mind.” 

 There were no takers for the beverages. 

The three police officers sat across from 

Forest.  

 “We just need to ask you a few 

questions,” Sloate said. 
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 “Okay.” 

 “What were you doing on the first of this 

month in the late afternoon or early evening?” 

 “That was two weeks ago.” 

 “Yes, we’re aware of that.” 

 “Man, I don’t know. Do you know where 

you were two weeks ago?” 

 “So you can’t or won’t answer that 

question?” Hodgkiss said, making only a 

vague effort to disguise his contempt. He 

seemed to be hoping Forest wouldn’t answer. 

 Forest cocked his head slightly. “Well, 

today’s the fifteenth, so let’s see, the first of 

the month was a Monday, and at this time of 

year on late Monday afternoons everybody 

tries to finish everything in time for what my 

U.K. friends call ‘retard rugby.’ Or ‘American 

football.’ They all watch the game in Studio 

B, which is the one with couches. I was 

probably in one of the other rooms, backing 

up files. This whole damn industry is all about 

computer files, unfortunately.” 

 “Anybody see you during that time?” 

 “Sure. Everybody who works here.” 

 “What about the second?” 
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 “The second of the month? What is this? 

‘He’s not too quick about fifteen days ago, so 

let’s try fourteen days ago.’ Look, we keep a 

log of who’s working on the sessions. We can 

track anyone’s whereabouts on all the days, 

afternoons, evenings. And when I’m not here, 

I’m about four blocks away, in my home. 

Besides, what difference does it make?” 

 “Anybody vouch for you in your home?” 

 “On the evenings when my girlfriend is 

over, yeah. Which is most nights lately, come 

to think of it. Why?” 

 “And will you have the same answer for 

the third of the month?” 

 “Yeah, probably. What are you—?” 

 “And the fifth? And the eighth?” 

 “Yes. And Yes. We can go look it up. 

Again, why are you asking?” 

 “Do you recognize the name Lydia 

Lucinda, sometimes known as Lydia Robbins, 

sometimes known as Larry Robinson?” 

 Forest furrowed his brow. “Whoa, that’s 

a blast from the past.” The officers made no 

comment. “That goes back to when I still had 

an AOL account!” He saw no reaction from 
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the police officers so he added, “That was 

years ago.”  

 “Tell us about your relationship.” 

 Forest shrugged and said, “There was no 

relationship. We never met. It was only e-

mail.”  

 “What can you tell us about that?” 

 Forest paused a second before 

continuing. “Oh-kaaay,” Forest said, “I was 

searching for transgender terminology for a 

song I was writing.” The officers looked 

puzzled. “You know, if you’re writing about 

police work, you might want to know certain 

terms. Like ‘perp,’ maybe. The transgender 

community was, maybe still is, kind of 

private. Secretive, even. Somebody sent me 

her e-mail. His e-mail. Her, him, herm? Hell, 

even now I don’t know. Anyway, I explained 

how I got her e-mail address, and what I was 

looking for, and could I get help for 

background for the song.” Forest cocked his 

head and looked off into space. “Never 

finished that song.” Then back to the officers. 

“I didn’t get any of the lexicon. Why are you 

asking about any of this?” 
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 “What did you talk about?”  

 “Chat.” 

 “Sorry?” 

 “Chat, not talk. E-mail only.” The 

officers remained silent. “Fine,” Forest said 

with a sigh. “We discussed the transgender 

thing, and the songwriting thing; everybody 

thinks they can write songs. We found that all 

we really had in common was Turner Classic 

Movies. So we chatted about, I don’t know, 

Kim Novak, Orson Welles, Marlene Dietrich, 

film noir. You know, old movies.” 

 “Then what?” 

 “Then nothing. One day we just didn’t 

send any more e-mails. Hell, that was three e-

mail addresses ago. Once again, why?” 

 “We’re conducting an investigation.” 

 “Into what?” 

 “Mr. Forest, have you had any contact 

with this person recently?” 

 “Nope.” 

 “Are you sure?” 

 “Yup.” 

 “You’re telling us you have not seen this 

person?” 
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 Forest looked at them quizzically. “What 

is this?” Silence. “What department are you 

guys in?” 

 “Homicide.” 

 “Who died?” 

 “You tell us,” Hodgkiss said, a touch of 

menace in his voice. 

 “Come on, what exactly are you looking 

into? Somebody who was recording here?” 

 The officers exchanged glances. “We’re 

looking into you, Mr. Forest,” Gomez said 

flatly. It seemed more ominous coming from 

her. 

 “Me? You guys are nuts.” 

 “Let’s continue,” Sloate said. “Can you 

please answer our questions.” 

 Forest regarded them with a slowly 

growing smile. “What precinct are you 

from?” 

 “Northeast Central.” That wasn’t the 

closest police station although it was in the 

same area of the city as the recording studio. 

 “Really,” Forest said with a grin.  

“Why do you have a problem with that, 

Mr. Forest?” 
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“Because you seem more like central 

casting than central precinct.” 

 “Meaning what?” Hodgkiss again. 

Closer to anger. 

 “This is a gag, right?” Forest said. 

“A gag?” 

“Yeah. You’re following a rough script 

while doing a little improv. Doing it pretty 

well, too. But who’s playing the prank? 

Who’s behind this?” 

 “You think this is a prank?” 

 “Yeah. Yeah, I do.” 

 “You want to tell us why, Mr. Forest?”  

 “Certainly. Consider: You’re conducting 

an investigation but you can’t name what it 

is? You’re asking about someone who may 

only have existed in e-mail form? You’re 

hinting that a murder took place but you 

won’t say who it is who was killed? Plus, 

what excellent performances. You two guys,” 

indicating Sloate and Gomez, “are good, and 

you,” pointing at Hodgkiss, “are positively 

inspired. I can hear the casting notice for the 

three of you: ‘Give me a smart and quietly 

strong authority figure, and a big guy who can 
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play angry and stolid and physically 

threatening. Maybe throw in a woman, a 

trying-too-hard to look tough girl cop.’ 

Right?” The officers remained silent. “Nice 

job, all three of you. Really. Good 

performances. Now who’s playing the 

practical joke?” 

 “You think we’re part of a joke?” 

 “I think you are a joke.” 

 “I’ll show you a joke,” Hodgkiss hissed.  

 Forest nodded at him, still grinning. 

“You’re just too good to be true.” 

 Hodgkiss’ neck looked like minor 

volcanic eruptions were taking place right 

under the skin. Impulsively, he grabbed a 

manila envelope from Gomez. Forest hadn’t 

noticed it before but there it was and the big 

man plunged his hand inside to pull out a 

bunch of photographs. He flung one down on 

the table in front of Forest. “Does this look 

like a joke to you?” 

 The photo of a strangled woman was 

stark and repulsive, yet also curiously 

magnetic, like the bloody victim of an 
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automobile accident you glimpse as your car 

slowly crawls through snarled traffic. 

 “Or this?” Another photo, another body, 

even more blood. “How about these?” More 

photos. More dead bodies. A great deal more 

blood. There was a curious similarity to the 

pictures. Not just because they were overly-lit 

shots taken by a crime scene photographer 

concerned with showing evidence rather than 

achieving an artful composition. It was also 

because the bodies were all arranged in the 

same pose. Hair very neat, make-up quite 

perfect, lipstick overly thick, and the studied 

nature of the tableaux in sharp contrast to the 

glistening pools and smears of plasma. 

 Forest was no longer smiling. “No,” he 

said. “No, they look real.” His eyes went from 

one photo to the next to the next.  

 The room was now full-to-bursting with 

conflicting emotions. Sadness and horror 

from Forest. Barely-controlled fury from 

Hodgkiss. Tension from Sloate and Gomez.  

 “Is Lydia,” Forest asked slowly, “one of 

these people?”  

 “You tell us,” Hodgkiss spat out. 
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 “Oh knock it off.” 

“What?” 

“Give it a rest, big guy. The two of us 

never met, remember? Can you try to keep 

that in mind?” 

 The veins kept bulging on Hodgkiss’ 

neck. 

 “All right, let’s concentrate here,” Sloate 

said firmly. “Mr. Forest, can you tell us 

anything about any of these people?” 

 “They all appear to be dead.” 

 “You son-of-a-bitch!” Hodgkiss said. 

 “Easy!” Sloate said to his partner. 

 “Hey,” Forest said, “you’re the ones with 

the torture-porn photos. What do you expect 

me to say?” 

 “Let’s keep it calm, now.” Sloate 

glanced from Forest to Hodgkiss and back 

again. “Mr. Forest, would you please just take 

a moment and let us know if you see anything 

in the photos that can help with our 

investigation.” 

 For a few seconds, Forest regarded each 

of the officers in turn. Then he took a deep 

breath and turned his attention back to the six 
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photographs. He straightened them so they 

were all at the same angle. The officers 

glanced at each other. Forest’s fingerprints 

were now on the photos. 

 “What are these numbers?” Forest asked. 

The body of each victim had a small numeral 

written on the shoulder, neck or collarbone, 

perhaps from a ballpoint pen. A couple of 

ones, a three, a four, a five, and a nine. 

 “What do you think they are?” 

 Forest kept glancing from one image to 

another and then back again. “Are these 

photos in the right order?” 

 “Why do you ask?” 

 “The numbers on the bodies.”  

 The officers exchanged glances again. 

Sloate reached out and changed the order of 

the photos. “They were killed in this order.” 

 Forest again studied the numbers. 

“Man,” he said, almost a whisper. Forest 

looked very closely at the photo of the first 

victim. “What is this?” Forest asked, tapping 

a curved white object that was just at the right 

edge of the first photo. He looked up at 

Gomez, then Hodgkiss, then Sloate. 
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 After a second, Sloate said, “It’s a plate.”  

 “What kind of plate?” 

 “A pie plate.” 

 “Because it had a pie on it?” 

 “Before ants ate it,” Hodgkiss said. 

 “So that’s a ‘yes,’ then.” 

 “How did you know to ask about a pie?” 

 Forest looked at the officers and said 

quietly, “Is the guy leaving any other 

numbers?” 

 “These aren’t enough for you?” 

Hodgkiss demanded. 

 “More than enough for me. Maybe even 

more than enough for you. But they’re 

probably not going to be enough for him.” 

 “Yeah? And just why the hell not?” 

Hodgkiss again. 

 Forest regarded them for a moment. 

“You’ve got yourselves a repeat killer,” he 

said carefully. “What the press call a serial 

killer. He’s leaving the number known as pi 

on the bodies of his victims, and he’s 

essentially announced it by putting a pie next 

to the first victim, right where it serves as a 

decimal point. Three point one four one five 
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nine. It’s very perverse, but it’s also very 

precise. And I think someone who’s going to 

do that is going to leave other numbers, 

maybe in patterns or sequences, if only to 

screw with you.” 

 The officers were trying to maintain 

composure. The pressure in the room was 

fueled by anger, doubt, fear, and revulsion.  

 “That’s not pi,” Hodgkiss said, breaking 

the silence. “Pi is three point one four one 

six.” 

 Forest stared at him in disbelief. “That’s 

funny,” he said slowly, “I thought today’s 

police officers had to at least finish high 

school.”  

Hodgkiss didn’t take the insult well. 

“Listen you,” he began, but stopped when 

Sloate put a hand on his arm again.  

“Maybe you skipped geometry class one 

day, big guy,” Forest said, “but three point 

one four one six is rounded off from three 

point one four one five nine. That makes 

calculations easier.” Hodgkiss stared at him, 

quietly seething. “Don’t take my word for it,” 

Forest said. “Look it up.”  
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 There was a pause as Gomez quietly 

tapped on her phone and showed the display 

to Hodgkiss. He looked at the screen, then at 

her. She nodded.  

 “See?” Forest said. “So, are there other 

numbers at these crime scenes?” 

 “No,” Sloate told him. 

 “Really. No notes?” 

There was a slight head-shake from 

Gomez.  

“Maybe a stack of coins?”  

Another head-shake. 

“A number put into the speed dial of 

their phones? An entry into the timer of the 

microwave?” Sloate and Gomez were shaking 

their heads “no” to these suggestions. Forest’s 

mind was racing: “A bunch of matchsticks 

left in an ashtray? Something piled onto the 

bathroom scale? The alarm clock setting?” 

All no. 

 Forest leaned back in his chair. Nobody 

spoke for a moment. Then he had another 

idea: “How do you learn about the killings?” 

 Sloate glanced at the others, then said, 

“Neighbors phone us, usually.” 
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 “Complaining about the sound of the 

TV?” 

 “How the hell would you know that?” 

Hodgkiss demanded. 

 “I’m going to take that as another ‘yes.’ 

What were the channels?” 

 “What?” 

 “When you get to the crime scene, the 

TV is on, what channel?” 

 “Just ran-” he began, and stopped dead. 

 “Oh now, Detective Hodgkiss, your next 

word wasn’t going to be ‘random’ was it? 

Random the same way this three point one 

four one five nine looks ‘random,’ right?” 

 “Do you think the channel numbers were 

in a pattern?” Sloate asked. 

 Forest shrugged and said, “Why not?” 

 “What do you think they mean?” 

 “Could be a mathematical progression 

for no particular reason,” Forest admitted, 

“but if you assign a letter of the alphabet to 

the numbers one through twenty-six, you can 

use numbers to spell words.” 

 “You think he’s spelling something with 

the channels?” 
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 “I don’t know,” Forest said with a bit of 

exasperation, “but the point is: neither do you. 

He might be spelling out a phrase. It could be 

something useless like ‘Fuck Off’ but then 

again, he might be spelling his name. And 

since you guys are up shit creek for clues, I 

don’t think you’re in any position to overlook 

any information he’s willing to give you.” 

 “And just what makes you think we’re 

up shit creek for clues?” Hodgkiss again. 

Belligerent again.  

 Forest smiled at him. Then at each of 

them in turn. “You guys... You come in here, 

three of you, all wary-eyed and bushy-tailed, 

and you start questioning me about a series of 

murders and the only reason you’re bothering 

to do that is because I once exchanged e-mails 

with one of the victims more than a decade 

ago? Oh yeah, you guys are following some 

really hot leads.” 

 Now all three of them were angry. But 

they knew Forest was right. The silence was 

heavy and sweaty. Forest stood up to get 

some water. All three officers tensed, putting 

hands on their weapons. It was not a good 
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idea to make sudden moves in front of these 

three. 

 Forest poured water into a cup and took 

a sip. He leaned on the counter and stared 

down at the photos on the table. “What were 

the dates again?” Forest asked them.  

 “What?” 

 “You asked about the first, the second, 

the third…” Forest turned and grabbed a 

notepad from the counter, pulled out a pen 

and returned to his chair. He quickly wrote 

down the numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8. “These 

are the days the murders took place?” he 

asked, showing them the numbers. 

 “Yes,” Gomez said. 

 Forest looked at the numbers and the 

photographs, then back at the numbers. “First, 

second, third, fifth, and eighth. Five dates, six 

bodies.” 

 “Yes,” Gomez said. 

 Forest shook his head in consternation 

but then stopped. Suddenly, he saw a pattern. 

He peered at the photos again before 

addressing the officers, “Did he kill the first 

two on the first day?” 
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 Hodgkiss looked at Sloate, then stood up 

and said with steely satisfaction, “You want 

to tell me just how the hell could you possibly 

know that?” 

 “From the numbers. These so-called 

‘random’ numbers.” Forest added a 1 to the 

front of the list of numbers he had written, 

making it read: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8. “Look,” 

Forest said. “One, two, three, five, eight isn’t 

anything special,” he told them. “One, one, 

two, three, five, eight is the start of a 

Fibonacci Series.” 

 “A what?” 

 “Numbers that are the sum of the 

previous two numbers. It’s the way a lot of 

the natural world is designed, and— You 

know what? It doesn’t matter. The point is 

that it’s a pattern just like pi.” 

 Hodgkiss, Sloate, and Gomez looked at 

the numbers. 

 “I don’t see the pattern,” Hodgkiss said. 

 “Neither do I,” said Sloate. Gomez 

shook her head “no.”  

 Forest tapped his list of numbers. “One 

plus zero is one. One plus one is two. Two 
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plus one is three. Three and five make eight. 

And so on. If he’s following this pattern, you 

should have had another body and the killing 

would have taken place on the thirteenth.” 

 The three officers looked at one another. 

Gomez dialed a number on her phone. 

“Sergeant Sander’s desk, please.” There was a 

pause. “Martin? Valentina. Was there a—? I 

see. Do we know when it happened? Uh huh, 

where?” She jotted down an address. “Okay, 

thanks. Call you back.” She ended the call, 

then looked at Sloate and nodded.  

 “So,” Forest said. “Next is thirteen plus 

eight. With this pattern, he’ll try again on the 

twenty-first. You’ve got less than a week to 

figure out where. Are all these people cross-

dressers or transgendered, or are they all in a 

similar profession, or are they—” 

 “We’re done here,” Hodgkiss said. 

 “Wait, what about the locations? Where 

did the killings take place? There are numbers 

in the addresses. Latitude and longitude. 

Phone numbers. Numbers of the bus lines. 

The precinct numbers. Or maybe—” 
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 “You’re not a part of this process,” 

Hodgkiss said. 

 “I’m right here.” 

 “And we’re about to leave.” 

 “Oh I see,” Forest said. “It should be 

your investigation.” 

 “You got that right.” 

 “Because you were doing so well on 

your own.” 

 “Screw you,” Hodgkiss spit out. 

 “Take it easy,” Sloate said. “Thank you 

for your cooperation, Mr. Forest.” 

 “You’re welcome, and good luck on the 

twenty-first. Because if you don’t stop him 

then, he might start all over again on the first 

of next month.” The officers stopped and 

stared at him.  

 “What do you mean?” Sloate asked. 

 “With a Fibonacci Series, the numbers 

start to get really far apart and I don’t think 

he’ll want to deprive himself.” 

“I see,” Sloate said. “We’ll keep that in 

mind.” 

“Plus,” Forest added, “there’s the fact 

that these numbers are never-ending.” 
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 “Never-ending?” 

 “Well, obviously there’s no end to a 

Fibonacci Series since you just keep adding 

the most recent numbers to get the next 

number. But there’s also no end to pi.” 

 “Everything ends,” Hodgkiss said. 

 “No,” Forest told him. “There are web 

sites where you can search through the first 

million digits of pi. Hell, 10 million digits. 

Maybe more. Pi never ends.” Forest looked at 

Gomez. “You can look it up for him.” 

 “Thank you for your cooperation, Mr. 

Forest.” 

 “Sure.” He watched the officers leave.  

 “Well,” said Sloate once they were on 

the sidewalk. “That was interesting.” 

 “How ‘bout that guy,” said Hodgkiss. 

 “He gave us more than anybody else 

who’s been working on this,” Gomez said. 

 “Fuck him.” 

 “All right, all right,” Sloate said. “Let’s 

wrap this up for now. We’ve all got other 

cases. I’ll check out the latest victim, get the 

crime scene photos, and we’ll meet on this 

again tomorrow morning.” 
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 Hodgkiss and Gomez nodded and they 

parted. The policewoman walked to her patrol 

car and pulled out a map of the city. Opening 

it, she looked at the large black Xs showing 

the location of each of the killings. She 

checked her notes for the address of the most 

recent homicide, then marked the map. 

 After checking in at the station house, 

Gomez completed her customary pile of 

paperwork and spent two hours handling 

some of the phone messages from local 

retailers and area residents. Questions and 

complaints about everything from loitering to 

burglary, from noisy neighbors to traffic 

accidents, from broken street lights to 

suspected gang activity. Many weren’t even 

the business of the police department but 

citizens didn’t always know who to call. 

 Finally, her shift was over. She sighed 

and stretched. She got up and made herself a 

cup of tea. There was something about the 

map. But what was it? She went back to her 

desk and spread out the map. There were Xs 

on the curved road that stretched across the 

top part of the map. The newest mark was 
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below those. What the hell was it about this 

pattern? 

 She sipped her tea and felt a foreboding. 

It was the same “you better watch out” feeling 

she had every time she was on her job as a 

cop. But her primary concern was the pattern 

on the map, or the lack of a pattern. And then 

suddenly, she saw it. Nearly spilling her tea, 

she grabbed a felt-tip pen and connected the 

Xs at the top of the map by following the 

curved road. Then she connected one of upper 

Xs to the lower X by following another road 

leading straight down from the curved line. 

Gomez drew another line down using another 

one of the straight streets on the map. She 

stood back. 

 A large symbol from the Greek alphabet 

was now drawn on the map. The 16th letter of 

the Greek alphabet. The symbol for pi.  

 Gomez grabbed her phone and punched 

a speed dial number. “Come on come on!” 

she muttered. At last, the connection was 

made. “Lieutenant Sloate, it’s Gomez. I think 

we’ve got it. I think I know where he’s going 

to strike next.” 
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 On the other side of town, someone else 

was looking at the pattern. This time it was 

not on a map but on the canvas of a painting. 

A painting of the symbol for pi. A painting of 

pi that was very similar to many other 

paintings scattered all around the room. 

Canvas after canvas displayed pi in colorful 

configurations.  

 

     
 

 Clearly, this was the work of someone 

who was compulsive, obsessive, conflicted, 

repressed, and confused. It was also, as it 

turned out, the work of someone prone to a 

great deal of violence. 
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HUTCH 
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  2  
 

utch watched Marta as she modeled 

a skirt and blouse for him. “That is 

very nice,” he said, “but I think 

you’re just teasing me.” She froze in place 

and regarded him with a look that was half 

mocking, half bemused. Before she could say 

anything, he added, “Oh, it’s perfectly okay. I 

enjoy teasing. It’s a form of foreplay, and in 

your case it’s a delicious form of foreplay, so 

by all means continue.” Satisfied for the 

moment, she nodded and returned to making 

sensual movements of her body as she offered 

him views of her outfit from front, back, and 

sides. 

 They were in her apartment, supposedly 

getting ready to go out on their third date. 

Before she had begun her modeling session, 

she was gathering items to place in her purse 

and noticed him looking at a row of compact 

disc boxed sets in a bookcase by her stereo 

system. She wondered if this was another 

boyfriend who would disappoint her in his 

 H
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musical choices. Her heart leapt when he 

pointed to the box of seventeen CDs bearing 

the title, Jacqueline du Pré, The Great 

Recordings. “You also like Jackie du Pré?” he 

asked. 

 “I love her,” she said with obvious 

pleasure. 

 “Her duets with Barenboim are 

amazing,” he said.  

 “Aren’t they!” she said. “Although I 

have to admit that the knowledge of her short 

life probably colors my reaction,” she added, 

referring to du Pre’s tragic death at age 42 of 

multiple sclerosis. 

 “That’s possible,” he admitted. “But her 

music lives on.” 

“Yes,” she agreed. 

“Besides,” Hutch continued, “I believe 

she’s still making beautiful sounds. I like to 

think that she is performing in other realms, 

creating music we hear as thunder or the wind 

through the trees.” 

 She regarded him quizzically. Was that a 

line designed to impress her? But no, he 

seemed serious. This guy’s worth watching, 
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she thought to herself. Maybe she should 

think about her career choice... She was a 

JAG in the Coast Guard, and had recently 

been notified she would have the opportunity 

to transfer to the International Maritime 

Organization in London. She shook off her 

doubts about that move because it was a 

couple weeks away. Instead, she concentrated 

on her date. They had been planning on going 

out but both were now happily sidetracked by 

the modeling. “Don’t you want to see what I 

bought?” she had asked with fake innocence. 

When he demurred, she added the enticing 

idea of her displaying the outfit personally. 

That changed his mind and she went to her 

bedroom, quickly changed, added her highest 

of high heels, and seemed to slink back into 

the living room. “What do you think?” she 

asked. “Is the skirt too short? Is the blouse too 

tight? So, I need to know, what is the man’s 

opinion?” 

 “The man’s opinion is wow,” he replied, 

“but that’s not the point.” 

 “Oh? What is the point?” 

 “You can make any outfit look good.” 
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 “Flatterer,” she said. 

 “Nope,” he replied. “Just stating a fact.” 

 “So, are you saying you want me to wear 

this outfit on our date?” 

 “Not really.” 

 “No?” 

 “No,” he said. “I think the skirt and 

blouse would look best lying over the back of 

the couch.” 

 There was a pause as she considered the 

situation. “Well,” she said slowly, “I did also 

purchase a bra and panties...” 

 “That sounds promising,” he said slowly. 

 “Does it?” she replied, smiling. 

“Yeah-huh,” he said. 

“Well, I guess that could be part of the 

modeling show this evening...” 

 “You will have an attentive audience,” 

he said. 

 “...if you promise to behave.” 

 “I absolutely promise to use behavior.” 

 “Hmmm,” she said.  

 “Would you like to establish a few 

ground rules for the evening?” he asked. 

 “That sounds promising,” she said. 
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 “Okay,” he told her. “How about this: I 

will tell you what I’m planning to do and then 

we can discuss it.” 

 “Discuss it,” she mused.  

“Sure,” he said. “If you like what I’m 

suggesting, I can be bribed with kisses.” 

“And if I don’t like it?” she inquired. 

“I can be bribed with kisses.” 

There was another pause.  

“Oh dear,” she said, changing the 

subject, “one of my stockings isn’t straight.” 

She bent over, placed the palms of her hands 

on one of her legs, and began adjusting the 

nylon fabric. She did not seem to be making 

much change in the lingerie but Hutch was 

fascinated anyway. 

 “Do you require any help with that?” he 

asked. 

 “I might,” she said, straightening up. She 

placed both hands on her thighs and slowly 

pulled her skirt up to reveal the lace tops of 

her stockings. “These are ‘stay-ups’ but the 

idea is to have them at the same position on 

each thigh, so they’re even all the way 

around. Perhaps you could help me by 
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observing them and advising me on the 

symmetry?”  

 “I would be pleased to provide this 

service to you but there will be a charge for 

my time, effort, judgment, and statement of 

opinion.” 

 “A charge?” she asked. 

 “Cost you a kiss,” he said. 

 “Hmmm,” she said with a small smile. 

“A kiss sounds like it might be a fair price.” 

 “The only impediment to our proceeding 

with this contractual arrangement is the 

unknown quantity.” 

“And what is the unknown quantity?”  

“The kiss itself. We might decide to 

engage in a practice kiss first, just to assess 

the physical ramifications of the proposed 

agreement.” 

“Are you sure you’re not an attorney?” 

she asked.  

“Positive,” he said. “That’s your area of 

expertise. But it’s one reason why I like being 

with you.” 

“You like lawyers?” 

“I like smart women.” 
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“I see. You said that’s one reason. Are 

there other reasons?” 

“Several.” 

“Such as?” 

He moved close to her, speaking softly. 

“Eyes, lips, neck, shoulders, arms, waist, hips, 

ass, thighs, knees...” He put his arms around 

her. 

“Not so fast,” she protested in mock 

seriousness. “You implied you would 

announce your intentions prior to committing 

any physical act.” 

He smiled. “True enough,” he said. “My 

intention is to take you in my arms and kiss 

you, very softly, and then again, a bit more 

passionately.” 

“A bit,” she mused, “and then?” 

“Then it will be time to state new 

intentions.” 

She was half-smiling as she regarded 

him. “I don’t always know when you’re being 

perfectly serious.” 

“I’m probably not perfect in anything but 

I make an effort in that direction. Allow me to 

demonstrate.” 
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She started to nod but he was already 

kissing her, very delicately, almost reverently. 

She responded in kind. When they parted, 

they pulled their heads back slightly, sighed 

contentedly, and then kissed again, this time 

holding each other tight. 

When next they stepped back, they kept 

holding hands. “Whoa, um, let me catch my 

breath,” she said. “That was, well... allow me 

to say that I am liking the progress we’re 

making in our negotiations.” 

“We may have to renegotiate on a 

regular basis,” he said.  

“Oh yes indeed,” she agreed. 

“But I have to warn you that I probably 

will begin to get somewhat demanding from 

time to time.” 

“Demanding?” 

“Um-hmm,” he said. “As in...” he 

paused. 

“Yes?”  

“Come here,” he said with a smile.  

“You bet,” she said, moving against him. 

“In order to maintain the level of quality 

you will soon come to expect, I need to 
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practice kissing. Now, I could seek to obtain 

practice elsewhere but I prefer to practice 

with you.” 

“You’d better only practice with me,” 

she said, and immediately regretted making 

the comment. 

“That will not be a problem,” he said, 

grinning. 

“Whew,” she said. “For a second, I 

thought I had put a wrench into the 

discussions.” 

“Not at all. In fact, you have smoothed 

the way to—” She didn’t let him finish 

because she kissed him. They relished the 

internal explosions of passion, lust, and 

desire. When they parted this time, Hutch 

lived up to his promise of stating his 

intensions: 

“I am going to unbutton your blouse,” he 

said quietly. 

“Um-hmm,” she said. She watched him 

slowly unfasten the buttons and slide the 

blouse off each shoulder. She helped slip her 

arms out of the garment. She tossed it onto a 

chair. 
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“You deserve a kiss now,” he told her 

softly. 

“Oh, I think I deserve two kisses,” she 

replied with just the slightest movement of 

her chest. 

He glanced appreciatively at her body 

and said, “Agreed.” 

Two kisses later he whispered, “I am 

going to remove your skirt.” 

“Um-hmm,” she said. “Followed by 

more kissing,” she ordered. 

“Absolutely,” he responded. He moved 

behind her, unfastened the hook and slid 

down the zipper. She turned, put one hand on 

his shoulder and stepped out of the skirt. She 

tossed it on the chair and put her arms around 

him. “You’re not pausing for me to admire 

the view,” he said. 

“Umm, after the kissing,” she said. 

“Umm, deal,” he said. 

After the kissing, he held her hands and 

stepped back to regard her. Letting go of one 

hand, he moved around her to enjoy the view 

from all angles. “I do believe,” he said 

quietly, “that it is time to remove the panties.” 
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“Umm,” she said. “Do you want to 

remove them or do you want to watch me 

remove them?” 

“Oh, I would much prefer to watch you 

take them off.” 

“Really?” 

“Absolutely,” he said. “Not only will 

that be enjoyable for me to observe, but then I 

would learn how you like to have them 

removed. My preference would be slowly but 

I am willing to consider a more rapid 

methodology if that is your preference.” 

“No, slow is good,” she said. 

“Excellent. Would you like a kiss before 

you start slipping them off, or would you like 

a kiss after you remove them?” 

“I would prefer both,” she said. 

He smiled, took her in his arms, and 

kissed her once more. When he stepped back, 

she slipped her hands into the waistband of 

her panties and slowly worked them off her 

hips and down her legs. The panties were 

added to the clothing on the chair. He stared 

at her without moving. 

“Well?” she said. 
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“Just trying to remember to breathe,” he 

said. “You are intoxicating.” 

“Thank you,” she said with false 

modesty. 

He stepped close to her and they spent 

some time kissing: lips, neck, ear, shoulder. 

He ran his hands over her body, gently 

pinching her nipples through her bra each 

time he caressed her breasts. 

“Am I going to remove my bra, or are 

you?” she whispered. 

“Neither,” he whispered back. He gently 

folded each cup under her breasts, creating a 

blatantly erotic presentation. He alternated 

between kissing her nipples and delicately 

pinching or twisting them, then led her to 

stand behind the couch. With one final kiss, 

he guided her to bend over the back of the 

couch with her hands on the seat cushions. 

“You will hold this pose while I get 

undressed.” 

“But,” she whispered, “we haven’t 

decided on—“ 

He pulled a condom from his pocket and 

extended his hand so she could see it. 
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“Ahh,” she said. “That will do nicely.” 

“Um-hmm,” he said. He removed his 

clothing, keeping his eyes on her body. “You 

have a lovely little pussy,” he said quietly.  

“I’m glad you think so,” she said at the 

same low volume. 

He rolled the condom onto his erect 

member and slowly slid his cock into her. He 

smiled and she gasped for breath.  

“I’m already close,” she said. 

“Good,” he whispered back. “I hope you 

climax now, and then again in a few minutes, 

and then again in a little while when I come.” 

“Oh yes,” she moaned. 

“Oh yes,” he agreed. He ran his hands 

from her neck down her back over her hips to 

her thighs and back to her neck. Then he slid 

his hands around to play with her breasts. 

Then he repeated the caressing until they both 

reached a state of ecstasy.  

 

he straightened her bra, pulled on her 

panties, and surveyed the somewhat 

disheveled nature of her apartment. “Well,” 

she said, “we seem to have turned this place 

 S
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into a changing room. Not that I’m 

complaining, you understand. Merely an 

observation.” He nodded in agreement as he 

glanced around the room while getting 

dressed.  

“Worth it?” he asked. 

“Totally,” she said. 

He paused and a small smile played 

across his lips.  

“What?” she asked. 

 “Just happy right now,” he said. “You 

are a fascinating and alarmingly attractive 

creature.” 

 “There’s cause for alarm?” she inquired. 

 “Stunningly attractive,” he said. 

 “Okay,” she said with mock satisfaction. 

“That’s better. We might have to go mess up 

your place next time.” 

 “Good idea,” he said. “Although I won’t 

be in my new place for another week or so. 

Right now, I have a roommate.” 

 “Oh?” she said, a bit of trepidation in her 

voice. 

 “Yup. But he is moving on. Or we both 

are.” 
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“Oh,” she said, relieved. “What does he 

do?” 

“He’s an artist. I’m getting tired of the 

fumes from oil-based paint.” 

 “What kind of paintings does he make?” 

 “Greek letterforms,” he said. 

“What does that mean?” 

“I’ll show you,” he told her while 

scrolling through images on his phone. 

“Here,” he said, holding out the device to her.  

 “That’s the symbol for pi, isn’t it?” she 

asked. 

“Yeah,” Hutch told her. “That’s all he 

paints. Weird, huh.” 

 “Yes,” she replied. “That does seem 

weird.” 
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  3  
 

he police appeared in force on each 

day leading up to the 21st of the 

month, spreading out through the 

neighborhood indicated by a circled area on 

Officer Gomez’ map. One by one or in teams 

of two, they conducted house-to-house 

questioning, looking for women, transvestites, 

cross-dressers, or the transgendered, whether 

living alone or with roommates.   

 The officers rang the bell or knocked on 

the door. If no one was home, they would 

mark their list to return later. If someone 

appeared at the door, the officers asked for 

help with the police investigation.  

“Just a few questions, just a couple 

moments of your time, and that would be 

helpful to our investigation.” They had been 

given instructions on what to ask and how to 

respond to questions that the public fired back 

at them. It was not an enjoyable part of the 

job but they knew it was necessary if they 

wanted to prevent the next murder they knew 

 T
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was a few days away. A couple days away. A 

day away. 

 Some residents took it badly while others 

tried to be helpful, even if they were clueless. 

Take, for example, the man who answered the 

door of apartment A207 in the Shadow Hills 

complex located at the corner of Apple 

Avenue and Polk Place. According to their 

records, the man’s name was Michael Elias 

Messing. Mr. Messing clutched at his 

terrycloth bathrobe as he spoke to the officers 

but he seemed to be open and pleasant. His 

collection of paintings of the pi symbol were 

not visible from where the officers stood in 

the doorway.  

 “We appreciate your help, Mr. Messing.” 

“Call me Mike.”  

“All right, Mike. We only have a few 

quick questions. Do you live alone?”  

 “Naw. I have a roommate. And, my, uh, 

girlfriend is here right now, but it’s my 

apartment. Is that what you mean?” 

 “Does your girlfriend planning on going 

out alone Sunday afternoon or evening?” 

 “You talking about today?” 
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 “That’s right.” 

 “Naw, we’ve got plans. Why?” 

 “Nothing important, Mr. Messing, Mike. 

Thank you for your cooperation. You stay 

close to your girlfriend.” 

 “Sure thing, I will.” 

 Mike Messing watched the officers move 

to the next apartment, then closed the door 

and went back to one of the bedrooms. He 

picked up his beer and approached an easel 

holding a half-finished painting of the pi 

symbol. 

 “Who was that?” came a lilting voice 

from the other bedroom. 

 “Nothing. No biggie.” 

 Jeremy Burchard entered the room. “I’m 

sorry, honey, I didn’t hear you. Who was it?” 

 “Sales people,” Mike said. “I wasn’t 

buying. Hey, you look great.” 

 “Why, thank you. Wait ‘til you see what 

I’ve got on underneath.” 

 “Do I get a peek?” 

 “Maybe, if you’re a good boy and use 

your words.” 

 “Pretty please?” 
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 “Okay,” Jeremy smiled. He slid his 

hands down to the hem of his very tight skirt 

and slowly pulled it up to reveal shocking 

pink panties.  

 Mike cocked his head to one side and 

smiled appreciatively. “That’s nice. That’s 

real nice. Jeremy Burchard, you are one cute 

queen.” 

 “I prefer ‘Princess.’ You know that.  

“You are one cute princess.” 

“Thank you.” He blew him a kiss. 

“You’re welcome.” He returned the air 

kiss.  

“So, finish your beer and let’s both get 

dressed. Or undressed, I should say.” 

 “Are we going blonde, brunette, or 

what?” 

 “I’m going blonde,” Jeremy said.  

“You were blonde last time.” 

“So sue me. I’m in a blonde mood right 

now.” 

“You want me to be blonde, too?” 

“You can surprise me.” 

 “Right.” 
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 Within a few minutes, both men were 

attired in outfits that they each found 

satisfying. In addition to his favorite tight-

fitting skirt and blouse, Jeremy was wearing a 

blonde wig of long, gently tousled curls. 

Mike’s wig was short and auburn and he was 

wearing a little black dress. As they kissed 

and caressed, they slowly and sensually 

undressed each other, revealing custom-

stitched brassieres that forced their pectorals 

into an approximation of female breasts and 

had small clips on their nipples. Each was 

also wearing a garter belt and stockings with 

high-heeled shoes. 

 “Oh yessssss,” Mike said. “The only 

thing better than a lezzie with a strap on...”  

 “...is a tranny with a hard-on,” Jeremy 

said with him. 

 They shared that phrase so often that 

they did it without thinking.  

“Love your ‘fuck me’ pumps,” Mike 

murmured between kisses. 

 “Umm-hmmm, yours too,” Jeremy 

whispered breathlessly.  
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 Mike kissed Jeremy on the lips, neck, 

shoulder, chest, and thighs. Both were 

breathing heavily.  

 

utch returned from his shopping trip 

faster than expected. By arriving so 

soon at the apartment, he almost bumped into 

Jeremy exiting the building.  

“Hi,” Hutch said. 

“Uh, yeah, hi,” Jeremy said. 

“How are you doing?” Hutch asked him, 

but all he received in return was a wave of the 

hand as Jeremy hurried toward his car.  

Hutch shrugged and entered the 

apartment. He made a cup of tea and chatted 

with Mike to make certain Jeremy was not 

returning. Then Hutch killed Mike and 

arranged his body to look just like the other 

victims in the police files for The Numbers 

Killer, sometimes called The Pi Killer, and 

who Hutch knew as Michael Elias Messing.  

 Afterwards, Hutch carefully wiped 

surfaces he had touched inside the apartment. 

He then dressed in his frumpiest old-man 

clothing and strolled to the carport. He drove 

 H
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slowly away from the apartment complex, 

past the undercover officers, past the 

uniformed cops, and to another part of the 

city. He had lots of physical evidence from 

Messing’s work and his plan was to slowly 

release it to the media over the next few 

weeks. His mind drifted to a quote from Henri 

Cazalis’ Danse macabre: “Death at midnight 

comes a-dancing.” Hutch began whistling the 

Saint-Saens orchestral tone-poem of the same 

name. Life was good.  
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  4  
 

hen dtails about The Pi Killer 

eventually emerged, they were 

like human catnip. A horrified but 

fascinated populace made it a topic of 

conversation practically everywhere, reaching 

people across all walks of life. Police patrols 

were beefed up, speeches were made, and the 

media did their best to scare the hell out of 

their audience (“Could the Pi Killer be 

Stalking You?!?”) so that every night doors 

were locked and bolts and latches and chains 

were checked and re-checked. 

 News directors loved the story because it 

made some of their decisions so much easier. 

What item goes at the top of the news show? 

The Pi Killer. What story goes on the front 

page? The Pi Killer. What tidbits go into the 

teasers and commercials for the news and talk 

shows? The Pi Killer. There were pie puns, 

pie jokes, and pie memes, many of 

questionable taste. The attention paid to the 

story was overwhelming for a while but the 

 W
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media’s appetite for novelty is voracious—the 

news cycle constantly needs new outrages and 

therefore the story eventually faded from the 

headlines.  

  There were some lonely souls with 

twisted perspectives who fixated on the killer 

as well as on his victims, his methods, his 

obsessive-compulsive paintings, and all 

aspects of his madness. In particular, there 

was a lot of attention from a troubled, ill-

educated, alcohol-dependent, middle-aged 

man named Alex Cassidy. “I worship and 

honor the exquisite cleansing work of the 

magnificent man who is called The Pi Killer,” 

wrote Alex at the start of a seven thousand 

word essay that lauded everything that had 

ever been attributed to Messing whether it 

was real or speculated or made up out of thin 

air. Alex described Messing’s work with 

tenderness and devotion. Phrases like 

“splendor of horror” and “artistry of 

destruction” were scattered throughout his 

screed, his magnum opus.  

 In most such instances, that’s where the 

lunacy would come to a merciful end, but not 
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with Alex Blair Cassidy, or “ABC,” as he 

called himself when posting in chat rooms. 

“Sending love and respect to The Pi Killer 

from ABC” was one example of his many 

missives, none of which pleased the people in 

the offices of the American Broadcasting 

Company or their owners, the Walt Disney 

organization.  

Cassidy devoted his every waking 

moment to Messing’s activities. Memorizing 

the details of the crimes. Fantasizing about 

becoming Messing. Acting out scenes as if he 

was Messing. Until one day, he decided it was 

time to take the acting from playtime to 

reality.  

 “Planning is the one primary imperative 

faced by one who would rise above the 

mundane,” he wrote in his diary. “PLAN IT, 

DAMN IT!” was the note taped to the top of 

his computer screen. And plan it he did. 

Selecting a part of the city in which to begin. 

Singling out a victim. Stalking the victim to 

carefully note behavior patterns. What time of 

day did the person get up? Go to bed? Go to 

work? Get home? When and where does the 
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person go shopping? See friends? Go out to 

eat? Go to the movies? Oh yes, there was a 

great deal of planning. 

 Cassidy wanted so very much to be the 

new Pi Killer. Which is why he emulated so 

many aspects of Messing’s work, right down 

to the fixation with symbolism imagery. 

Messing left behind paintings of pi. Cassidy 

worked feverishly on paintings of phi and 

pho. His work was not as good as the work of 

his idol. As for Cassidy’s killings, he was not 

quite able to carry them out anywhere near as 

well as his copycat canvases, no matter how 

much planning he put into the murders. He 

just wasn’t good enough.  

 Diane, the woman he had selected for his 

first victim, was stronger than he thought. She 

fought back in unexpected ways and with 

great ferocity. The chloral hydrate Cassidy 

had slipped into her drink at the bar did not 

have the effect he needed, or perhaps she had 

not consumed enough of it. Either way, when 

he pretended to help her step outside for some 

fresh air, she was still on guard against his 

fumbling attempt to get her into the back of 
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his pick-up truck. She utilized some of the 

moves she had studied for years at self-

defense classes. Cassidy sustained bruises to 

his temple, neck, eyes, nose and arms. 

 The drug eventually did its work and 

Diane weakened enough so that Cassidy got 

her backed against the rear of the truck. 

Holding her there, he struggled to lower the 

tailgate and nearly sustained a hernia as he 

awkwardly and painfully maneuvered her 

body up into the truck bed. Sweating, he 

started pulling a tarp over her. For a moment, 

he paused to stare at her face, puzzled at the 

feelings of desire welling up inside him, 

something he had never felt in the presence of 

a woman, or in the presence of any living 

creature, for that matter. Lost in a mild erotic 

reverie, Cassidy marveled at his ability to get 

this far with his plan.  

Who knows how long he would have 

stayed there, on all fours, hunched over the 

prostrate body of the unfortunate working 

girl, if a droplet of blood hadn’t detached 

itself from his broken nose and plopped down 

on her neck.  
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 Cassidy frantically wiped away the blood 

and covered her body. Scurrying into the 

driver’s seat of his truck, he drove away in 

too much of a hurry, almost sideswiping a car 

on his way down the street. Once Cassidy had 

traveled far beyond the city limits, he left the 

highway and drove slowly down an unlit dirt 

road. Eventually coming to a halt, he switched 

off the engine and relished the silence of the 

night. There, under the stars, Cassidy was 

finally able to carry out part of his plan to 

perfection, leaving the body parts in the shape 

of one of his paintings and using the blood to 

form the background of the scene.  

 Days later, when members of Boy Scout 

Troup 735 came across the remains, there was 

a great deal of projectile vomiting, somewhat 

spoiling the carefully arranged tableaux. Still, 

the media coverage of the killing was most 

satisfying, especially after Cassidy sent a 

letter and a painting to Channel Six ‘News at 

Six.’  

 “Dear World,” it began, “You have 

failed in your trying to make me one of you 

and I am going to take my revenge on you 
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with great gusto violence.” The manifesto was 

a ninety-five hundred-word harangue full of 

blather, persiflage, and the ravings of a mind 

in torment.  
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  5  
 

utch moved into a new apartment in 

a different part of the city. Having 

made a few beneficial economic 

transactions involving the finances of the 

now-departed Michael Messing, Hutch was 

flush with discretionary funds. This enabled 

him to afford larger and more impressive 

lodgings. At this moment, Hutch was giving a 

tour to his new girlfriend, Cindy, now that 

Marta was overseas. “This place is pretty 

cool, don’t you think?” he asked her.  

 “It’s very nice,” she replied. “You’re not 

married, are you?” 

 “No, why do you ask?” 

 “It’s so neat and clean.” 

 “Oh,” he smiled. “No, I keep it that way. 

There’s so much messiness in the outside 

world that I really appreciate having my place 

very orderly.” 

 “Uh huh,” Cindy said, unconvinced. 

 “Take a look in my refrigerator,” he said, 

“and you’ll know I’m not married. I’ve got 

 H
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cream for my coffee, a couple of apples for 

snacking, a bottle of champagne for special 

occasions—and that’s it. Show me a married 

guy who has a ‘fridge like that.” 

 She hesitated a second, then turned and 

walked into the kitchen to see for herself. 

“Wow,” she said, “you weren’t kidding.” She 

looked over at him and arched one eyebrow. 

“Just how special does the occasion have to 

be?” 

 He smiled, entered the kitchen, reached 

past her to remove the bottle and began 

opening it. “There are glasses in that 

cupboard right there,” he told her. 

She turned and opened the cupboard. 

“There are only two glasses in here,” she said. 

“Exactly the number we need.” 

“True enough,” she said. 

“Here we go,” he said as he released the 

cork with a “pop.” 

 “What kind of champagne is it?” Cindy 

asked. 

 “Lallement Brut Rosé Champagne Grand 

Cru NV,” he said smoothly. 

“Sounds impressive,” she said. 
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“You can tell a lot from the name,” he 

said as he poured. “Lallement is the brand, 

which is well-respected. Wait, more about the 

bubbly in a minute. Here’s to you,” he said, 

lifting his glass. 

 “Bottoms up,” she said. 

 “Well, a man can hope.”  

 She punched him on the arm but was 

smiling broadly. “Pretty sure of yourself,” she 

told him. 

 “No, just feeling good about this 

evening.” They sipped their champagne 

quietly. “So, back to the champagne. Brut 

means it is dry rather than overly sweet. Rosé 

means it’s a light red, in this case from a Pinot 

Noir grape.” 

 “And that’s good?” 

 “It tastes good.” 

 “Yes,” Cindy said. “Yes it does.” 

 They sipped and gazed into each other’s 

eyes. “Um, where was I?” Hutch asked.  

“The Champagne,” she said, gesturing 

with her glass. 

“Oh, right. Okay, well, it’s an actual 

Champagne, meaning it’s from that district of 
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France. Grand Cru means that it, or the 

vineyard, is rated as superior. And NV 

means—” 

 “Nevada,” she said, mocking him. 

 “Nope, mon petit chou, my little cream-

puff, it means there is no year of vintage, or 

grapes from more than one harvest year were 

used to make it.” 

 “You know a lot about wine.” 

 “Not really,” he said. “I just memorized 

some stuff about this bottle to impress you.” 

He kept a straight face and met her gaze for a 

moment. Then they both laughed. There was a 

pause. “We’re at an awkward part of the 

relationship, aren’t we?” he asked her. 

 “What do you mean?” 

 “Well, you’re in my place. That means 

we need a first kiss in this room.” 

 “Agreed,” she said, turning her head 

toward him.  

 He smiled, admired her lovely face a 

moment, then kissed her. Somewhere out in 

space, a star exploded and the shockwaves 

traveled across the universe and were felt 

inside their bodies. 
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 “That was nice,” she said quietly. 

 “Agreed,” he said, smiling. 

 After a slight pause, she said, “You said 

‘first of all.’ What’s the second thing?” 

 “Well,” he replied, “we’re too far into 

the whole ‘new place’ thing not to kiss, but 

it’s probably too soon to make love.” 

 “Who is this person who claims it’s too 

soon to make love?” 

 “Oh I knew I was going to like you. Put 

down your glass.” 

“Yes, sir.” 

“Come over here.” 

 “I’m already here.” 

 “Put your arms around me.” 

 “Yes, sir.” 

 “You have a beautiful smile,” he 

whispered. 

 “Thank you,” she whispered back. 

“Now, are you going to do anything to show 

your appreciation of it?” 

 “Yes, this.” And he kissed her again. 

Slowly and delicately at first, but with 

growing passion and intensity until they were 

gasping for breath. 
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 “Ummm,” she said. “You’re a good 

kisser.” 

 “Only average,” he told her, kissing her 

again.  Slowly, then hard. They stopped when 

they both needed to take in more oxygen. 

 “That’s way above average,” she said, 

breathing hard. 

 “Maybe if we’re grading on a curve,” he 

said. “But I am willing to go for some extra 

credit.” And he kissed her with more passion, 

putting one hand around her waist and the 

other on the back of her head. Holding her 

tightly, as if possessing her. 

 “Oh yes,” Cindy said when they stopped 

for a few seconds. “That’s very, very good. 

May I have more please, sir?” 

 “Well, it’s against my better judgment, 

but, okay.” And they kissed once again. This 

time, after their lips parted and they enjoyed 

their moment of heavy breathing, he took her 

hand and led her to the bedroom. She 

followed silently, a smile forming on her face.  

 Walking down the hallway, they passed 

a room with a closed door. She thought 

nothing of it because she could see a corner of 
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the bed in the room at the end of the hall and 

her mind was on the physicality that was to 

come: passionate but slow, then faster and 

faster until there was a fusing of two souls 

into one organism of pleasure and stimulation 

and excitement and sharing. 

 As the weeks went by, Cindy became 

more and more comfortable around Hutch. 

One evening, she was approaching ecstasy as 

she walked into the bedroom. She hesitated 

when he began putting leather bondage 

bracelets on her wrists but then he kissed her 

again and she climaxed. When she emerged 

from that deliciousness, she found that her 

arms were securely fastened over her head 

with braided leather cords attached to metal 

hooks in a beam in the ceiling. Hutch was 

putting leather bondage bracelets on her 

ankles.  

 “You’re not going to hurt me, are you?” 

 “No,” he said earnestly. “I will never 

harm you. I may have to make you squirm 

and beg and bribe me with kisses, but only if 

you don’t behave.” He glanced up at her and 

smiled. Seeing her look of confusion, he stood 
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up, put his arms around her and kissed her. 

Then he caressed her body slowly, tenderly, 

lovingly. 

 He ran his hands down her legs and 

fastened chains to the hooks that were on the 

outer edge of the leather anklets. He stood up 

and explained what was going to happen to 

her. “I am going to play with you and give 

you commands. If you obey, you will be 

rewarded with a kiss. Like this. He kissed her 

delicately and she moaned. “If you disobey, 

you will be punished. Now, we need to 

determine how you will be disciplined. Here 

is my first command: tell me a way you can 

be punished.” 

 “I could be spanked.” 

 “Excellent idea,” he said. “Good girl.” 

He kissed her. “You will receive one kiss 

every time you earn the praise, ‘good girl.’“  

 “I hope to earn a lot of kisses, master,” 

she whispered. 

 “Good girl,” he whispered back, and 

kissed her. He played with her body, 

sometimes rewarding her, sometimes 

punishing her. On some occasions when he 
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spanked her, she deliberately misbehaved to 

get additional strokes. Then she would beg for 

mercy and he would return to playing with 

her, exploring her, and taking her to climax 

again and again. After getting her undressed 

just enough, he removed his own clothing and 

entered her. She was delighted to find that she 

reached new levels of pleasure every time. 

 “Do you like this?” he whispered. He 

was running his hands from her breasts to her 

hips while his cock was deep inside her, 

slowly but powerfully thrusting in and out.  

 “Yessss,” she replied with a whisper.  

 “I’m going to possess you,” he 

whispered. 

 “Yes, yes, yes,” came her reply in 

whispers that seemed like shouts every time 

her mouth came near his ear. 

 When he finally climaxed, he grabbed 

her ass and held on tight. Their breathing was 

violent and frenzied as they gulped at the air, 

trying to feed their lungs just as their actions 

had fed their loins. Eventually, their pulse 

rates sank to more normal levels. He 

remained inside her for several wonderful 
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moments. Still pressing his body into her, he 

reached up and unfastened her wrists. She 

brought her arms down and hugged him. 

 “That was... it was... amazing is the only 

thing I can think of,” she said. 

 “Um-hmm,” he said. He looked lovingly 

into her eyes. The silence was full of promise 

and delight. Finally, he spoke. “You know,” 

he said softly, “when a man and woman 

experience ecstasy like that, they are in a 

condition of altered consciousness.” 

 “Ummm,” she said, going into a 

coquettish style of speaking she sometimes 

used when they were flirting, “I’m very 

interested in your views and would like to 

subscribe to your newsletter on this subject.” 

 “Good,” he said. 

 “Don’t you mean ‘good girl’?” 

 “Ahh, right, right. Good girl,” he said, 

and kissed her. She sighed contentedly. “So, 

um,” he continued, “where was I?” 

 “You were talking about what happens 

when we come.” 

 “Ooooh, what a deliciously bad girl you 

are. Such language!” he said. 
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 “I know! I probably need to be punished 

again soon.” 

 “Absolutely.” 

 “But meanwhile, keep talking,” she said. 

 “Okay,” he replied happily. “Well, when 

two people come, the man is physically in the 

room but he is spiritually floating in the 

clouds; the woman is physically in the room 

but she is spiritually floating through the rings 

of Saturn.” 

 “You can forget about the rings of 

Saturn,” she said. “I was floating through the 

Andromeda Galaxy. And it would be nice to 

travel there again soon, please, sir.” 

 “It’s a date,” he said, smiling. He 

removed her bondage gear, kissing her again 

and again. Quietly, they dressed. He took her 

hand and they prepared to leave the apartment 

so he could drive her home. Walking down 

the hallway, they once again passed that 

closed door. She didn’t try to open it but if 

she had done so, she would have found it was 

locked. Behind that door was Hutch’s new 

endeavor. It involved several priests in 

various parts of the city, so there were maps 
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and photos of numerous church locations, and 

biographies of the prelates Hutch had selected 

for some very special attention. 

 Also in the locked room was his latest art 

project, something he called his Punk Poetry 

series, or the Bible Notepad. Hutch admitted 

to himself that “Such images are best reserved 

for those who appreciate satiric outrage.” 

They would also appeal to those seeking a 

glimpse into the existence of a tortured soul.  
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  6  
  

or weeks, the police were baffled by 

the disappearance of parish priests 

from various parts of the city. There 

had been no reports of attacks on the clerics, 

nor were there any signs of struggle. There 

were no ransom notes. In fact, there were few 

clues of any kind. One day, a priest would be 

in the parish, and the next day, they were 

gone. Poof. 

 “Okay, tell me what you’ve got,” said 

Lieutenant Matthews. 

 “Not much physical evidence,” said 

Detective Sergeant Stevens, “but there’s one 

possible connection with the priests.” 

 “What’s that?” asked the Lieutenant.  

 “You’re not gonna like it.” 

 “Unless you guys come up with 

something to report, I’m not gonna like much 

of anything about anything, so what is it?” 

 “Okay. You know that we’ve done all 

the standard stuff. Knocking on doors, 

interviewing people who work at the 

 F
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churches, talking to people in the 

neighborhoods where the priests usually went 

during the week.” 

 “And we have zip.”  

 “And we have zip, right. But we finally 

got the records on the priests from the high-

and-mighty Roman Catholic Mucky-Mucks.” 

 “Easy.” 

 “Yeah, right. I got very little sympathy 

for the Holy See’s Candies or the Cardinal 

Conclavia or what-the-hell.” 

 “And I’m saying take it easy with that 

kind of talk.” 

 “Look, Lieutenant, some of these people 

say they want us to find their precious priests 

but getting cooperation from the officials over 

there is like picking at a scab. If the D.A. 

hadn’t cut some sort of deal with them, plus 

that community action group’s Freedom of 

Information Act request, we’d still have 

nothing. And—“ 

“I know, I know,” the Lieutenant said 

bitterly. 

“And it’s like they don’t really want to 

get us any info on the victims.” 
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 “We don’t know they’re victims of 

anything yet.” 

 “Oh sure,” the Sergeant said. “They all 

just decided to take a vacation on the 

Appalachian Trail. All twelve of ‘em.” 

 “Thirteen.” 

 “What?” 

 “Yeah, we got the word a half-hour ago.” 

 “Another one disappeared?” 

 “Yup.” 

 “So okay, now there’s a baker’s dozen. 

Anyway, we got the files on five of ‘em and 

they all have been accused of diddling little 

boys.” 

 “So?” said the Lieutenant. “They’re 

priests. That’s what they do.” 

 “Right,” said the Sergeant, “but it’s the 

only pattern we’ve got and it could be the 

reason they’re being removed.” 

 “Wait, you think the Catholic Church is 

abducting its own priests?” 

 “Wouldn’t that be great. No, but 

somebody is. Think about it. Let’s say your 

son was raped by one of these douches. And 

the church just puts you off, sends the priest 
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to a new parish, maybe even offers you some 

money, whatever, but it sticks in your gullet. 

You want to strike back at these a-holes. 

What do you do about it?” 

 “Oh come on,” the Lieutenant said, “you 

don’t track them down and grab ‘em off the 

street.” 

 “No? I would.” 

 “Well, you, sure.” 

 “Hey, you know what? Up yours, 

Lieutenant. Respectfully.” 

 “Yeah, right.” 

 “Seriously, though, you take a second 

and think about it—if it was your kid got 

fucked, what would you do? Tell me, what 

would you do?” 

 There was a pause. 

 “Ahhh Christ,” the Lieutenant spat out at 

last. 

 “Exactly.” 

 “So then, what?” 

 “So I looked into the complaints made 

against the missing priests.” 

 “Okay, and...?” 

 “Yeah, okay, there’s this problem.” 
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 “What’s that?” 

 “Well, I can show you.” The Sergeant 

walked to his desk. “Right here you have the 

files of five of the priests. Five folders.” He 

tapped them, “One, two, three, four, five.” 

 “Yeah, I can see and I can count.” 

 “Okay,” said Detective Sergeant 

Stevens. “Over here are the complaints made 

against these priests. These files here.” 

 “Which ones?” 

 “All of ‘em.” 

 “All of ‘em?” 

 “All of ‘em.” 

 “Christ, there must be a couple 

hundred!” 

 “Three hundred and eleven. And that’s 

just for five of the priests.” 

 “Shit.” 

 “Yeah.” 

 “So we’ve got too many people who 

could be suspects.” 

 “Ya think? But then, well, maybe not,” 

the sergeant said. “Not if we can get access to 

some city records.” 

 “Whatdaya mean?” 
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 “Okay look, all these priests have been 

transferred here from other parishes, and 

some in other cities, so—” 

 “So maybe we’re only interested in 

someone who moved here recently.” 

 “Right.” 

 There was a pause. 

 “Shit,” the Lieutenant said. “All right, 

what city records do we need?”  

 The search for Hutch was escalating. 
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  7  
 

he obeyed his command and put her 

hands behind her back. She held her 

arms in the standard way with both 

hands resting on the upper slope of her 

invitingly curvaceous derriere. Hutch smiled 

and ran his eyes over her body. Her skirt was 

on the bureau but she was still wearing 

blouse, bra, panties, and stockings. “You are a 

very lovely and stimulating vision,” he said. 

She smiled and said, “I get so excited 

when you tie me up.” 

 “That’s good. Come over here.” 

 She grinned and hurried over to stand 

very close to Hutch. “Here I am, all for you.” 

 He inclined his head forward slightly, 

bringing their faces very close together. 

“Don’t move.” He kissed her lightly on the 

lips without putting his hands on her. Then he 

told her, “Keep your hands behind your back” 

and kissed her again, this time with his arms 

around her. When he was done, she was 

breathing heavily. 

S 
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 “Ohhh,” she said, “that’s nice. Can I put 

my arms around you?” 

 “No,” he said gently, “not yet.” 

 “Ohhh!” she pretended to complain like 

a little girl. He smiled, kissed her lightly, then 

looked into her eyes and told her, “I am going 

to reward you for speaking properly and 

punish you for speaking incorrectly. That last 

question should have been ‘May I put my 

arms around you?’“ 

 “Okay,” she said excitedly. “May I put 

my arms around you?” 

 “That’s better. Yes.” She happily hugged 

him and they kissed again. When their lips 

parted, he once more gave her a command. 

“Put your arms behind your back.” 

 “Like this, Master?”  

 “That’s very good,” he said. “When 

we’re alone here, you will call me Master. 

When you obey, you will be rewarded.” 

 “Am I obeying, Master?” 

 “You’re doing a good job so far.” 

“Do I get a reward?” 

“Let’s see,” he responded. He moved 

around behind her. “Your hands aren’t exactly 
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right because they’re blocking some of the 

parabolas.” 

 “Master wants to have an unobstructed 

view of my ass?” 

 “That’s right. So instead of holding your 

hands like that, let me show you what to do.” 

He gently took her hands and was pleased that 

her fingers held his tightly. “That’s nice. 

Now, you want to slide your hands up your 

arms a little.” He lightly guided her hands up 

her forearms until her fingers nearly reached 

her elbows. “That lifts your hands up above 

your cute little ass.” 

 “Umm, yes. So you can see this?” She 

swiveled her ass tentatively. 

 “That’s nice,” he told her, “but only do 

that when I give you an order.”  

 She giggled and said, “Yes, Master. You 

tell me what you want, Master.” Her voice 

was eager but had dropped to a breathy 

murmur. She waited expectantly for his 

command. 

 “Wiggle that ass.” 

 “Oh! Yes, Master.”  

 “That was nice, but now do it slower.” 
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 “Like this, Master?” 

 “That’s good.” 

 “Does Master like this?” This time, she 

bent at the knees just an inch or two in order 

to give more of a bump-and-grind effect to 

her movements. 

 “That was excellent! Again. Nice. Again. 

Ummmm,” he said, taking a deep breath. “All 

right, that’s enough now. Stand up straight 

and hold your body still.” 

 “I am obeying, Master.” 

 “Very good.” He looked at her a 

moment, then kissed her shoulder and lightly 

caressed her again. She took several deep 

breaths. “Another nice thing this position does 

is it makes you hold your shoulders back.” 

 “Which pushes out my tits.” 

 “Exactly. It makes you stand in such a 

way that you are offering them to me, and I 

like that.” 

 “Does Master want me to wiggle them?” 

 “No. I want you to hold them steady, for 

my gaze...” He admired them for a moment 

and she smiled. “I want you to hold them 

steady, for my touch...” He slid one hand 
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from her waist up and over her breasts, gently 

caressing them through her blouse. Each time 

his fingers passed across her nipples, she 

closed her eyes and quietly gasped for breath.  

 “Ohhhhhh,” she said in no more than a 

whisper. 

 “Hold them steady, while I reveal them.” 

He slowly unbuttoned her blouse. Her 

breathing made her breasts move up and 

down. He gently pulled the blouse open and 

then let go of the soft material. “Now, take off 

your top.” 

 “Yes, Master,” she said and started to 

quickly remove her blouse. 

 “Slowly,” he told her. 

 “Oooh, yes!” She was taking deep 

breaths and watching him as his eyes roamed 

over her body. She tossed the blouse on the 

bureau. 

 “Hold your head up, shoulders back, 

hands on your thighs.” 

 She couldn’t answer because he was 

kissing her. She put her arms around him and 

he stopped. “You didn’t get permission to 

move your arms. Put them back and be 
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silent.” He held her by her hips and pulled her 

close to him. Then he grabbed her arms and 

asked, “Does my little slavegirl want to show 

affection by putting her arms around Master?” 

 She nodded.  

 “Good,” he said. “Ready, move.” He 

released her arms and she put them on his 

shoulders and waited. It wasn’t long before he 

kissed her again as they continued with the 

fantasy role-playing. Kissing. Caressing. 

Undressing. Her panties joined the skirt and 

blouse on the bureau. Then there was more 

kissing and caressing. Hutch paused a 

moment to again regard her. He smiled, 

reached up and slowly, deliberately folded the 

cups of her bra inward, fully exposing her 

areola and nipples. He admired his work, 

moving his eyes from her face to her breasts 

and back again. 

 He had her hold different poses while he 

ran his hands over her. Sometimes she 

disobeyed and had to be disciplined. He made 

her suggest appropriate punishments and was 

pleased that she wanted the same things he 

wanted: nipples pinched or twisted, and ass 
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spanked, often while she had to hold her body 

in the most compromising positions they 

could devise.  

 He guided her to the armoire that held 

the bondage gear. He had her select a number 

of feathers, brushes, and crops and lay them 

on the bed. He also had her take the leather 

bracelets, anklets, and collar and hand them to 

him. He had her put on “the leather,” as he 

called the bondage devices. Sometimes she 

asked for help fastening them, which he only 

gave if she bribed him with a kiss. He then 

had her stand “at attention,” which meant legs 

together, arms at her sides, head up, shoulders 

back, and eyes staring straight ahead.  

 Next, he had her stand at “slavegirl 

attention,” which was the same as “at 

attention” but with her legs spread apart.  

 “You have been a very good slavegirl,” 

he told her. “You deserve a reward. Would 

you like your reward now?” 

 “Oh yes,” she said and then quickly 

corrected herself: “Yes, master,” she said. 

 “Good. You can select one of four 

different rewards. I will demonstrate them so 
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you know what to expect. Your first choice is 

to be petted. Like this.” And he slowly ran his 

hands over her body. “Your second choice is 

some special attention to your tits.” He gently 

kissed each nipple a couple of times. “Your 

third choice is some special attention to your 

pussy.” He took a long feather and delicately 

touched her pussy. She gasped with each 

movement of the feather, up, down, side-to-

side. “Your fourth choice is this,” he said, and 

he kissed her. 

 She was nearly in ecstacy. 

 “Now,” he said, “which reward does 

slavegirl want?” 

 “Can I have—” 

 He spanked her. “May I,” he reminded 

her, “not ‘can I.’“ 

 “May I have all four, Master?” 

 “No. You must select only one.” 

 “Oooh,” she did her little girl complaint 

again. 

 “However,” he said. 

“Yes, Master?” 

“You can, however, request that I 

demonstrate your choices again.” 
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 “Oh yes!” 

 Slowly, with a smile of satisfaction, he 

demonstrated the four rewards. “Your four 

pleasures,” he sometimes called them. For 

some reason, she just couldn’t decide and 

kept asking him to demonstrate them over and 

over again. 

 “It seems like slavegirl just isn’t going to 

be able to pick a pleasure for her reward so I 

will decide for her.” He paused, looking at her 

for a long moment. Then he kissed her. Once, 

twice, thrice. 

 “Ohhhh,” she moaned. “I want you,” she 

said in a whisper. He spanked her. “I want 

you, Master.” He petted her. “My body is for 

you.” He spanked her. “My body is for you, 

Master.” He petted her. She liked this 

“slavegirl training,” as he called it.  

 He made her attach gleaming silver 

chains to her bracelets and anklets, then 

attached the chains to hooks in beams in the 

ceiling and the walls. She was made to stand 

with her legs spread while he removed the 

slack in the chains. When he was done, she 

was helpless, her arms and legs forming an X. 
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 “What a delicious picture you are,” he 

said as he removed his clothing. “Are you 

ready for me?” 

 “Oh, yes!” He spanked her. “Oh yes!” 

He spanked her again and kept it up until she 

added the word “Master” to her statement.  

 “By the way,” he said, “you’ll be happy 

to know that the lab called and we both 

passed the blood tests.” 

 “So no condom?” He spanked her and 

she said “So no condom, Master?” He petted 

her. 

 “That’s right. No condom.” 

 And he entered her.  

 They both enjoyed every second of the 

coupling.  

When they were finished, Hutch stayed 

within her. They looked into each others’ eyes 

as they remained motionless.  

 “I love you inside of me,” she whispered. 

 Smiling, he replied, “Ummm.” 

 “Is master going to want me again?” 

 A bigger smile and a bigger, “Ummm-

hmmm.” 

 “Soon, master?” 
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 “Oh,” he said, “you mean now? Well, 

we’ll see, but I don’t think so. I think I’ll just 

stay like this until my cock, uh, contracts.” 

 She giggled. “They do that and it’s so 

cute. They contract. They pull back.” 

 “They retreat,” he said, joking with her. 

 “They regroup.” 

 “Yeah,” he said, “that’s a good way to 

look at it. Regrouping. ‘Cause otherwise it’d 

be called turtling up.” 

 They both laughed. And then got serious. 

 “And then later,” she said enticingly, 

“they get long and hard and they can be used 

to punish a slavegirl.” 

 “Yes,” he said with a smile, “yes they 

can. You’re going to receive exactly that 

punishment tomorrow.” 

 “Yes,” she whispered, “oh yes, master.” 

She thoroughly enjoyed playing this game. 

For a brief second, Hutch wondered if she 

was simply an excellent actress.  

 Hutch reached up to release her arms 

from the bonds. Once freed, she put her arms 

on his shoulders. He looked into her eyes and 

they both smiled. “This is nice,” he said. 
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 “Ummm-hmmm,” she replied.  

 “Are your legs okay like this? Do you 

want to be untied?” 

 “I’m okay. Well, I do, but I don’t want 

you to leave me.” 

 “Sooner or later, that’s going to happen.” 

 “Make it a little later?” 

 “Okay.” He kissed her cheek and then 

smiled again. 

 She tilted her head slightly and said, 

“My girlfriends warned me about you.” 

 “Really? What did they say?” 

 “That you’re no good.” 

 “That’s true.” 

 “You were very good tonight.” 

 “Thank you,” he said with a grin, “but I 

had some very delightful inspiration.” 

 “Thank you,” she said with a smile, “but 

I had some very powerful persuasion.” 

 “Good to hear. Still, I can’t help feeling 

a little miffed at your friends.” 

 “Well, they didn’t think you would score 

well on the Guy Desirability Test.” 

 “What’s that?” 

 “Oh, it’s just— no, oh!” 
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 “Sorry, had to happen eventually.” He 

kissed her nose, then bent down to unfasten 

the leather straps on her ankles. He helped her 

remove all her bondage gear. They moved to 

the bed and she was very pleased that he 

wanted to cuddle. He snuggled against her 

and said, “So, tell me about this test.” 

 “Most of it is inane, really. Or jejune.” 

 “Jejune! I haven’t heard that word since 

college.” 

 “You know jejune? I love you!” 

 “Yeah? Well, then you’re easy.” 

 She playfully slapped his arm, saying 

“Behave.” 

 “Ouch.” 

 “Behave or I’ll have to punish you by 

withholding sex.” 

 “That’ll be the day,” he said. “Ouch!” 

 “Behave,” she said, “or else.” 

 “Okay, okay!” 

 “That’s better,” she said. 

 “Right,” he said after a moment, “well, I 

don’t know about the entertainment value of 

jejune, but inane can sometimes be amusing. 

So, no pun intended, lay it on me.” 
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 “Really?” 

 “Sure,” he told her. “What’s the test?” 

 “Well, okay, there’s a bunch of questions 

like ‘Do you watch sports on TV?’ and things 

like that.” 

 “You mean as opposed to seeing sports 

in person?” 

 “No, silly. It’s about how many hours of 

sports you watch.” 

 “I don’t watch a lot. Playoffs sometimes. 

The Super Bowl. The big stuff that everybody 

watches. That’s about it.” 

 “Okay. Next questions are about 

romantic movies.” 

 “What about ‘em?” 

 “They have a list to see if you’ve 

watched any of them all the way through.” 

 “I’ve lots of romantic films. Rambo, 

Apocalypse Now, The Dirty Dozen, Texas 

Chainsaw Massacre—I’ve seen them all.” 

 “Nope, wrong answer, tough guy. They 

mean things like The Notebook, Casablanca, 

and Titanic.  

“Okay, I—” 
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“There’s also Gone With the Wind, 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s, The Princess Bride, 

Love Actually, Bridget Jones’ Diary...ones 

like that.” 

 “I don’t like the racism of Gone With the 

Wind, but I understand the love story part of 

it. Don’t know The Notebook or Bridget 

Jones’ Diary but I’ve seen the others.” 

 “But did you enjoy them?” 

 “Sure. They’re good movies. You forgot 

Sleepless in Seattle and You’ve Got Mail.” 

 “Wow, I’m a lucky girl.” 

 “Yes, yes you are.” 

 “Don’t get cocky.” 

 “That’s one reason you’re a lucky girl.” 

 She smiled and wiggled against him. 

“Ummm, yup.” 

 “So, is that it? Is that the test?” 

 “Oh no, there’s a lot more. These things 

can go on forever.” 

 “Forever?”  

 “For as long as girls talk about it.” 

 “Oh, well, then that would be forever all 

right.” They both laughed. “Well,” he said, 

“skip to the crucial ones.” 
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 “Okay,” she said slowly. “What’s the 

most important part of a woman’s body?” 

 He replied right away, “Her heart.” 

 “Right answer!” 

 “Yeah, no point for that, though—I 

heard the question before.” 

 “Well, still...” 

 “I’ll take a half point. Next?” 

 “Okay, here’s one: if you could only kiss 

or only fuck, which would you pick?” 

 “Kiss.” 

 “Oh come on,” she said. 

 “Everything starts with a kiss,” he said. 

Everything ends with a kiss. And there are 

kisses in-between. Fucking is great. Love it. 

But for a guy, everything is leading to a 

climax, right, and us guys have been able to 

get ourselves there ever since puberty. I mean, 

look, you can fool around with yourself but 

you can’t kiss yourself. So, between kissing 

and fucking I’ll take kissing.” 

 “God, maybe I do love you.” 

 He couldn’t bring himself to say it out 

loud but he whispered in her ear, “And maybe 

I do love you.” 
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 She trembled all over.  

Just down the hall from where she lay 

spent after her journey into ecstasy was the 

locked room containing items that might have 

caused her to tremble for entirely different 

reasons. Covering the walls were many 

photos of priests, each image accompanied by 

lengthy lists of observed activities, dates, 

times, locations, and even maps. One wall had 

photos of the priests as they were engaged in 

acts of pedophilia. The images were from 

surveillance cameras, making the already 

scurrilous acts appear even seamier. Another 

wall had photos of the priests with targets 

superimposed on their heads.  

 There were also a great many 5-gallon 

containers of turpentine.  
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  8  
  

INS OF THE FLESH ARE AN 

ABOMINATION! DEPRAVITIES OF 

THE FALSELY PIOUS SHALL NOT 

GO UNPUNISHED! YOUR ACTS OF 

PERFIDY HAVE BEEN CAPTURED ON 

FILM. TO OBTAIN ALL COPIES OF THE 

INCRIMINATING FILES FOLLOW OUR 

INSTRUCTIONS. TELL NO ONE OF THIS. 

WAIT. YOU WILL BE CONTACTED. 

WAIT. AND REFLECT. BURN THIS 

NOTE. YOU ARE BEING WATCHED! 

 Silently, the two men read the note. The 

older man was wearing the flowing robes of 

one of the world’s most recognized religiosity 

cabals; the younger man was in a well-

tailored dark suit.  

“Sooner or later the police will have to 

be given all the information,” said the Suit. 

 “We must work to resolve this with as 

little outside attention as possible,” replied 

Robes. “That should be clear to everyone.” 

 “Well, I don’t—” 

 S
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 “That should be clear to everyone!” 

 “I’m sorry,” said the Suit. 

 “You should be,” said Robes. “Do you 

know how damaging this would be if 

subjected to public scrutiny?” 

 “Yes, yes, I understand.” 

 “We must handle the inquest from within 

our own members.” 

 “But who would lead such an inquiry?” 

asked Suit. He looked at Robes and waited for 

enlightenment. The gaze he was receiving 

was not comforting. “You can’t mean me!” 

“Why not you?” Robes said. 

“I don’t know how an investigation 

works. I wouldn’t know where to begin.” 

 “Begin at the beginning.” 

 “But I—”  

 “Quiet!” 

Suit stopped his verbal protests. 

“Sit down,” Robes told him. 

Suit sat down. Robes sat down. Both 

were breathing harder than usual.  

“So,” said Robes. “What do we know?” 

 “Well, there are the, uh, irregularities of 

behavior...” he trailed off. 
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 “Oh come, come. Some priests 

committed despicable sins of the flesh.” 

 “Yes,” said Suit. 

 “Yes,” said Robes. “And they were 

admonished, guided, counseled, and sent to 

our parish.” 

 “Yes.” 

 “Where they disappeared.” 

 “Yes.” 

 “Possibly after sinning again.” 

 “Yes.” 

 “So,” Robes said to him, “you look into 

their habits, their friends, their movements. 

See if there are links, commonalities, patterns. 

See who are the possible enemies of the 

church. Look into who has motive, means, 

and opportunity.” 

 “Yes, yes, I see,” Suit sputtered, “but, 

well—” 

 “You will do this. It will please God and 

help preserve our holy works.” 

 “Yes, but, I would, I mean, it would be, 

well, I don’t know how to put it...” 

 “Bluntly,” Robes said. 

 “What?” 
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 “Put it bluntly. Speak up.” 

 “Your eminence, I will try to do this if 

you wish it, but everyone I approach with 

questions will be angry.” 

 “Nonsense. You are helping investigate 

the missing persons. You are doing good 

work.” 

 “Some won’t see it that way.” 

 “Tell them they can take it up with me.” 

 “Yes?” 

 “Yes.” There was a pause as Robes 

assessed Suit, who was looking doubtful. 

Robes added, “You have my word I will back 

you and your efforts in this endeavor.” 

 They sat in silence. Suit sighed. Robes 

nodded, taking that as the man’s acceptance 

of the assignment. He dismissed him with a 

wave of his hand.  

Against his better judgment, Suit became 

an amateur sleuth. At first, his progress was 

slow, but his dogged persistence eventually 

began to pay off, helped by the threat he 

could employ, the threat of having to deal 

with the powerful robed figure at the head of 

this part of the organization.  
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 The days became weeks and the weeks 

became months but with every conversation, 

Suit got a clearer picture of the priests’ 

pedophilia. It had begun with each prelate 

acting on his own. Then two of the priests 

discovered their mutual perversion. Then 

another joined. Soon they would all meet, 

talk, and exchange information. The concept 

of priest as wingman was something they 

perfected. Soon, there was a special group of 

them, a club, a secret society. They pursued 

their young prey and hid behind the curtain of 

fake sanctity afforded by the church. But then, 

one day, a message was slipped to one of 

them, a message similar to the one that Robes 

had shown to Suit. 

 Several days would then pass, days filled 

with apprehension and dread. Then, after the 

priest had spent a great many sleepless hours, 

another note appeared with a date, time, and 

location and the admonition to come alone. 

The location was usually a public place like a 

store or a restaurant. At the appointed time, a 

town car or limousine would pull up to the 

curb and the priest would warily get in.  
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 Hutch was driving. He enjoyed dressing 

up for his role as chauffeur, although his 

outfit was a bit non-traditional. The hat was 

typical, as was the dark jacket with its double 

row of brass buttons. But the pants were those 

of a British officer from the era of the 

Crimean War, dark blue with a red stripe 

down the outside of each leg, and his 

footwear consisted of the sturdy steel-toed 

boots of a construction worker. Hutch found 

the theatricality of it to be amusing. 

 “Who are you?” the priest would ask. 

 “Hutch is my name.” 

 “What is this all about?” 

 “You know.” 

 “What you’re doing is blackmail.” 

 “Blackmail, yes,” Hutch agreed. “Or 

possibly it’s extortion. There’s a fine line 

between the two.” 

 “What do you want?” 

 “Only a couple of things. First, I would 

like to hear you make a solemn promise that 

you’ll never commit another act of rape.” 

Hutch said it without rancor. He was quite 

matter-of-fact. 
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 Sometimes the priests would clam up; 

others would hem and haw and prevaricate a 

while. Hutch kept driving no matter what they 

said. As the car reached a more industrial 

section of the city, the priests would ask: 

 “Where are we going?” 

 “It’s not much further,” Hutch would 

reply. Not long after, the limousine pulled up 

in front of a large nondescript building. A 

warehouse, as it turned out. A warehouse that 

had been subdivided into a number of 

soundproofed rooms. Or cells.  

 Hutch pushed the button of a garage-

door-opener mounted on the car’s visor and a 

gate began sliding back in the chain-link 

fence surrounding the property. Hutch drove 

through, pressed the button to close the gate 

and pulled the car right up next to double 

doors on the side of the building. He killed 

the limo’s ignition and turned to look back 

over the car seat, staring right into the eyes of 

the priest. 

 “Would you like to enter the building on 

your own two feet or would you prefer to be 

dragged?” 
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 “What?” 

 “Suit yourself,” Hutch said with a shrug. 

He lifted a Taser and calmly shot the priest in 

the face. After the jolt of electricity 

incapacitated the man, Hutch tumbled the 

priest out of the car onto the concrete, 

grabbed him by the ankles and dragged him 

inside the warehouse. “Oh yes, I almost forgot 

the second point,” Hutch told the barely 

conscious body. “I want you to suffer.” 

 Each priest rotted in a cell for a few days 

until they were so weak from hunger they 

fainted into their own urine and feces. At 

which point the sprinkler on the ceiling of the 

cell was activated, sending a fine mist over 

them. It shimmered as it fell. Small flashes of 

rainbows occurred as light was refracted and 

dispersed. The mist was not water. It was a 

compound that held a promise of much more 

interesting activity in the near future. The 

mist was actually C10H16. Sometimes called 

paint thinner. Or turpentine. 
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  9  
 

he police and the Suit discovered the 

location of the warehouse at very 

nearly the same time. Both of their 

investigations had taken quite a while and 

they rarely crossed paths at first. Suit and 

police officers often ended up questioning 

different people, but towards the end, the two 

inquiries began moving along parallel lines, 

aided by clues that someone was sending 

them anonymously. Who was helping? It was 

Hutch, gently prodding them along until the 

warehouse emerged as the end point of each 

priest’s trail. 

 Suit got there first by about an hour. It 

was early in the evening when he arrived at 

the warehouse and looked at the electric gate 

in front of the building. As people do, he 

reached out to try sliding the gate, fully 

expecting it to be locked. 

 It was not locked. 

 Why in heavens name is it unlocked, he 

thought. Glancing around to see if anyone 

 T
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was watching, he moved the gate open 

enough for him to slip in and walked to the 

double doors of the nearby side entryway. 

The doors will be locked, he thought.  

 The doors were not locked. 

 Unreal. Yet too tempting to pass up. He 

opened one of the doors and peered inside. 

 “Hello?”   

 Other than the echo of empty souls, there 

was no response to Suit’s call.  

 Slowly, he entered the building. The 

smell was a strange mixture of baking soda, 

which was scattered across the floors, and 

what seemed like very acrid barbecue.  

 There had been a fire, or several fires, in 

some of the small chambers. Suit tried the 

doors to these rooms but they were all bolted 

shut. Walking on the concrete floor covered 

with baking soda made a soft scraping or 

crunching sound, which he found eerie. But 

everything about the building seemed 

peculiar. High up on the walls of the various 

hallways were flickering lights in what 

appeared to be antique candelabra, each of 

which was held in place by sculpted human 
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arms. As Suit timidly moved through the 

building, the arms slowly swiveled, activated 

by motion sensors. At the end of a hallway 

was a lobby area with chairs and a large 

screen television monitor. As he entered the 

lobby, his body passed through a beam of 

light that activated the playback device. The 

screen flickered to life and there was a soft 

“pop” from the speakers.   

 An oddly mournful choir was on the 

soundtrack as a documentary film played on 

the screen. From Sin to Sin was the title. The 

Suit watched and only had to vomit a few 

times during the half-hour program. 

 He was wiping his chin as the police 

officers entered the building. They tried to be 

stealthy and ninja-like as they came down the 

hall but that scraping of shoe leather on Arm 

& Hammer gave them away. The first officer 

to reach the lobby area drew his weapon and 

shouted, “Don’t move! Raise your arms above 

your head! Now!” 

 Suit tried to comply but vomited again, 

causing him to bend forward. 

 “I said don’t move!!!” 
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 “I’m trying!” said Suit, although it came 

out more like “Um twyng!” 

 As more officers entered the lobby area, 

it soon became apparent that Suit was not a 

threat and things settled down. In their 

questioning of Suit, they even began 

exchanging notes on the clues that had 

brought them to the warehouse. Until the 

locked rooms were opened and they found the 

charred remains of the bodies of the priests. 

 Suddenly the place was an official crime 

scene and Suit was hustled out of there while 

everything was locked down and the \ 

evidence gathering got under way. 

 “Be sure to look at the movie,” Suit told 

them as he was being put in a patrol car to be 

taken to the station for further questioning. 

 “The what?” 

 Suit nodded his head toward the 

building. “Whoever did this filmed all of it.” 

 The officers watched From Sin to Sin 

with almost as much gag-reflex response as 

Suit had experienced. 

 There was no narration to the film, just 

the eerie minor-key choir that was sometimes 
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augmented by howling electronic music. On 

screen, each of the priests appeared in 

surveillance photographs and hidden-camera 

video clips, sometimes during their acts of 

pedophilia. Dates, times, and locations were 

typed across the bottom of the screen as the 

priests were shown committing unspeakable 

rapes of little boys.  

 Next, photos of each priest appeared on 

targets and on mock Wanted Posters. Then 

each priest was seen from a camera mounted 

inside the car that brought them to the 

warehouse. And they were seen from high 

above each cell in the warehouse, at first as 

they were thrown violently to the floor and 

then as they pounded on the doors and walls. 

They were seen urinating and defecating in 

the cells. They were seen trying to avoid the 

mist that covered them and their robes. 

 The next sequence showed lit matches 

falling down on them. Again and again the 

priests frantically snuffed them out. Then two 

matches at a time fell on them, then three, 

four, five, a half-dozen at a time. Eventually, 

the flames triumphed and the bodies flailed 
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and convulsed, first at normal speed, then in 

jittery speeded-up motion, and finally in ultra-

slow-motion. One by one, they convulsed and 

collapsed and twitched and eventually lay still 

as the fire did its work, attempting to purify 

their souls. 

 Requiescat in pace. But no, there would 

not be peace for them just yet; only after an 

eon or two of service will their spirits be 

allowed to move on to join the energy of 

creation. 

 Meanwhile, motoring down the I-320, 

Hutch was on his way to a new home. 
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  10  
  

utch maintained no friendships 

because everyone in his world was a 

target. “Life is now about death,” he 

told himself. “I am the beginnings of their 

endings,” he noted. “I make entries in a book 

of exits,” he intoned in mock seriousness.  

 He sometimes gave voice to his thoughts 

in an exaggerated theatrical style. “Yesssss,” 

he hissed to an imaginary audience in a large 

venue, “my living is for dying! My being is 

for ceasing; I exist to desist; I am the great 

Always! I am in charge of Nevermore! Now I 

am become Death!”  

 As a change of pace, Hutch would sing. 

Purloining a melody from Puccini, Verdi, or 

Stephen Sondheim, he would make up his 

own lyrics:  

 

These lost souls  

Live lives of hate and fear. 

All these trolls 

Spread hate both far and near. 

 H
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Because their work is so offending 

It’s pleasing to be causing  

their dead-ending! 

 

Expiry surrounded Hutch, from the 

fleeting memories of each murder to the 

decision to remove any feelings for former 

lovers. It was as if all these people, both good 

and bad, had never occupied any space or 

time on earth. Those relationships were 

yesterday, and today was something fresh as 

Hutch pursued his death dreams in a new city, 

this one a medium-sized metropolis in the 

desert of the Great Southwestb an area he 

called “dry heat central.” 

 Dipping into his trust fund enabled 

Hutch to pay the first and last month’s rent on 

a three-bedroom house and have some 

furniture delivered. The house sat quietly on a 

sedate street where middle-class citizens 

minded their own business. There wasn’t even 

much need to see any of his neighbors 

because they usually went from house to 

garage to car without physically entering the 

common area of the neighborhood.  
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 Hutch made some purchases online. “My 

toys,” he called them, once again speaking out 

loud while alone in his house. “Do you find 

my toys pretty?” he asked his imaginary 

friends. “Look at how they gleam as they 

catch the light. Look at the beautiful 

construction. Careful, some of the edges are a 

bit sharp.” Hutch smiled and lovingly put 

away his toys. 

 Turning to his computer, he began 

visiting a series of web sites, paying attention 

to people in his city who were engaged in the 

following occupations: 

 

 Mortgage lending 

 Stock and bond trading 

 Telemarketing 

 Foreclosures 

 Used cars 

 Business liquidation 

 Payday lending services 

 

 Systematically, Hutch set out to establish 

relationships with someone from each of 

these professions. First, he created a file for 
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every one of his dubious acquaintances. 

Meticulous and methodical, he began with 

vital statistics: name, age, gender, education, 

and so forth. He also dug deeper. It is 

surprising how much data can be found about 

someone by using just a little effort. Each 

person in Hutch’s “Journal of the 

Superfluous” had pages of information 

including social security number, military 

service record, bank accounts, investments, 

credit records, vehicle registration, vacation 

destinations, driving record, medical history, 

court and/or criminal record, property 

ownership, past employers, relatives, friends, 

neighbors, business associates, habits, likes, 

dislikes. Photos accompanied each file: the 

person at work, at home, out shopping, 

conversing with friends, or just hanging out. 

 One day, Hutch made a curious purchase 

from a restaurant supply company. A two-

hundred-pound mechanism in a gleaming 

stainless steel enclosure. The engine was 3 

horsepower, which may not sound like much 

but was capable of 2,200 RPM and could 

apply incredible force to anything that was 
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pushed down into the grinding area. It was, 

according to the booklet that accompanied it, 

“A fine example of construction and 

durability that is certain to provide your food 

processing operation with superior output for 

years to come.” 

 He also frequently got out his toys to 

admire, polish, fondle, and worship them. 

“Patience,” he said to the toys. “We’ll play 

together very soon.” 
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  11  
  

utch was enduring a Friday night 

dinner with Susan, a Vice President 

in the REO Division of BroadNorth 

BancorpUS. “The term REO,” Susan told 

him, “for those who are fortunate enough not 

to have experienced this sad situation, stands 

for...” She paused. “Take a guess,” she 

challenged him. 

“Well,” Hutch replied, “I know about 

Ransom Eli Olds, he of the REO Speedwagon 

trucks, but that’s about it.”  

“I thought that was a pop group,” she 

said.  

“They took their name from the truck.” 

“Really?” 

“Yup. I am embarrassed to say that I 

know that.” 

“Oh, okay,” she said. “Well, in this case, 

REO stands for ‘real estate owned.’ And that 

means it’s property acquired by a bank after 

foreclosure.” 

 H
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“In other words,” Hutch said, “your firm 

specializes in making a profit on the suffering 

of people who’ve been thrown out of their 

homes.” 

“Correctamundo!” she brayed. “Plus, 

we’re the ones who threw them out! Isn’t that 

a scream?! It’s like a... what do you call it, a 

perfect storm!” 

Her professional exploits were the main 

topic of conversation as she and Hutch 

worked their way through two vodka martinis, 

a hearts-of-palm salad, rainbow trout Grand 

Marnier, and a bottle of Pinot Grigio. 

 Their conversations always proceeded in 

the same way: “How was work this week?” 

Hutch would ask, and then she told him. And 

told him. And told him. With Susan, he found 

that she did not ask him too many questions if 

he kept on listening to her tales of office 

backstabbing amidst the corporate greed. She 

asked all the typical woman-in-search-of-a-

husband questions about his financial 

situation, former girlfriends, interest in 

children, and so forth, but as long as he 

seemed like a solid citizen she was placated 
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with generalities, prevarications and jokes. He 

would tell her “I live off the interest of my 

investment portfolio.” And “Children can be 

nasty or nice, depending on their parents.” 

And “I don’t have any former girlfriends 

because I usually don’t get beyond the first or 

second date. Girls say they want a smart man 

with a sense of humor but they definitely do 

not want a humorous man with a sense of 

smart.” He kept steering the conversation to 

the foreclosure policies of her firm and she 

was more than happy to prattle on about her 

workplace. 

 Hutch reveled in the persiflage and 

blather and kept encouraging her. “I saw a 

quote from one of your competitors the other 

day,” he said. “Couldn’t resist printing it out.”  

 “Oh yeah?” she said. 

 He pulled a piece of paper from his sport 

coat pocket and read aloud: “‘These 

allegations are absurd, patently false and 

contrary to Bank of America’s long-standing 

policy only to foreclose as a last resort when 

other available options to help keep people in 

their homes have been exhausted.” 
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 “Ha!” she snorted. “Those guys are even 

worse than we are.” 

 “So you think they’re guilty?” 

 “Oh, yeah! Guilty as sin.” 

 “But aren’t they doing exactly what your 

firm does?” 

 She nodded vigorously. “Oh yeah. The 

whole industry is like that. The saying around 

our profession is: rope ‘em, guide ‘em, slide 

‘em, and dope ‘em.” 

 “You’re going to have to explain that,” 

he said with a puzzled smile. 

 “You betcha,” she said, taking another 

gulp of wine. “Look: rope ‘em—get some 

poor schmuck of a family into a mortgage, 

any kind of a mortgage. You do that to get 

them committed to the bank. Guide ‘em—

take them from a regular mortgage or re-fi 

into one that has a lot of extra fees and 

charges and percentages that favor the bank. 

Slide ‘em—do what that B of A dweeb was 

denying: you tell the homeowners that their 

documents somehow weren’t received in 

time, or pages were missing, or whatever. So 

you can get them to sign anything at that 
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point. They’re trapped. They want the 

mortgage or the loan, or whatever. They’ve 

already planned on it.” 

 Hutch kept nodding and smiling. “Go 

on,” he said. “You make it sound like a 

Hollywood movie. It’s full of mystery and 

intrigue.” 

 “Ummm, you find me mysterious and 

intriguing?” 

 “You know I do. And when we get you 

back to my place, I’ll make a point of proving 

it to you.” 

 “Yum!” she said. 

 “Here,” he said, pouring more wine. 

“The people have been roped, glided, and 

slid. Then what?” 

 “Oh yeah, okay. Dope ‘em—get them 

into a mortgage that’s too big for their 

financial situation, which is great for the REO 

division. The foreclosure division. Hell, you 

don’t even have to do much of it yourself; you 

can get it done with just a bunch of clerks,” 

she said disdainfully. “You offer those cubicle 

jockeys a two-for-one dinner coupon and 

they’ll sell out their own grandmother.” 
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 “It sounds to me as if ordinary people 

don’t have much of a chance with firms like 

yours,” Hutch said. 

 “None!” she said. “We carve up the poor 

saps. But hey, what did you say about proving 

something to me back at your place?” 

 Hutch smiled and signaled for the check. 

He paid the bill in cash, left a twenty percent 

tip and took Susan’s arm as they walked to 

the door. “I meant to tell you,” he said, “I 

have some toys I’d like to try out on you.” 

 “Toys?” 

 “Well, I call them toys, but they’re 

strictly for adults.” 

 “Umm, goody,” she said. 

 Once they got to Hutch’s home, she 

kissed him and began unbuttoning her blouse. 

“Can we have some music?” she said to him, 

swiveling her hips slowly to a beat and 

melody only she could hear. 

 “Absolutely,” he said. He crossed to the 

living room, picked up a remote and aimed it 

at an entertainment center against one wall. 

The sounds of soft electronica wafted from 

seven well-placed speakers.  
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 “Oh, that’ll work,” she said, unzipping 

her skirt and slipping it off. “I wore the garter 

belt and stockings you like,” she said in a 

lilting voice. 

 “I see that,” Hutch said with a soft smile. 

Her strip-tease was delightfully sensual and 

took longer than the normal three-and-a-half 

minute classic rock song stripper act because 

Hutch paid a lot of attention to foreplay. 

Undulating to the relentless beat of the 

electronica songs, all of which seemed to 

blend together, the two were engaged in one 

long blissed-out trip of sensuality.  

 “I want you naked except for your 

jewelry,” he whispered to her.  

 “Um, fun,” she said. 

 “Although once you’ve stripped, maybe 

we’ll have you put your high heels back on.” 

 “Oh!” she said. “Okay!” Slowly, 

carefully, she removed her shoes, stockings, 

bra, garter belt, and panties. With each article 

of clothing removed, he kissed her and 

caressed her, then stepped back to watch her 

display of flesh. “Are you enjoying my 

show?” she asked him. 
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 “Very much,” he said.  

 “Hey, you said something about toys...?” 

 “Yes, my new toys. They’re in the other 

room. Come, I’ll show you.” He held out his 

hand. She took it and they started to leave the 

room. “Wait,” he said. “Put your high heels 

back on.” 

 “Um, okay. Why do men like naked 

women to wear high heels?” 

 “Doesn’t it make you feel more sexy, 

more desirable?” 

 “Well, yeah, a little...” 

 “It also makes you hold your body 

differently. Your ass tenses and flexes more 

when you walk in high heels.” She giggled, 

put on her heels and modeled for him, 

especially her ass. 

 “Like that, little boy?” 

 “Not quite so little any more,” he said, 

smiling. He put his arm around her and they 

walked down the hall to the spare room. 

 “Not the bedroom?” she asked. 

 “No, the den. We haven’t done it in the 

den yet.” 

 “Ummm, okay, good idea,” she said. 
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 He kissed her, caressed her, bent her 

over the back of the big chair, and took her 

energetically. In addition to happily gasping 

for breath, she also let out a little “ooh” each 

time he thrust himself up inside of her. 

 When he finished, he slid out and 

quickly spun her around and pushed her so 

she fell into the chair. 

 “Hey!” 

 “Stay right there for the toys.” 

 “Oh,” she said, curious. 

 He took a box down from the bookcase, 

opened it and held it out so she could see the 

contents. She tentatively reached out and— 

 “Careful,” he told her. “The edges are 

sharp. See?” One swipe of his hand 

demonstrated this point. She was horror-

struck at the effect. She gasped for breath and 

started to scream but the sound never arrived 

because he punched her in the throat. The 

next swipe of his hand was from her hip to 

her neck, then another back down again.  

 “Oh, let me give this word of warning,” 

he said, mockingly as he worked one of his 

toys on her: “Danger—slippery when red.”  
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  12  
 

utch arranged his schedule to attend 

a health club when he could work 

out next to Stanley, a successful 

local businessman and backer of conservative 

politicians. After a session with weights and 

some time on the treadmill, Hutch fabricated 

a story about his car being in the shop and 

politely asked Stan for a lift home. Once they 

pulled up in front of Hutch’s house, the offer 

of a nightcap was made. Stan glanced at his 

watch and politely declined.  

 “You sure?” Hutch asked. “One quick 

drink.” 

“I don’t know,” Stan said. 

“Plus,” Hutch continued, “I can show 

you a brand new electronic toy I just got.” 

 “So, what, you got a big screen TV? 

‘Cause I gotta tell ya, nobody has a bigger 

unit than I do.” 

 “Yeah? Well, come take a look at what 

I’ve got. I think you’ll agree it’s pretty sharp.” 

 “I really should head on home...” 

 H
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 “Ten minutes,” Hutch said smoothly, 

“then we’ll cut things short.” 

 Stan hesitated and then gave in. “Aw 

what the hell.” 

 “There you go,” Hutch said with a smile. 

 Walking into the house, Stan spotted the 

normal-sized flat screen in the corner of the 

living room. “That’s your so-called ‘big 

screen’ TV? That wouldn’t fill a corner of the 

ones I’ve got.” 

“No,” Hutch said, “that’s not what I was 

talking about. I’ll show you in a second. How 

about that drink?” 

“Yeah, sure,” Stan said. “Scotch and 

water.” 

“Coming up,” Hutch said. As he poured 

the drinks, Hutch changed the subject. “I’ve 

done a little reading about some of your 

business ventures.” 

“Oh yeah?”  

“You’re involved in what is sometimes 

called vulture capitalism.” 

Stan bristled at the term. “Hey, fuck that. 

I’m in business, plain and simple.” He 

pronounced it “bidness.” 
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“Well,” Hutch continued, “you are 

involved with money and lending and finance 

and accounting, so I guess it could be called 

‘bidness,” as you put it, but it also involves a 

curious lack of morality. Here’s your drink.” 

“What are you, some sort of morals 

cop?” 

“Absolutely. I’m a morals cop. Actually, 

I am morality’s avenging angel. Didn’t you 

see my wings back when I was on the 

elliptical machine?” Hutch smiled. 

Stan wasn’t sure of the situation. “What 

is this, some kind a joke?” 

“No, that’s a Scotch and water. What I’m 

talking about is your firm’s habitual practice 

of borrowing money to buy certain kinds of 

businesses. You find a company where their 

union work force has a pension fund. When 

you gain control of the company, you fire the 

workers, raid the pension fund, and hire 

lower-cost workers. Then you borrow against 

the worth of the firm, assign yourselves huge 

payouts, and then—poof—you just exit with 

the money. You let the company implode into 

bankruptcy. Would you like some ice for your 
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drink? You seem to be a bit hot under the 

collar.” 

Stan was livid. “Everything we do is 

perfectly legal!” 

“Yes it is,” Hutch agreed. “It’s good old 

‘Murican capitalism.” 

“You’re goddam right!” 

“It’s the Mitt Romney School of 

Screwing People.” 

“I’m tellin’ ya, it’s all legit.” 

“Uh-huh,” Hutch agreed. “So, finish 

your drink and come look at my big electric-

powered toy, a purchase that is possible 

because of good old ‘Murican capitalism.” 

Hutch moved to the double doors at the far 

end of his living room. “This thing is so 

awesome that I had to put in soundproofing.” 

Stan held back as Hutch stepped into the 

next room. Seconds ticked by. Curiosity got 

the better of him and he joined Hutch in the 

other room. They stood in front of a huge, 

gleaming piece of machinery. “What the hell 

is that?” Stan said with annoyance. 

 “You’ll know when you take a closer 

look and I turn it on.” 
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 As Stan leaned forward to stare into the 

large mechanism, Hutch took a pair of 

earbuds from his workout bag, slipped them 

on and plugged the cord into his music player. 

He also took out a reinforced athletic sock 

that was half-filled with nickels.  

 Stan turned away from the machine, 

saying “This is bullshit.” He looked at Hutch, 

saw the sock, and exclaimed, “What the fu—

?” He never finished his sentence. Swinging 

the sock in a wide arc, Hutch brought it 

crashing against Stan’s skull just above and 

behind one ear. Stan crumpled in an untidy 

heap in front of the machine. Hutch put on 

rubber boots, a rain poncho, vinyl gloves, and 

a child’s toy space helmet with a plastic see-

thru faceplate. He tied Stan’s hands behind 

his back, then pulled the body up and hoisted 

him over his shoulders. Carefully, he 

maneuvered the man’s feet down into the 

machine. Now it was time for the toys. A line 

here, a wide swath there. Stan’s trousers fell 

away, and then his briefs.  

“Not such a big unit,” Hutch muttered to 

himself. The helmet made his words sound 
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metallic and distant. Hutch used another flick 

of his wrist with the toys. “And now, no unit 

at all.” 

 Stan regained consciousness and almost 

immediately began screaming.  

 “And hello to you, too,” Hutch said. He 

lowered his voice and spoke in a theatrical 

manner: “You must learn not to go against 

The Force.” 

 Hutch turned the machine to the medium 

grinding mode. Stan began writhing violently 

but Hutch simply put both hands on the man’s 

shoulders and pressed down, forcing him into 

the gaping maw of the machine. Stan’s 

shrieking was annoying and Hutch made a 

mental note to be sure to find something 

louder to play through his earbuds next time.   

 

n Tuesday, Hutch had a new selection of 

music in his player (the Young Machetes 

album by The Blood Brothers), so Hutch was 

ready when he brought Janet back home from 

their Tuesday night dinner date. After 

enjoying her in the most blatant way possible, 

Hutch suggested that they shower together. 

 O
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As they enjoyed the spray of hot water, 

Hutch turned the conversation to the practices 

of her profession. She was a silent partner in a 

chain of quick cash lending locations, having 

inherited it from her late father. “I’m just 

wondering,” Hutch said in an even tone, “how 

you deal with the immorality of treating 

people as suckers, marks, and rubes.” She was 

nettled by this turn in the conversation. 

“I don’t want to talk about any of this,” 

she told him. 

“That’s a very poor attempt to change 

the subject,” Hutch said.  

“Yeah, well, let’s change it anyway.” 

Hutch was having none of it. He 

continued, “You make these people agree to 

administration fees, establishment fees, and 

an interest rate that can be several hundred 

percent. That should be illegal right off the 

bat. Then you hound these people when they 

fall behind on the onerous payments, calling 

them at home at all hours, calling them at 

work, pretending to be with the IRS, telling 

them arrest warrants will be issued if they 

don’t pay the outrageous fees, and more.” 
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“Can we pull-ease talk about something 

else?” she said petulantly. 

“You sound angry,” Hutch said. 

“Damn right,” she snapped. “There’s 

nothing illegal about any of that and I don’t 

want to talk about it.” 

“I think we need to discuss how to shut 

down the whole practice of payday lending, 

don’t you?” he said. 

Their argument escalated quickly after 

that. At the point where Janet began shouting 

at him, Hutch shrugged, stepped out of the 

shower, selected his toys, and went to work 

on her.  

 The bright red lines! The spatter! The 

drops, the flow, the puddles of red, all mixing 

with the hot water until the body collapsed 

onto the tiles. Wonderful! So much anger and 

violence! A delight! Five Stars Highest 

Rating!  

Hutch rolled the remains of Janet into a 

plastic tarp and dragged it to the patio where 

the grinding began. The resulting mush made 

for many happy coyotes throughout the 

foothills of the city. 
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artin came over to Hutch’s house on 

Saturday afternoon, just as he usually 

did. He and Hutch watched a game on TV, 

had a beer or three, munched some pretzels, 

and made small bets on the outcome of 

various parts of the game. “Five bucks says 

the kiss-cam shows a nigger couple next,” 

Martin said. 

Hutch began a long monologue about the 

practices of people like Martin, who was a 

used car dealer. Hutch matter-of-factly 

outlined every deceptive practice in that 

industry. Naturally, this led to an argument 

from Martin, who could not refute any of the 

claims other than to make lame statements 

like “It’s just business” or “That’s just the 

way the industry works” and finally, “This is 

how I make a living!” 

 “Well, not any more,” Hutch said, and 

used his sock filled with nickels to render 

Martin unconscious. After putting on his 

earbuds and dialing up a recording of Ari 

Rasilainen conducting the WDR Symphony in 

a performance of Siegmund von Hausegger’s 

 M
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“Natursymphonie,” Hutch dragged Martin’s 

body into the bathtub and revived him with a 

blast of cold water.  

 Then out came the toys to flitch meat off 

bone. Flailing, screaming, writhing, and 

wailing, Martin eventually lost consciousness 

again, this time from his body shutting down.  

 Hutch paused to admire his latest un-

creation. The red-soaked floors, the limp and 

lifeless body. Since his work in the city was 

now completed, he felt no need to use the 

grinder. No necessity to clean up the blood 

this time, as he was now ready to leave town.  

 He took a deep breath and enjoyed the 

choral parts of the 4th movement of von 

Hausegger. Then he took a nice long shower. 

After drying off, he put on his favorite faded 

jeans and a tight tee-shirt. He took one final 

walk through the house, then went to the 

garage, got in his car, eased it out onto the 

street and drove contentedly toward the 

setting sun. He tossed his toys into the desert. 

 

The Toys 
  

  

https://johnscottg.smugmug.com/Hutch-Toys
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  13  
  

he copycat killer, Alex Cassidy, had 

selected a bar that was jam-packed. 

He decided that a boisterous crowd 

would be helpful to him, a good distraction 

for the moment when he would slip the 

chloral hydrate into the glass of his intended 

victim. Huddled with a girl at a small table 

just off the dance floor, he was regaling her 

with tall tales of how his injuries—his aches, 

his pains, his limp—were acquired while he 

had been working with the volunteer 

firefighters at last year’s conflagration in the 

central part of the state. 

 She didn’t believe him but she needed to 

pay the rent soon so she nodded as he spun 

his web of lies. 

 “Yeah, the threat from the fire was 

always there, y’know?” he told her, “but the 

real danger is the smoke. I mean the flames 

can kill ya if the wind shifts and you get 

trapped in them, but mostly the problem is 

breathing. The smoke knocks people out and 

 T
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you suffocate or you’re a sitting duck when 

the flames get you.” 

 He played the story to gain a measure of 

admiration for his supposed exploits and tried 

to assume a lighthearted attitude toward his 

injuries. “Yeah, it hurts, but I can handle that. 

The thing I hate the most is that the doctors 

say I should not do my running. I do 5K and 

10K. Well, I did, y’know, before this. But the 

good news is that my primary care physician 

says I’ll be able to start getting back into 

shape starting next month, maybe even next 

week if I take it slow and easy at first.” 

 On stage at the far end of the club, a rock 

band cranked up their amps and began 

banging out some pop-metal in steady 4/4 

time. Loud, thumping, and thudding music 

with semi-screamed lyrics. “Ya wanna go 

someplace more quiet?” he asked her.  

 “How much money have you got?” she 

asked him. 

 He hesitated a second and then said, 

“Two hundred?” 

 She nodded, took a sip of her drink and 

motioned to him that she’d be right back. As 
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she left to visit the ladies’ room, she was 

observed by a woman at the bar who watched 

the girl until she disappeared into the crowd. 

Swinging her gaze back to the table, the 

woman witnessed the copycat killer as he 

spiked the girl’s drink. 

 When the girl was making her way back 

through the dancers, the woman from the bar 

approached her, delivered a warning about the 

drink, and the two conferred for a moment. 

Then both of them advanced on the man as he 

nervously waited at the table. 

 “Hey, hi,” the copycat killer said. “So, 

who’s your friend?”  

 “This is someone I know,” the girl said, 

and they both sat down. “Someone who cares 

about me. Unlike you.” 

 “What do you mean?” 

 “If you’re ready, let’s finish up.” The girl 

indicated the drinks on the table. 

 “Here,” said the woman, “let’s rearrange 

things.” She took his drink and held it out of 

his reach. She slid the spiked drink over to sit 

right in front of him.  

 “Wait, what—?”  
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 “Doncha want one for the road?” asked 

another girl who had stepped out of the crowd 

and was standing over his left shoulder. 

 “Drink up,” said another girl who was 

standing over his right shoulder. 

 “Yeah, let’s see you pour that one down 

your throat,” said a fourth girl who had 

emerged from the crowd and was standing 

across from him, between him and his route to 

the door. 

 And time seemed to stand still as they all 

just sat there. 

 “MyCrapLifeAin’tWorthShitNoMoreNo

How,” screamed the lead singer of the band as 

they pounded out the sludgepump rhythm, 

throbbing bass, and crunchgrind guitars. 

 Sitting frozen at the table, the frightened 

man said, “What the hell is this?”  

 “You want to know what this is?” asked 

a fifth girl who seemed to appear out of 

nowhere. “This? You want to know about 

this? Suck on this, motherfucker.” She 

sprayed him full in the face with a shot from a 

Kimber Pepper Blaster. His shriek was not 

noticeable amidst the din of the music.  
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 The five women grabbed his slumping 

body and maneuvered him toward the door. 

 “Comin’ through, make way, hot soup,” 

said one of the girls.  

 “Lady with a baby,” added another. 

 “Sorry folks, somebody put alcohol in 

the liquor,” said a third. 

 Once outside the club, they hesitated 

with their staggering load. 

 “Let’s get this piece of shit in the alley.” 

 “Too near the club. Let’s get him to the 

park.” 

 “Not the park.” 

 “Somewhere, then. Whose car is 

closest?” 

 “Screw that, I’m not putting this turd in 

my car.” 

 “Wait a minute,” said one of them. She 

reached into his pockets. 

 “You robbing him?” 

 “We’ll get to that,” she replied. “No, I’m 

looking for this,” and she pulled out the keys 

to his pick-up. On the key ring was an alarm 

fob. She pushed it and the “beep” from his 

truck was heard just across the street. 
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 “Good parking spot.” 

 “Yeah, he’s got a handicapped placard.” 

 Together they maneuvered him through 

the crosswalk and up to the vehicle. The girls 

worked to hoist the still-struggling body into 

the bed of his truck.  

 “Okay, c’mon, lift!” 

 “Watch the legs.” 

 “Got ‘em! Oops, sorry.” 

 “Damn high heels,” said one, kicking 

them off. She stepped forward, grabbed the 

guy’s belt and with all of them sharing the 

load they lifted him up and deposited him in 

the back of the truck. He didn’t stay put, of 

course. Still blinded from the pepper spray, he 

didn’t know where to strike but he began 

flailing arms and legs violently. 

 “He’s coming out of it.” 

 “Spray him again.” 

 “No!” he screamed, but it was cut short 

as one of the girls slammed the edge of her 

hand down on his throat. 

 “Yeah! Gimme some of that,” said 

another as she smashed her fist against his 

skull. “Ow!” she said. “Jeeze, hard headed.” 
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 “No, no, no, not like that. Don’t make a 

fist. Look, curl your fingers, pull them back 

like this, then hit him with the lower palm of 

your hand. Like this.” There was a satisfying 

thwump as she hit him in the ribs. 

 “Ooh, let me try it!” Whap. 

 “Cool!” Thud. 

 “Hey, hey, hey! Let’s get off the main 

road with this, okay?” 

 “Right. Who’s driving him?” 

 “I’ll do it. Where are we going?” 

 “The park.” 

 “Too public.” 

 “The quarry.” 

 “Too far away.” 

 “The lot behind the Cost-Less.” 

 “Yeah, okay, let’s go.” 

 

ext day, the police and fire department 

investigated the charred and twisted 

remains of the pick-up truck on the asphalt 

behind the discount superstore. Once that 

process was completed, the police turned to 

the video files from the security cameras 

aimed at the parking lot. 

 N
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 “What’ve we got?” asked the Lieutenant.  

 “Okay, the video is pretty crappy,” said 

the Detective Sergeant. “All we’ve got are 

long-shots, one from near the end of the Cost-

Less loading dock, and the other from the side 

of the building.” The dark and silent images 

sputtered on the monitors.  The officers could 

see the pick-up truck roll to a stop near the 

chain-link fence by the railroad line at the far 

edge of the parking lot behind the store. Three 

cars followed and parked behind the truck. 

Five figures emerged from the truck and the 

cars. 

 “So we’ve got five females,” stated the 

Lieutenant. 

 “Or five guys dressed like women.” 

 “You think these are transvestites?” 

 “Shit, I don’t know. But, uh, they’re not 

exactly ladylike. Watch.” 

 The five figures unceremoniously 

dragged the man from the bed of the pick-up 

and dropped him on the tarmac. One kicked 

him, then another, and a third. They took 

turns. Gut, head, groin. 

 “Ouch,” said the Lieutenant. 
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 “Just wait,” said the Detective. 

 One of the figures was rummaging in the 

pick-up and emerged with a pair of crutches. 

Again and again the crutches were swung in 

big, sweeping arcs with the armrest ends 

crashing down on the body of the still-

writhing form on the asphalt.  

 “Wow, they just keep at it, don’t they?” 

 “Yup.” 

 The officers watched in silence for a 

while. 

 “How long does this go on?” the 

Lieutenant inquired. 

 “Another few minutes. Then they try to 

set him on fire. They give up on that and stuff 

him into the truck and set that on fire.” 

 “Christ almighty. Who was this guy?” 

 “We don’t know much about him yet. 

Delivered pool supplies or office supplies or 

something. Team’s out at his place now. This 

happened before they got the fire going.” 

 “What?” 

 “Here it is: watch.”  

 One of the figures in the video stopped 

the others and pointed to something outside 
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the frame. They walked to the chain-link 

fence. Nothing happened for a moment but 

then a freight train rolled through the frame 

and they waved at it.  

 “When they turn back, that’ll be our best 

shot at seeing their faces,” said the 

Lieutenant. 

 “You’re kidding, right?” 

 “There’s gonna be more light on them 

when they turn back from the fence.” 

 “You think you’ll make out faces from 

this distance? Hell, you can’t even see the 

license plates from this camera placement.” 

 “Shit, you’re right. Man, makes you 

wonder about security cameras, doesn’t it.” 

 “Yup.” 

 When the figures turned toward the 

camera there was absolutely no way to tell 

who they were, how old they were, or even if 

they were women. The officers looked at each 

other and shrugged.  

 “Oh well.” 

 “Yeah.” 

 “Okay, I’m outta here,” said the 

Lieutenant. 
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 “Doncha want to see the fire?” 

 “Is it coming up?” 

 “Sure thing. Here we go.” 

 The officers watched the figures start the 

blaze and then stand back to enjoy the small 

conflagration. Then they hugged each other, 

turned, and got into the three cars to drive 

away. The officers watched the flames slowly 

consume the pick-up.  

 “How long until—” 

 There was a bright flash followed by 

smoke and flames. 

 “Ahh, there we go.” 

 “Ka-blooey.” 

 “Yup.” 
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  14  
  

utch was holding the speed of his car 

just under the posted limit as he 

drove through the moonlit night. Not 

much traffic at this hour, he thought, and 

dialed up a selection on the vehicle’s sound 

system: the late quartets of Beethoven. Their 

majesty and melancholy always inspired him, 

soothed him, and transfixed him. So why, as 

he was drifting into contemplation of the 

music, did thoughts of a young boy enter his 

mind and immerse him in a strange mixture of 

fear and rueful hysteria? 

 Suddenly, he was living in the memory 

of his elementary school. He could smell it. 

He noted the visual cacophony of the bulletin 

board, including newspaper clippings: “Latest 

Hit-Makers are Men at Work from Down 

Under.” “Thom Syles keeps Life Saver Intact 

in Mouth for 7+ Hours.” “Fernando 

Valenzuela wins $1 Million Salary 

Arbitration.” “Michael Jackson’s ‘Thriller’ #1 

Album for 37th Week.”  

 H
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 At the front of the classroom is Mrs. 

McKrackin, stern and foreboding as she 

surveys the rows of crew-cut boys and pig-

tailed girls. McKrackin glances at her seating 

chart, spots a name that makes her smirk and 

calls out, “Jimmy Williams!” 

 “Y-y-yes, Mrs. McKracken?” 

 “Can you answer the first problem up 

here at the board?” 

 On the chalkboard were four math 

problems. Left-to-right, they were a simple 

multiplication task, a long division problem, a 

problem using fractions, and a mysterious 

algebra problem that was far beyond the 

curriculum for this level of student. 

 “I, I think so, Mrs. McKracken.” 

 “What about the long division?” 

 “I’m not sure.” 

 “You’re not sure?” 

 “I, I...” 

 “You can’t do it, can you?” she said 

sternly. 

 “N-n-no, I can’t, Mrs. McKracken.” 

 “I thought as much,” she said smugly. 

She turns to another student, an ethereal-
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looking young boy named Ian, staring off into 

space, once again caught in a daydream. 

Quietly creeping up to him, McKracken leans 

down to bark in his ear, intending to make 

him jump. “All right you—” 

 But Ian emerges from his thoughts and 

turns to stare straight into the teacher’s eyes. 

“Yes, Mrs. McKracken.” 

 “—sleepyhead!” 

 “Yes, I can.” 

 “What?” she says, nettled by his sudden 

attention. 

 “I can do it, Mrs. McKracken.” 

 “Oh, you can, can you?” 

 “Yes, ma’am.” 

 “We’ll see about that! You march to the 

board and show us how well you can 

complete the algebra problem.” 

 The algebra problem! The class 

collectively held its breath. That was 

impossible. And yet, Ian is calm as he walks 

to the chalkboard.  

 “The power of Jagged World first came 

to me when I was just a kid. It took me a long 

time to gain control of it but eventually I was 
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able to move in and out of it whenever I 

wanted.” 

 Mrs. McKracken stared haughtily at Ian, 

thinking to herself, “He can’t do it.” 

 “It was sometimes scary to see yourself 

from inside someone else, but it had some 

advantages. For example, I could clearly tell 

that ‘He can’t do it,’ was in her thoughts.” 

 McKracken was thinking, “He won’t 

know how to use X in the equation.”  

 “Using X in the equation? Oh, I see. Yes, 

that’s the path to the solution.” 

 At the chalkboard, Ian puts X into the 

equation and McKracken is startled. “But he 

won’t get pi,” she thinks to herself. “He can’t 

know about it, even as a fraction.” She 

glances down at her teacher’s edition of a 

math textbook and sees “Pi = 22/7 or 

3.14159.” 

 “Oh, I see: 22/7. Got it.” 

 Ian finishes the problem. The class is 

astonished for a moment. They know 

something just happened that bothers their 

teacher and they know that this math problem 

was not one they had studied. 
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 “There we go, Mrs. McKracken,” Ian 

says. “The answer is the result of pi. I used 

22/7 instead of 3.14159 and I hope that’s 

okay.” Ian calmly returns to his seat. 

 “That’s pretty much how I got through 

school. I wasn’t learning the usual way; I just 

saw the answers in my head. Or in the heads 

of other people, actually. Unfortunately, 

that’s not all I saw...” 

 “Ready for some fun, pretty one?”  

 “No, daddy.” 

 “Come here.” 

 “No! Not again!” 

 “Time to make daddy feel good.” 

 Little Patty twists out of the grasp of her 

father and runs down the hallway of their 

house. Larry chases her, always catching up 

to her and then letting her slip away so he can 

catch up to her again. Each time, he removes 

another article of her clothing.  

 “It’s time for our special moment.” 

 “No!”  

 “You can’t get away,” Larry said with a 

laugh. 

 “No, please!” 
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 He catches her, falls on top of her and 

unzips his pants. 

 “No!” 

 “Stop struggling or daddy will have to 

hurt you.” 

 “NO!” 

 “We’ll see about that.” Larry rolls her 

over and begins twisting her arms.  

 Hutch violently swerved his car to the 

side of the road. The vehicle careened to a 

halt in a small cloud of dust. The Beethoven 

quartet continued to play as Hutch tensed 

every muscle while shaking from side to side.  

 Back inside Hutch’s head, the images are 

exploding. Larry is sexually molesting Patty. 

When he finishes, he rolls off her but leaves 

one arm across her body, keeping her pinned 

to the floor. She is crying and he says, 

“Knock off that shit.” She tries to stifle her 

sobbing. He pulls a pack of cigarettes from 

his shirt pocket, shakes one out and grabs it 

with his mouth. He slides a book of matches 

from inside the cellophane wrapper and 

expertly removes and lights one. He attempts 

to flick it across the room but it falls on 
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Patty’s shoulder. She yells and squirms. Larry 

laughs. 

 In the car, Hutch is crying. 

 In his vision, Larry and Patty are at a 

backyard picnic with several parents and kids. 

Ian is there, staring up at Larry. 

 “What’s the matter with you, boy?” 

Larry asks him. 

 “You burned her.” 

 “What?” 

 “You burned her after sexing with her.” 

 Other parents are staring at them. Patty 

looks terrified and runs to her mother, 

bursting into tears. 

 “Honey?” Joyce, her mother, says to her. 

“Patty darling, what’s wrong?” 

 “I didn’t want to! I don’t like it! He 

makes me!” 

 Everyone is now looking at Larry. 

 “What the hell is the girl talking about, 

Larry?” 

 “Ian, did you see something?” 

 “Kind of.” 

 “What the hell does that mean?” 

 “See?” Larry says. “The kid’s nuts.” 
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 “Hold on now, Larry,” one adult says. 

“Ian, what’s this all about?” 

 “He did things to her. Sex things. Then 

he burned her with a match. On her shoulder.” 

 Joyce stares at Ian, then looks at Larry. 

 “The kid is making things up!” He turns 

to Ian. “You don’t want to tell stories that hurt 

people. Tell them you didn’t mean it.” 

 Joyce peels back Patty’s top and sees the 

burn mark. She shoots a look at Larry that 

contained all the fury of hell and then she 

protectively pulls Patty into the house. The 

other parents swivel their gaze at Larry. 

 “I learned that adults don’t want their 

secrets revealed.” 

 Larry hits Ian with a backhand swipe of 

his arm, knocking the boy to the ground. 

Several of the parents shout at Larry and one 

speaks in a low menacing tone, “You goddam 

bastard!” 

 “Stay back!” Larry shouts at the parents 

who are starting to surround him. “You stay 

back now!” Larry pulls out a Smith & 

Wesson snub-nosed .38 and waves it from 

one parent to another. “I’m warning you!” 
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 Joyce appears at her back door and steps 

out into the yard. She raises a Weatherby 

Mark V hunting rifle and fires a round into 

Larry’s shoulder. He yells and drops his 

weapon. Before anyone can react, Joyce 

operates the bolt action on the rifle and fires a 

round into one of Larry’s knees. Joyce 

watches Larry crumple to the ground, 

operates the bolt action and puts one more 

round into Larry, this time in his groin. She 

assesses her shooting, nods, and turns to 

return to her house. 

 “Nice work, Joyce,” one of the men says. 

“I just never realized that you were so handy 

with weaponry.” 

 Stranded by the side of the road, bathed 

in moonlight, Hutch’s car was gently rocking. 

Inside the vehicle, Hutch was crying, his 

muscles contracting and pulsating in rhythms 

that were contrary to the soaring melodies of 

Beethoven still pouring from the speakers. 

Hutch was oblivious to the normal sensations 

of the earth as he spun helplessly under the 

weight of the torment and turmoil he thought 

was forever behind him.  
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 Far off in the distance came a rumbling, 

muted at first, but growing in intensity as 

moisture infused the atmosphere, forming 

angry clouds filled with positive and negative 

ions that clashed to produce bolts of 

electricity. The lightening storm began 

shattering the night sky again and again. The 

fingers of energy clawed their way from the 

heavens to the car. Rising currents of air 

created a vacuum at first, followed by a 

squall, a gale, a tempest, a conflagration. 

Hutch was the focal point of an electric field 

with tens of thousands of volts per inch. The 

atmosphere itself broke apart, with electrons 

stripped away from the molecular structure of 

the non-ionized air. This one small part of the 

universe was shattered and the mere human in 

its path was altered. A transformation 

occurred.  

 For he was no longer Hutch. He was 

born anew.  
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  15  
 

hat Ian saw was less a vision than 

an explosion of memory. The 

reminiscence was bright and 

brilliantly detailed. He is standing in a busy 

high school hallway, talking with a couple of 

fellow students, Donna and her boyfriend 

Marty. Furtively, Marty presses something 

into Ian’s hand. “Here, take ‘em,” he says in a 

half-whisper. 

 Ian looks down at two tiny blue pills 

lying on his palm. “What are these?” 

 “Watch it!” Marty says, closing Ian’s 

hand. “Careful with that. Don’t be flashing 

this stuff around, man.” 

 “Those are called Blue Dots,” Donna 

tells him. 

 “Not so loud!” Marty says. 

 “It’s acid,” she tells Ian quietly.  

 “Yeah,” Marty adds excitedly, “these are 

from the college chem lab. It’s pure stuff.” 

 “I don’t know about this,” Ian responds 

apprehensively. 

W 
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 “It’s great shit,” Marty says. “Tell him,” 

he looks at Donna while nodding his head 

toward Ian. 

 “It really is pretty amazing,” she says. 

 “Look,” Marty continues, “do one after 

class and then come over and listen to some 

music. My brother is off at college and he left 

his big reel-to-reel tape deck. It’s got multiple 

headphones and we’ve got a John Coltrane 

concert that will blow your mind. Oh, oh, 

oh—and there’s this new thing by this guy, 

Terry Riley, it’s called ‘The Harp of New 

Albion’ that will hypnotize you!” 

 “Well...”   

 “Gotta go. Later.” Marty kisses Donna 

and then quickly strides down the hallway to 

his next class.  

 Ian and Donna head toward study hall. 

At the end of the period, they walk outside of 

the school, each holding one of the Blue Dots 

in their hands. They hesitate, smile, nod, and 

pop them into their mouths. 

 Shortly afterwards, with the late 

afternoon sun sending its rays through the 

ivy-covered window of Marty’s parents’ den, 
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Ian is floating while standing, flying while 

lying down. “Painless,” Ian mutters happily. 

He takes an eon or two to marvel at the 

shimmering sunlight and then twitches to the 

stereophonic sounds pouring out of the 

headphones. He gapes at Donna kissing 

Marty. He scrutinizes Marty’s cat as it enters 

the room searching for the warmest place to 

take a nap. “Hey, puddytat,” he says softly. 

“How are you feeling?” He pets the furry 

beast, gently scratching behind its ears. The 

feline makes the happycat “mrrrrumph” 

sound. “Yeah, I know what you mean, you 

lovely furry beast,” Ian says. “I, myself, am 

zonkantly pleased, I mean pleasantly zonked.” 

 Suddenly, Ian is inside the cat’s head. 

While the corporeal Ian collapses on one of 

the beanbag chairs, inwardly he is 

experiencing the distorted images of the cat’s-

eye-view. The mind’s-eye Ian sniffs daintily 

at the reel-to-reel recorder and paw-pats one 

of the headphone cables. Ian smiles at himself 

and at himself as the cat. With a burst of 

controlled energy, Cat/Ian leaps onto the 

windowsill.  
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 Before he enjoys the view of the dappled 

sunbeams outside the glass, Ian is seeing 

Donna through Marty’s eyes. Ian’s body 

flinches. In one quick blink, Ian is seeing 

Marty through Donna’s eyes. Too much, too 

fast. Ian struggles to his feet and stumbles out 

of the room. 

 “Because of the image trance of Jagged 

World,” Ian once explained to a disbelieving 

psychiatrist, “I could envision other people’s 

sights, I could experience other people’s 

feelings... I could grab facts and emotions 

right out of the ozone. But by combining that 

with lysergic acid diethylamide-25, things got 

positively bizzaro-blitzed-out. I mean, hey, 

for a moment I thought I was an animal! 

Marty told me the acid would help me to see 

god. Not only did I not see god, I couldn’t 

even see my own feet.” 

 Outside the house, Ian stumbles down 

the driveway but is looking at the rays of the 

sun through the trees with a smile of awe on 

his face. 

 “Or maybe I did see some aspect of 

god,” he thought.  
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 The leaves fluttered in a soft breeze and 

the kaleidoscope of colors became Ian’s 

world for a few precious moments.   

 “But those were memories,” Ian 

explained to yet another psychologist. 

“Everyone has memories. The weirdness of 

Jagged World is something totally different 

from flashbacks. Jagged World involves 

experiencing visions of reality from multiple 

perspectives.” 

 Ian wondered if today he could deal with 

it better than when he was growing up. Would 

it be easier? Of course he could handle it—he 

was older, wiser, more experienced about life. 

“Sure,” he thought, expressing confidence. 

“Yeah, it’s going to be fine!” But doubt 

lingered. How...? What if...? When the visions 

came again, would events be altered in 

memory or in fact? Perhaps it will be different 

from now on. Perhaps this time he would be 

able to confront the visions, conquer them, or 

at least cope with them.  

 “If only,” he prayed. 
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  16  
 

he adult Ian stood in front of a room 

full of boys and girls aged seven to 

nine. They watched in rapt attention 

as he performed a dramatic reading from The 

Revelation. “And the fifth angel blew his 

trumpet and I saw a star fall from heaven to 

earth.” Ian knew the material and relished 

presenting it. His young audience was 

hanging on every word. “And the angel 

opened the shaft of the bottomless pit, and 

from the shaft arose smoke like the smoke of 

a great furnace...” 

 “Is it hell?” asked Susie, wide-eyed. The 

room full of kids chuckled to hear her use one 

of the so-called adult words. 

 “Yes, Susie, that’s correct.” Ian smiled a 

bit mischievously and said, “And it’s fun to 

say that word, isn’t it?”  

 Susie nodded. 

 “Good. Let’s all use it in a sentence. 

‘Bible Study Leader Ian Raymond was 

reading about hell.’ Ready, go.” 

 T
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 The class happily recited with him, 

“Bible Study Leader Ian Raymond was 

reading about hell.” Naturally, the kids put 

extra emphasis on “hell,” causing another 

ripple of laughter.  

 “All right,” Ian told them, “should we 

continue with the story?” 

 “Yes!” came a chorus of voices. 

 Ian turned back to the Bible and read 

aloud once more: “Then, from the smoke, 

came locusts on the earth.”  Ian paused and 

said, “Who can tell me, what are locusts?” 

 “Grasshoppers!” said a couple of kids. 

 “That’s right, locusts are grasshoppers. 

So now the air is thick with locusts. What 

kind of sound would you be hearing?” 

 “Buzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz!” the class said. 

 “Right,” Ian said. “Lots of buzzing from 

the beating of thousands of wings. So, the 

flying insects are swarming and buzzing 

everywhere. Working together, they can eat 

an entire field of plants in just a few minutes.”  

 The class murmured at this, some unsure 

of the concept since they were urban kids, not 

rural. 
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 With a wave of his hand, Ian had their 

attention once more as he continued reading: 

“The locusts were like horses arrayed for 

battle; on their heads were crowns of gold; 

their faces were like human faces, their hair 

like women’s hair, and their teeth like lion’s 

teeth...” 

 “You mean,” said one of the older boys 

with a smirk, “they looked like Baptists?” 

 Ian laughed in spite of himself. “No, 

Jimmy. Instead, they resembled little 

Congregationalists who make jokes during 

Bible reading.” Ian and Jimmy exchanged 

repentant smiles.  

 Some parents entered the class from 

doors at the far end of the room. Ian looked at 

the time and then continued with his reading, 

making the arcane language of The Book of 

Revelation sound as fun as one of Grimm’s 

fairy tales: “And the locusts had breastplates 

of iron, and the sound of their wings was like 

the sound of chariots racing into battle. And 

they had tails like scorpions, with stingers in 

their tails, and they had the power to cause 

hurt and pain and the ultimate ending.” 
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 More parents came into the room, 

followed by Arturo Pourtales. Since Arturo 

was wearing work clothes, he was avoided by 

the nicely-dressed middle-class folks of the 

church. With another glance at the time, Ian 

said, “Okay kiddos and young adults, that’s 

all for this week. See you next Sunday, 

everyone!” 

 In contrast to the hushed atmosphere 

while Ian was reading, the room now was 

filled with chatter, chairs scraping, shoes 

scuffling, and coats being grabbed from the 

hooks along the side wall. Several students 

thanked Ian while others called out “See you” 

and “‘Bye-bye.”  

 One parent smiled at Ian, telling him, 

“You really keep them enthralled.” 

 “Thanks, but it’s because I’ve got some 

really good material to work with.” 

 “Well, I just want to thank you for all 

you’re doing. The Bible study class has never 

been this popular.” 

 “I appreciate that,” Ian told her. “It’s fun 

leading them through the ancient stories 

because they’re a good audience.” 
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 Arturo made his way up to Ian and they 

shook hands with interlocked thumbs, then 

fingers gripped. Some of the kids saw the 

handshake and they immediately tried to 

duplicate it with each other. 

 “Arturo, how are you?” 

 “Fine, man.” They both took a quick 

glance at the parents, none of whom appeared 

interested in being around Ian any longer and 

the room cleared out rather suddenly. Ian 

began putting away the folding chairs and 

Arturo immediately started helping. 

 “Thanks,” Ian told him. 

 “No problem.” Then, a little too casually, 

Arturo asked, “You busy tonight?” 

 “Uh oh...” 

 “What? What?” 

 “Another blind date.” 

 “You’re going to like her.” 

 “You said that the last time.” 

 “She’s nice, and smart...” 

 “Listen, Arturo, I don’t think that it’s a 

good idea to—” 

 “And good looking.” 

 Ian paused a second.  
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 Arturo grinned and said, “Makes a 

difference, doesn’t it.” 

 “Yeah, it does,” Ian admitted. “But look, 

as soon as I tell her about me, about my, 

about what I go through, you know, well 

that’s the last I’ll see of her. And she won’t be 

too pleased with you, either.” 

 “Not this time.” 

 “Why?” Ian shot a suspicious glance at 

the smiling Arturo. “What do you mean?” 

 “Hey, you’ll find out with one of your 

‘private brain scans’ as soon as you’re talking 

with her.” 

 “Keep quiet about that, man.” 

 “Okay, okay, but just come and meet 

her. Look, Val and I can be at your place at 

six. You’re getting your SUV back from 

Freddy today, right?” 

 “Yeah...” 

 “Okay, so you can follow us to the 

restaurant.” 

 “You guys keep doing this to me,” Ian 

noted, shaking his head. 

 “We’ll go, we’ll all meet up there, it’ll 

be fine.” 
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 “I don’t know.” 

 “If you guys don’t hit it off, we’ll take 

her home. No sweat. I promise.” After a slight 

pause, he added quietly, “And then Val will 

never speak to you again.” 

 “Thanks for the added pressure.” 

 “You’re welcome. So, listen, can I drop 

you at Freddy’s? Taking the bus is the worst.” 

 “Thanks, but the bus is not a problem.” 

 

an was enjoying watching the storefronts 

racing past the windows of the bus when 

his world-view shifted. He suddenly began 

seeing himself riding on the bus. He shook his 

head, trying to snap out of the vision trance of 

Jagged World. In the reverie, a man gets up to 

move to the door of the bus. As the figure 

passes Ian, the bus hits a pothole and lurches 

just enough to cause the man to adjust his 

balance and he briefly places a hand on the 

seat in front of Ian. The man is wearing 

fingerless gloves. Then the bus slows to a 

stop, the door opens, and the man is gone.  

 Ian emerged from his trance as the bus 

pulled away from the curb. He quickly moved 

 I
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toward the window and nearly pressed his 

face against it as he tried to spot the man. He 

saw someone wearing fingerless gloves 

striding down the sidewalk but the man’s face 

was not in sight. Ian’s body flinched as he 

began seeing through the man’s eyes.  

 Ian follows a provocatively dressed 

woman as she approaches the side door of an 

apartment complex. She punches in a security 

code, swings open the door, and enters the 

building. 

 Suddenly, Ian found himself in his SUV, 

idling in his parking space at his apartment 

building. How did he get here? He must have 

continued to his destination on the bus, picked 

up his now-repaired vehicle, paid the bill, and 

driven home, all in the trance. 

 Ian sighed, switched off the vehicle and 

went up to his apartment. Throughout the 

afternoon, Jagged World kept on intruding. 

He again saw the woman through someone 

else’s eyes: Once through binoculars as she 

walks to a bus stop. Another time as she 

enters a mid-town hotel. He sees an 

overweight businessman enter the hotel. He 
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sees the woman emerge forty minutes later. 

The portly man exits the hotel a moment after 

that. The man tries to hail a cab but is struck 

on the side of the head by someone wearing 

fingerless gloves. The man is punched in the 

stomach and dragged into an alley.  

 “You have one chance,” a gravely voice 

tells the man. 

 “What?! Who are you?” 

 “Doom.” 

 “What?”  

 “Punishment.” 

 “You’re crazy!” 

 “You have one chance to escape.” 

 “What do you—” 

 “Run.” 

 Ian was on his couch, tense and staring 

off into space. In his mind, he is very close to 

a crossbow, a TenPoint Carbon Xtra Deluxe, 

as it is cocked. The carbon-shafted arrow has 

a Spider Mechanical Broadhead, the kind of 

arrow tip that opens upon impact.  

 Suddenly, Ian is right behind the pudgy 

businessman as he frantically tries to race 

down the alley. And then Ian is back with the 
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arrow as it is fired from the crossbow and Ian 

is traveling with it, winging its way through 

the night air at 345-feet-per-second and into 

the man’s head and through the skull and 

bursting out of his mouth with the blades fully 

extended but now dripping blood and bits of 

torn flesh. The man’s body pitches forward 

and collapses in a pool of murky water. Noise 

of the city echoes between the buildings. The 

cold air swirls gently, wafting the odors of 

cooking oil, trash, grime, and death. And 

knocking. 

 Knocking? 

 “Ian? You home?” 

 Arturo was pounding on Ian’s front door.  

 “Yeah,” Ian called out. “Sorry. Give me 

a minute. Be right there.” 

 Ian was wondering how much of Jagged 

World would accompany him on his date that 

night.   
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  17  
 

pening his front door, Ian greeted 

Arturo and his wife, Valerie, whose 

sex reassignment surgery was now 

several years in the past; her transition from 

“Stephan” to Val was as complete as possible. 

Ian shrugged off their questions about why it 

took him so long to answer. “Everything’s 

fine. I just fell asleep and when I woke up I 

only had ten minutes to get ready. It’s been a 

mad rush in here, that’s all.” Arturo was fine 

with Ian’s explanation. Valerie didn’t say 

anything but she looked doubtful so Ian 

added, “It’s just been frenzied to get ready. 

I’m fine. Let’s go.” 

 “You’re going to like Faith,” Valerie 

said as they made their way through the 

courtyard of the apartment building. 

 “Okay,” Ian said non-committedly.  

 “Not that we’re putting any stress on 

you,” Arturo said. 

 “Oh no, nothing like that,” Ian replied. 

After a second, they all laughed. “Okay, okay, 

 O
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we’re aware of the tension in this. But we’ll 

handle it with the grace and style that is 

standard in our stellar lives.” 

 “Total bullshit, man,” Arturo responded. 

Ian nodded and they both grinned. 

 “Okay,” Ian said. “So, where are you 

parked? I’ll pull the SUV around to the front 

and—” 

 “No need,” Arturo said. “We’re all 

meeting at the Cardinal.” Because the 

Cardinal Café had been the site of many get-

togethers and double dates in the past, Ian 

didn’t need help finding it. 

 “Okay,” Ian told them. “See you there.” 

 Valerie impulsively leaned forward to 

hug Ian, patting him on the back. “That’s for 

luck.” 

 “Am I going to need luck?” 

 “No,” she said. “No, you’re not. But I’m 

wishing you good luck anyway.” 

 They parted with grins and falsely jaunty 

waves, got in their vehicles and drove to the 

assignation.  

 Once they were together again at the bar, 

the three of them paused a second and each 
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took a deep breath. With awkward smiles 

firmly in place, they worked their way 

through a hip young crowd while the music 

blared and conversations took place all 

around them The atmosphere was a mixture 

of joviality and edginess as people checked 

each other out, assessed relative desirability 

and income status, and did or did not attempt 

to hook up. 

 Faith Dominguez was seated at the back 

of the cafe in one of the few tiny booths. 

Amidst the discord and dim lighting, she was 

reading a book on her mobile device.  

 Valerie began speaking as they reached 

the booth. “Hi Faith, sorry we’re late.” 

 “Oh, that’s all right, I’ve always got 

something to read.” 

 “Faith, I’d like you to meet—” 

 Ian is watching a much younger Faith as 

she limps across an elementary school 

playground. Several kids make exaggerated 

limping motions while chanting “Faith the 

freak, Faith the freak.” 

 “...a very good friend of mine—” Valerie 

continued, unaware of Ian’s vision. 
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 Ian is observing the teenage Faith on the 

raised blocks at one end of an Olympic-sized 

pool during a swim meet. The starter’s pistol 

sounds with a loud retort and Faith proceeds 

to wipe out every one of her competitors, 

beating the second-place finisher by three 

lengths. She easily rises from the pool and 

walks to her coach with a much slighter limp 

than when she was a kid. One of her feet is 

slightly misshapen, with the toes seemingly 

connected to each other. 

 Ian snapped out of it as Valerie 

completed her introduction. “—and I know 

you’re going to like her, this is Faith, Faith 

Dominguez.” 

 “Hello,” Faith told Ian while extending 

her hand. “I’ve heard too much about you 

lately.” 

 “Oh stop it!” Valerie said, waving her 

off but grinning. 

 “Nice to meet you,” Ian said. “May we 

sit down?” 

 “You may,” she said with a smile. “I do 

so like a man who knows proper English.” 
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 Ian looked at Valerie, letting her go first, 

but she didn’t move to sit down. She nudged 

Arturo, prompting him to say, “Yeah, um, we 

promised Val’s mom we’d help her, uh, move 

some stuff, so we gotta go.” 

 “You two enjoy yourselves, okay?” 

Valerie added. 

 Ian said pointedly to Arturo, “Story 

needs work, man.” 

 Arturo grinned and shrugged as Valerie 

pulled him away. Ian slid into the booth 

across from Faith. They stared at each other a 

moment and suddenly she said, “Come on, 

we’ll double. It’ll be more fun that way.” It 

was a pretty good impression of Valerie.  

 “Not bad,” Ian said with a grin.  

 “Thank you.” 

 “Can you also do me?” 

 “Possibly. Probably. Have to hear you a 

bit more.” 

 “Right. Guess that means I’ll have to talk 

a bit more.” They smiled at each other in 

silence. It wasn’t an uncomfortable moment, 

just uneventful. “Well,” Ian said, “I don’t 

know about you but I didn’t know they would 
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split like that. I thought we might have safety 

in numbers with this thing.” 

 “Nope,” Faith said. “It’s going to be just 

the two of us against the world.” 

 Ian nodded. They sat in silence another 

moment. “What are you reading?” he asked, 

nodding toward her mobile. 

 “Oh, it’s a book about the women and 

men—women, mostly—who worked on the 

atomic bomb during World War II. It’s called 

The Girls of Atomic City. It’s like reading 

history from a reversed perspective.” 

 “Sounds interesting,” he said. “That’s the 

New Mexico and Tennessee locations, right?” 

 “That’s correct,” she replied. 

 “Los Alamos and Oak something.” 

 “Oak Ridge.”  

 “Right. Don’t know if what they did was 

great or god-awful.” 

 “Neither did they,” she said. 

 They sat in silence again. “This is a good 

sign,” Ian said. 

 “What is?”  

 “That the silence is okay. That’s a biggie 

for me.” 
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 “The silence is okay—what do you 

mean?” 

 “That there’s no tension when we’re not 

talking,” he said. “Anybody can go on a date 

where the conversation keeps bubbling, but if 

people like being with each other when 

they’re not talking, that’s a positive sign.” 

 Faith cocked her head slightly and said, 

“That’s true.” Ian almost missed her smile in 

the swirling murk of the nightspot. 

 A new song came over the sound system, 

just as loud as the last one. 

 “I can almost hear myself enjoying the 

music,” Faith said. 

 “What do you think about our finding a 

quieter place?” he asked her. “Bowling alley, 

smelting plant, airport runway...” 

 She grinned and nodded. Ian began 

sliding out of the booth. She put a hand on his 

arm. “There’s one thing you need to know,” 

she said. 

 “I already know,” he said. 

 “Val told you?” 

 “No, but I know some of it anyway. I 

saw it. Well, kind of. And the explanation of 
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that is something you need to know. Come on. 

Let’s go find a place with about forty fewer 

decibels. We’ll exchange stories.” 

 Faith looked at Ian and hesitated. Should 

she go with him? What did she really know 

about him? Who was he? Was it safe? For 

whatever reason, she decided to accompany 

Ian. After all, her friend Val introduced them 

and that made things okay, right? Right?  

 Somewhere, ethereal entities nodded in 

agreement. 
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  18  
 

an and Faith were sipping from plastic 

cups of coffee and leaning against the 

hood of his SUV while parked on a 

hillside above the town reservoir. They gazed 

at the view from time to time as they talked. 

The city lights performed a little sparkling 

dance on the surface of the water. “So,” Faith 

said quietly, “you feel that Val and Arturo set 

us up because they think we’re, what, 

damaged goods or something like—” 

 “Something like that,” Ian said in unison 

with her. 

 “—that,” Faith completed. They paused 

and then laughed. “Well,” she said, “I prefer 

to think that we’re rare, precious, and few.” 

 “Me, too,” he said to her with a smile. 

Then, more seriously, he added, “So you 

believe me?” 

 She hesitated just a second before 

replying, “I believe you believe.” 

 “Not exactly the same thing. You 

probably think I’m crazy.” 

 I
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 “No, not crazy, exactly...” 

 “Faith, this thing I’ve got is real. It’s as 

real as your foot.” 

 “Look,” she said, “what I’ve got is 

physical. You can see it. It is really real. I live 

with it every day. I’ve accepted it. It probably 

makes—” 

 “—me a better swimmer,” he said. 

 “—me a better swimmer,” she finished 

and then showed her annoyance. “Do you 

have to do that?” 

 “Sorry,” he told her. “It’s something that 

happens when I’m kind of in sync with 

someone. You get a great deal of pleasure 

from swimming, and I felt that.” 

 She looked at him and then looked out at 

the gently shimmering water. They listened to 

the sounds of the city mixed with crickets in 

the brush on the hillside.  

 “Well,” he said at last, “this is different.” 

 “What is?” 

 “Your reaction. Most people either run 

or ask me to prove it.” 

 “I don’t want to run. At least not yet. 

And you can’t prove it.” 
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 He smiled and said, “Want to bet?” 

 She cocked her head inquisitively and 

said, “What did you have in mind?” 

 They drove to a part of town zoned for a 

different type of entertainment. After parking, 

Ian led Faith into a poker club. Ian got her a 

place at the bar then purchased chips and took 

a seat at one of the tables.  

 “See that and raise twenty,” one player 

said. 

 “I’m in,” Ian said. 

 They all added to the pot, trying to read 

each other’s expressions. In one of his trance 

states, Ian views the other players’ cards. 

Coming out of the reverie, he bet small but 

steadily. He folded when necessary and 

stayed in when he had a winning hand. He 

never got out too early or bet too big—

nothing to call attention to himself, but he 

quickly accumulated a nice pile of chips. 

 When one of the players left, Ian 

checked his phone, apologized to the other 

players and gathered his chips. “Next time,” 

he told them. He stood up and headed over to 

Faith. 
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 “You’re thinking of saying, ‘Val, he 

needs a psychiatrist, not a girlfriend,’ right?” 

Ian asked her. 

 Faith was startled, but then said, “Well, 

what else would I be thinking of telling her?” 

 “Look, I just won this month’s grocery 

money in six hands. I don’t normally show off 

like that. You want to see more?” 

 “No, that’s okay. I should be getting 

back.” 

 “Right,” he said. “Tell you what. I’ll 

drive you home. We’ll talk on the way. I’ll do 

whatever it takes to convince you that I’m not 

kidding about any of this. And then, once it 

dawns on you what I go through because of 

my handicap, we’ll take things from there. 

Deal?” 

 She didn’t like the word “handicap” and 

this whole thing was getting old. “If this is a 

game,” she told him, “I don’t like it.” 

 “If this is a game, who’s winning?” 
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  19  
 

itting on Faith’s living room couch, Ian 

was tense. Faith was on the edge of an 

upholstered chair pulled close so she 

could observe him. “Your brother died,” Ian 

said haltingly. She flinched at the painful 

memory. “It took place... in your parent’s 

car...  the car he drove off the mountain 

road...” Faith stared intensely at Ian, a look of 

consternation on her face. “He died after 

removing the fluid from the brake lines and 

jamming the accelerator to the floor while 

aimed at the horizon,” Ian continued, “but 

your parents told you... that it was an 

accident...” Faith was shocked by what Ian 

was saying to her. “And,” Ian went on, “you 

know the truth... you know he chose to die... 

to kill himself...” 

 Slowly, Ian emerged from Jagged World, 

his body relaxing. He looked at Faith with a 

mixture of relief and concern. “Are you okay 

with all this?” 

 “Holy shit,” she said.  

 S
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 “What? What is it?” he asked. 

 “This is too weird,” she said. 

 “Why?”  

 “No one knew he said he was going to 

commit suicide. I never told my parents. I 

never told anybody. The police never raised 

the issue at all. No one knew but me. This 

is...” She let the thought fade away. 

 Ian just nodded ruefully. “I am so very 

sorry,” he said. He looked at the front door, 

considering whether he should leave. 

 “Wait, wait, I want to know more about 

this. How does this happen? Why does it 

happen? What do you see? When you—” 

 “Whoa, slow down.” 

 “Okay, okay. But tell me.” 

 “Sure. Could I have something to drink? 

Some water maybe, or tea?” 

 “I’ll make tea. Come in the kitchen. 

Keep talking.” 

 “Lead the way.” Ian got up to follow her, 

but had to stretch first. “Aaaugh,” he said. 

 “What?” 

 “Nothing. Just kinks in my neck. Guess I 

was holding that position too long. I’m okay.” 
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He padded into the kitchen as she poured 

water into a kettle. “So,” he told her, “here’s 

what I understand about how it works. You 

know that the brain releases tiny electric 

charges, right?”  

 “Um hmm,” she said, trying to watch 

him while setting out a selection of teas at the 

same time. 

 “Okay, what happens to me is related to 

that energy. Whenever people go through a 

lot of emotion, there’s a whole bunch of 

electrical current with nowhere for it to go. 

For some reason, my body picks up on it. Or 

my brain. Or my soul. Or something.” He 

paused a second before adding, “What’s left 

of my body, brain, or soul.” 

 “Does it hurt you to do this?” 

 “No, but sometimes it’s exhausting.” 

 “And what did you say it was called, the 

other world?” 

 “The effect itself is known as HPC—

heightened psychic comprehension. The first 

analyst who believed me called it Jagged 

World or sometimes The OtherWorld.” 

 “I just don’t believe it.” 
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 “Yes you do. That’s the weird part.” 

 “You’re right! We’ve got to check this 

out. This power, this ability. My god, you can 

do so much!” 

 “Yeah, so much...” Ian said ruefully. 

 “Gambling isn’t all you use it for, is it?” 

 “No. I just do that sometimes to pay the 

bills. There aren’t a lot of decent-paying jobs 

where employers don’t mind if you go in and 

out of trances.” 

 “But you could help people!” 

 “How? As a ‘seer’ or a medium? 

Something like that?” 

 “Well, you wouldn’t have to call it that.” 

 “Under whatever name, it would be a 

fucking circus act. And not a center ring 

event, either, but one of the sideshows with 

the geeks.” 

 “Well,” she said, “a fairly attractive 

geek.” 

 “Awww,” he said. “You’re cute, too.” 

They exchanged grins.  

 “But still,” she continued, “you could 

help people... find a missing child, help solve 

a crime.” 
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 “I do what I can.” 

 “Yes?” She sounded hopeful. 

 “When I ‘see something,’ then I make 

calls to the police.” 

 “And?” 

 “And it helps sometimes. Or so they tell 

me.” 

 “Well, that’s good, isn’t it?” 

 “Yes,” he said. 

 “But this makes you, what, sad? What?” 

 Ian sighed. “I know it’s selfish, but you 

have to understand that I get confronted by a 

lot of things I don’t want to see.” 

 She thought about that a moment, 

considering the possibilities. “I guess it could 

be terrifying.” 

 “Absolutely,” he said. “It—” 

 Ian’s body stiffened and his eyes were 

staring at something Faith could not know 

was there. 

 “Ian?” She reached over to touch his 

arm. No response.  

 Inside the vision of Jagged World, Ian is 

watching a man threatening the provocatively 

dressed girl Ian had seen before. The man 
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yells at her as they stand outside the hotel. 

She turns and escapes into the building as the 

man shouts after her angrily. 

 And now Ian is traveling with another 

arrow as it slams into the torso of the man and 

he falls to the pavement in a contorted heap. 

 Ian snapped out of the trance with a 

grimace of pain, causing Faith to jump.  

 “Jesus!” 

 “Damn it!” he said, shaking his head as 

if to detach himself from the violent vision. 

Ian noticed Faith and was concerned. “Hey, 

I’m sorry, it’s just, it’s just...” 

 “What is it? What’s wrong?” 

 “Nothing. Nothing.” He grabbed for his 

teacup but it was empty. “Can I get some 

more? Or some water?” 

 “Sure,” she said and went for the teapot 

on the stove. “But it can’t be ‘nothing.’ What 

is it?” 

 “No,” he said, “it’s not anything I can 

talk about. Not yet. I don’t really know 

anything. Just ugly scenes. A lot of them 

lately.” 

 “Why lately? What’s different now?” 
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 “That’s just it, I don’t know why.” 

 They stared at each other a moment. 

“Look,” she said, “I don’t understand any of 

this. I don’t know how to feel, what to do, 

how to react, or if I can help. Hell, I don’t 

even know if I should just shut up about it or, 

or...” She let the thought go without any 

conclusion. What kind of conclusion could 

there be, she said to herself. 

 Ian looked at her with a spark of hope 

rising within him. Was this a worthwhile 

person? Was this someone who will 

comprehend without condemnation? He 

decided to give it a try. “Okay, you’re right. 

Look, this week I have an appointment with a 

researcher at the university. Some of them 

have been doing MRIs and EEGs on me.” 

 “EEGs?” 

 “Electroencephalogram.” 

 “Like an EKG?” 

 “Yeah, same thing. One’s the German 

spelling and the other is English but it’s the 

same deal. Anyway, they’ve been doing them 

when I’m in a trance state and when things 

are normal. They share the data with some 
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colleagues around the world and then we 

discuss their ideas. Come with me for one of 

the sessions. I don’t think this new guy will 

mind, and you might learn more about it.” 

 She gazed at him. He seemed so earnest, 

so hopeful, so hurt by what was happening to 

him. “All right,” she said. “I just might do 

that.” 

 “Great.” He stared at her a moment. 

“Well, thanks for one of the best dates I’ve 

had in a long time.” 

 “That’s it? No good-night kiss?” 

 It was Ian’s turn to cock his head 

slightly. “Oh, well,” he said, “that would be 

very nice.” 

 Slowly, oh-so-slowly, he moved closer 

to her and she to him. Only their lips touched. 

At first. Then tongues. Then arms were 

around each other and they were lost in a rush 

of sound that was of unknown ancient origin 

and their inner visions were a whirl of color 

and form. 

 After an eon or perhaps it was just a few 

moments, they parted.  

 Faith: “Wow.”  
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 Ian: “Wow.” 

 Faith: “That was—” 

 Ian: “Electric.” 

 Faith: “Yes.” 

 Ian: “See you again soon?” 

 Faith: “Yes, I’d like that.” 

 Ian smiled, walked to the door, opened 

it, kept smiling, watched her as he pulled the 

door shut and was still smiling all the way to 

his car. He smiled so much his face hurt.  

 She walked to her bedroom in a pleasant 

daze and fell on the bed, hugging her pillow. 

“What Am I Doing?” she thought. “He’s a 

great kisser but what the hell am I doing?” 
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  20  
 

n the wall of Dr. Hector 

Grothmann’s office were many 

framed photographs that prominently 

featured Dr. Hector Grothmann. From the 

backgrounds in the pictures, it was clear that 

many of them were taken during speaking 

engagements, book signings, and various and 

sundry social gatherings. One photo featured 

him standing in front of an exaggeratedly 

large rendering of a book’s dust jacket, the 

one with the Reader’s Digest-style title: 

Common Sense is All in the Mind. 

 In the middle of the room were three 

chairs. Ian and Faith were seated in vinyl-

upholstered seats that were placed directly 

opposite Dr. Grothmann whose similar-

looking chair was covered in leather.  

 “If we go at this from the root 

description,” Dr. Grothmann said, “it’s 

actually very, very simple...” He paused for 

dramatic emphasis. He raised one index finger 

and said, “You see things.” His tone was calm 

 O
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but underneath was a faint hint of sarcasm 

and disbelief. 

 “I see things ‘in my mind’s eye,’ so to 

speak,” Ian said. “Whenever I’m able to get 

some control over the process, then 

everything can be okay. But at other times, 

well, a lot of what I see is not very pretty and 

I feel like these horrifying images and 

situations are being thrust at me over and over 

again.” 

 “And why is that?” 

 “There’s a lot of hurt out there, and—” 

 “What do you mean by ‘out there’?” Dr. 

Grothmann asked. 

 “Out in the world,” Ian said. 

 “I see. Go on.” 

 “Well, lately, I’ve been seeing more 

violence than ever before. Sometimes it’s in 

an unknown location but frequently it’s 

recognizable to me, sometimes just across 

town. But it’s very often shocking. Some of it 

is incredibly bloody. And it’s closer than any 

time in the past.” 

 “This seeing of things,” Grothmann said, 

“it has been going on for how long now?” 
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 “For many years,” Ian replied. “Since 

childhood.” 

 “What can you tell me about that?”  

 “Usually it seems like I can be in charge 

of the images if they’re from a nearby event. 

It’s only when I see something about a crime 

in some other city that I can’t get much 

control over it. But now it’s different. With 

this latest stuff, I sometimes don’t have any 

control at all.” 

 “And what happens after you ‘see’ these 

things?” 

 “I contact the police and describe the 

details of the images.” 

 “Do they believe you?” 

 “Not at first, but usually I’ve seen 

something that they have withheld from the 

public reports. Then they immediately think 

I’m the perpetrator but that’s easy to refute 

and then they’re free to use my information.” 

 “And do they use it?” 

 “Sometimes.” 

 “How does that work?” 

 “Once in a while I’ll hear from them that 

they appreciated the tip or the clue or 
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whatever. A couple of police departments 

have asked me to look into other cases when 

they’re stumped.” 

 “And what is the result?” 

 “Not much. As I said, I only seem able to 

see something useful when I’m close to a 

subject or a situation. There’s less 

maneuverability with sensations or images 

that emanate from a great distance.” 

 “So this current situation is different 

because it’s happening right here in town but 

you still lack control over the ‘visions,’ is that 

correct?” 

 “Yes,” Ian said. 

 “Are there details of the violence that 

you think are important?” 

 “I think so.” 

 “Fine,” Grothmann said. “Tell me. Now, 

please.” 

 Ian shifted uncomfortably in his chair, 

aware of Faith studying him as he spoke. 

“Well,” Ian said, “for example, two nights 

ago, I was sitting in my apartment and—” 

 Ian is slouched in a chair in his 

apartment. Playing on the stereo is a Clifford 
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Jordan/Lee Morgan track. All seems calm. 

Suddenly it is as if Ian’s mind is a camera 

inside the Kenyon Hotel, a none-too-

respectable multi-story building in a none-

too-respectable part of downtown. Sheila is 

removing her blouse. A figure we can barely 

see places a gym bag on the floor by the bed. 

On the hands of this figure are dark leather 

half-gloves. Barbed tips of Magnum arrows 

are visible in the bag. 

 Sheila begins dancing seductively and 

asks, “Do you like this? Do you want more of 

this or do you want to get right to it?” 

 Now two half-gloved hands are caressing 

her body. Since the leather is only on the 

wrists and palms, the fingers are free to 

manipulate her flesh, sometimes right up to 

where Sheila squirms and protests with little 

pleading sounds. The fingers lighten up their 

pinching, then begin tormenting her again. 

She again protests and the fingers lighten their 

pressure. Sheila smiles and removes her short 

skirt. “Getting better, huh?” she says and 

removes her bra. The hands caress her breasts. 

“Ummm, so strong yet now you’re being so 
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nice and gentle. I love that, handsome. You 

can control me with just a little pressure.”  

 Sheila kneels. One of the man’s fingers 

slides into her mouth and then out to make a 

circular motion to moisten her lips. “You 

want it now?” she asks. 

 Her head is pulled forward and down. 

 In a mirror over the bureau, Sheila’s hips 

and nylon-clad legs are seen gently 

undulating as she fellates a figure sitting on 

the bed.  

 Inside Ian’s apartment, he is seated in the 

same position as the figure in his vision scene. 

Ian is taking deep breaths. His body is tense 

and he tries in vain to stand up. 

 In the hotel room, Sheila buttons her 

blouse, picks up money from the bureau and 

exits the room. 

 Outside the hotel, Sheila approaches a 

car that pulls up to the curb. Eddie, a dour-

looking pimp—he refers to himself as a talent 

manager—gets out and surreptitiously takes 

money from Sheila. He her something and she 

points toward the entrance to an alley. Eddie 

nods and gets back in the car. 
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 In the alley, Eddie gets out of his car and 

walks up to a couple of girls. He collects cash 

from them. He sends them on their way out 

the far end of the alley and turns to walk back 

to his car. He bumps into a man. “Watch it, 

asshole!” he says, but then his eyes grow wide 

and he starts stepping backwards. “Hey, hey, 

wait!” 

 There is a CLICK followed by a HISS 

and an arrow slams into Eddie’s shoulder, 

shoving him back to crash against the landing 

of a weathered wooden staircase attached to 

the outside of the building. CLICK, HISS, 

another arrow hits his other shoulder, this 

time pinning him against the stairs. Eddie 

begins yelling and then begging. More arrows 

strike him until he is hanging there, eight dark 

spikes protruding from his still-living body. 

 In his apartment, Ian jumped to his feet, 

beads of sweat on his face. Gradually, he 

regained control, snapped off his stereo and 

called the police. 

 The temperature in Dr. Grothmann’s 

office had risen. Ian, Faith, and Grothmann 

were all breathing heavily. The doctor tried to 
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calm things down: “You had a bad dream,” he 

told Ian. 

 “More than just a dream,” Ian replied. 

 “Unlikely,” Grothmann responded. 

 Ian nodded at Faith and she pulled a 

folded newspaper from her bag and handed it 

to Grothmann. The headline read “Red Light 

Attacks—Killer Archer Strikes Again.” There 

were pictures of the men who had been shot 

and detailed diagrams of the location of the 

attacks. 

 “All right, so there were some bizarre 

killings in the city, so what.” 

 “I saw them,” Ian said. 

 “Yes, yes, but before or after they made 

the news?” 

 “Before.” 

 “Did you call the police?” 

 “Of course.” 

 “What did they say?” 

 Faith interjected, “What do you think the 

police would say about a story like this?” 

 Dr. Grothmann wasn’t looking too 

convinced himself, but he persisted with the 

question. “But you tried?” 
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 “Yes.”  

 “And they didn’t believe you?” 

 “Not a word.” 

 They were silent a moment. The doctor 

looked at Faith. “You believe him?” 

 “Yes. Yes, I do.” 

 “I see.” He turned back to Ian. “What do 

you expect to happen now?” 

 “You’ve exposed a lot of fakes in this 

area.” 

 “Oh yes indeed I have.” 

 “I thought... Well, I figured that if I show 

you I’m for real, you could talk to the police 

with me.” 

 The doctor smiled slightly. “All right, 

let’s get this over with. I’m thinking of a 

number.” 

 Ian is suddenly inside Dr. Grothmann’s 

head as he thinks “One, two, three, three, 

four, five.” 

 “You’re counting from one to five and 

repeating the number three.” 

 Grothmann was startled, then angry. 

“You’ve spoken to other people I have 

examined.” 
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 Ian calmly shook his head. He asked, 

“Want to try it again?” 

 The doctor hesitated a second, then went 

to his desk where he jotted a note furiously. It 

had a deliberate misspelling in one of the 

words: 

 This is a trick. I do it for money at 

partys. 

 “There. Tell me!” Grothmann demanded. 

 Ian said, “You wrote ‘This is a trick. I do 

it for money at parties.’ But you spelled 

parties with a Y-S instead of I-E-S.” 

 Dr. Grothmann angrily tossed the pad of 

paper at Ian.  

 “Hey!” Faith said, shocked at this breach 

of decorum. 

 “I’ve about had enough of this 

nonsense.” Dr. Grothmann walked to a door 

at the side of his office and threw it open. 

“Now we’re going to get to the truth. Come 

with me.” 

 Dr. Grothmann curtly motioned for Ian 

to come with him as he stepped through into a 

test chamber. He impatiently waved at Ian to 

hurry up. Ian sighed and stood. Faith also rose 
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from her chair and then whispered to Ian, “Do 

they all act like this?”  

 Ian nodded regretfully, smiled at Faith, 

and went through the door. 

 “You come, too,” Grothmann told Faith. 

“You need to see this.” 

 They all entered the testing chamber. 

Grothmann didn’t bother introducing Faith or 

Ian to his research assistant, a graduate 

student named Jeremy. Before any of them 

could say anything, Grothmann grunted, 

tapped Ian on the shoulder and pointed to a 

rather ominous-looking chair in the center of 

the room. The throne-like piece of furniture 

was inside an office-size box constructed of 

two-inch thick Plexiglas.  

 Ian walked over, took a seat and watched 

patiently while Grothmann connected 

electrodes to his arms, chest, and head for 

monitoring during the next round of testing. 

Large noise-muffling headphones and goggles 

covered with black paint ensured that Ian 

would receive no outside sounds or images. 

Grothmann exited the box and closed a thick 

door. Ian was now in a soundproof chamber. 
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 “Is there air inside that thing?” Faith 

asked. 

 Grothman just grunted. Jeremy told her, 

“We haven’t lost anyone yet.” Seeing that she 

looked concerned he added, “Air is pumped 

into the box from up there, in that back upper 

corner.” Faith noted the air tube and nodded 

despite being only partially comforted. 

 Grothmann signaled to Jeremy to hurry 

up. 

 “Just let me check everything. You 

didn’t give me any warning about this 

session...” Jeremy said, adjusting some of the 

settings on the equipment. He then spoke to 

Ian using a microphone built into the 

equipment console. “How’s the volume in the 

headphones?” 

 “That’ll be fine once you stop shouting,” 

Ian said. 

 “Sorry.” Jeremy turned down the 

volume. “How’s that?” 

 “Good.” 

 “Okay. I’m switching off our mic now 

until we need to talk with you. We will hear 

you but you won’t hear us. Understood?” 
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 “Got it,” Ian said. 

 “Okay, later, man,” Jeremy said. He 

switched off the mic and made a note of the 

settings. 

 “Come on, come on,” Grothmann 

muttered. 

 “Don’t get impatient, doctor,” Ian was 

heard to say through the intercom. 

 Jeremy immediately checked to see that 

the control room mic was in the off position. 

“How did he know you were being 

impatient?” Jeremy asked. 

 “He just guessed because I’m sometimes 

impatient.” 

 “Sometimes?” 

 “Don’t be upset with him, Jeremy,” Ian 

said. 

 “How’d he know my name?” 

 “He probably saw it on some of the 

papers in these rooms. Start the test.” 

 “All right.” Jeremy flipped a couple of 

switches. “We’re recording, doctor.” 

 “Good. I’m going to want the complete 

set of printouts, especially the electrical 

activity of the brain.” 
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 “Can do,” Jeremy said. “What exactly 

are we looking for?” 

 “Evidence,” was the terse and cryptic 

reply. 

 “Oh-kaaaayyy,” Jeremy said.  

 “Are we set?” Grothmann demanded. 

 “We’re all goodie gumdrops here—

we’ve got audio, video, EEG, and GSR.” 

 “GSR?” Faith asked in a whisper. 

 “Galvanic Skin Response.” 

 Grothmann snapped his fingers and 

pointed from Jeremy to the mic. “No 

communication with the subject or his 

erstwhile girlfriend.” 

 Jeremy put his hands up in mock 

surrender. Getting only a grimace from 

Grothmann, Jeremy brought his hands back 

down onto the equipment. Faith was sending 

the rude doctor a glance that would curdle 

milk. 

 Grothmann pulled a deck of cards from 

his pocket. He placed the deck on the console 

in front of him. Jeremy and Faith watched as 

he fanned out the cards, selected one and 

turned it face up. On the card was a solid 
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black circle and nothing else. Grothmann 

watched Ian and was about to switch on the 

mic when Ian spoke: 

 “You fanned out some cards and turned 

one over. A card with a solid black circle.” 

 On the equipment, LED lights flashed. 

“Getting some strong readings here,” Jeremy 

said. 

 Grothmann shook his head, not believing 

it. He reached up and revealed another card, a 

joker. 

 “A card with a joker,” Ian said. 

 Grothmann turned over a blank card. 

 “Nothing on that one,” Ian said. “Card is 

empty,” Ian added. 

 The LED lights were flashing faster. 

“Pretty powerful readouts,” Jeremy muttered. 

 Grothmann flipped over another card. 

This one had a large diamond shape with two 

small squares inside the diamond. 

 “You’re still on the cards,” Ian said. 

“Couple of squares inside a diamond.” 

Without pausing, Ian continued, “You know, 

just for variety, why don’t you guys think of a 

card before you turn it over.” 
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 Grothmann and Jeremy looked at each 

other a moment. Grothmann pulled the cards 

together, shuffled the deck, placed it on the 

console and stared down at the top card.  

 Ian was inside everyone’s head at the 

same time. He experienced Grothmann 

silently repeating “circle, circle” to himself 

while Jeremy is thinking “black box, black 

box.” Faith didn’t want to participate but 

couldn’t help playing along, thinking “wavy 

lines.” 

 The LED lights were going crazy. A 

buzzing sound began emanating from 

somewhere inside the machinery.  

 Ian, unaware of the havoc he was 

causing with the equipment, said calmly, 

“Doctor Grothmann’s thinking ‘circle,’ 

Jeremy’s thinking ‘box,’ Faith’s thinking 

‘wiggly lines,’ and the card is a lightning 

bolt.” 

 A loud explosion cracked the console. A 

large white spark, similar to a lightning bolt, 

lashed out at them. 

 “Shit!” 

 “Get back!” 
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 Flames appeared inside the console, 

reached upward and then leaped out at the 

three of them.  

 “Whoa!” 

 “God damn!” 

 “Watch it!” 

 Faith remained calm through the crisis. 

She turned, stepped over to the back wall, 

took down a fire extinguisher, unfastened the 

safety lock, and began spraying white foam 

on the blaze. Once the flames had been 

suffocated, she placed the canister on the 

floor and marched over to the Plexiglas box to 

extricate Ian. He had the headphones and 

goggles off and was now removing the 

electrodes. 

 “Nice work,” he told her. “Are you all 

right?” 

 “I’m fine. What about you?” 

 “Me? I was nowhere near the flames.” 

 “Is it always this exciting around here?” 

 “No, this was special, all in your honor.” 

 “Well, thanks, but I’ll forego that kind of 

recognition from now on, okay?” 
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 “Okay,” Ian said with a smile. He stood 

up. Walking together, they approached the 

still-smoldering console where Grothmann 

and Jeremy were busy unplugging wires and 

occasionally spraying more flame-retardant 

foam. Almost at once, all of them noticed the 

stack of cards, untouched by the flames. They 

all glanced at each other, recalling Ian’s 

statement about what was on the next card. 

 “If you aren’t going to do it, I will,” 

Jeremy told the doctor. 

 With a grumble, Dr. Grothmann turned 

over the card. It was a lightening bolt.  

 Ian smiled at Jeremy and the doctor, 

nodded to them, and then reached out to take 

Faith’s hand. They exited the room as the fire 

department arrived. 

 Jeremy picked up the lightning bolt card. 

“Jeeze,” he said. 

 “Not so fast, young man,” Grothmann 

said. “We can’t be certain yet.” 

 “With all due respect, you’re nuts.” 

 “What?” 

 “Look, you may not be certain,” Jeremy 

said to him, “but I’m certain.” 
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 “You?” Grothmann snorted derisively.  

 “Yes, me. I have just as many hours of 

trials and research as you, I just haven’t 

published any books.” 

 “I don’t—” 

 “Listen to me!” Jeremy was suddenly 

very serious. “Listen very carefully, Dr. 

Grothmann: In the area of HPC, that guy is 

the real deal. He’s scorching hot and totally 

off the charts. I mean, the guy’s an Idiot 

Savant without the idiot. We have to get him 

back here for more research. You know it, I 

know it, he knows it. Hell, his girlfriend 

knows it.” 

 Grothmann was silent a moment, then 

nodded. “Yes, yes, you’re right.” 

 “Okay,” Jeremy said and they both 

turned to get back to their task of working on 

the damage while trying to avoid bumping 

into the fire marshals. “Oh yeah,” Jeremy 

added, “there’s one more thing—if you keep 

making us build all this equipment with parts 

that probably were originally inside a Radio 

Shack store, we’re going to need a lot more 

fire extinguishers.” 
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  21  
 

aith and Ian were enjoying the 

afternoon sunlight as they walked 

through the park near her apartment. A 

jogger passed them, then two more going in 

opposite directions. There was a whoosh of 

air as the bodies rushed by them. Several 

yards away, a couple was playing Frisbee 

with their family, including their overly 

enthusiastic dog. Ian and Faith barely noticed 

anything except each other as they strolled 

and continued their conversation. 

 “The trouble is,” Ian said, “when I get to 

know someone, I feel it’s only right to let 

them know about this, this, weirdness. You 

know, that I can go poking around inside their 

thoughts, inside their mind. That bothers a lot 

of people. Hell, it would bother me, too, I 

guess. Arturo handles it without a problem. 

His wife, not so much, but she goes along 

with it because of him.” 

 “So what you’re basically saying is that 

you don’t have many friends?” Faith asked. 

 F
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 “No. I mean yes, that’s what I’m 

saying.” 

 After a slight pause, she said, “Or 

girlfriends.” 

 After a slight pause, he said, “No.” 

 After a slight pause, she said, “Well, 

maybe that last part can change.” 

 Ian smiled shyly at her. “That would be 

nice,” he said softly. 

 “Uh, you know, as long as it’s singular,” 

she added. “Girlfriend, not girlfriends.” 

 He grinned and told her, “I’d like that.” 

 Smiling, she took his hand and then 

reached across to grab his arm. “So, tell me 

more about this Ian person. I want details.” 

 His grin disappeared. “No, no you don’t. 

You really don’t.” 

 “Oh but I do. I want to know all about 

you.” 

 Ian thought he saw a flurry of angels 

suddenly thick around them. Stop that! He 

desperately wanted to tell her about his past. 

His other world. His other life. His taking the 

law into his own hands. His ritual killings. To 

explain to her about his hands that knew 
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doom and death and blood. To explain his 

time as Hutch. 

 “All right,” he said. “I’ll tell you,” he 

lied. “But I’m going to be careful about which 

details I reveal and when I reveal them.” 

 “Uh huh,” she said with a hopeful smile. 

 “Well, let’s see,” Ian said. “Okay, I was 

pulled out of four or five schools before I 

learned to keep my mouth shut about the 

things I can see.” 

 “Four or five schools?” 

 “Okay, nine.” 

 “Nine!”  

 “We moved around a lot.” 

 “Does this tie-in somehow with why you 

try making your police calls anonymously?” 

 “You got it,” he said. “I try to pass along 

to them whatever I see that seems valuable, 

but without revealing anything about myself. 

And without telling them how I got my 

information. Do you blame me?” 

 “Well,” she said slowly, “I can’t blame 

you for wanting to keep hidden your... your... 

um, difference. Believe me, I understand that 

feeling.” 
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 “Sounds like you want to tell me about 

you.” He looked at her and saw a mixture of 

emotions on her face. “Which I would like,” 

he added. “I want to know all about you, too.” 

 “That’s good,” she said but then fell 

silent. 

 “At your own pace,” he said quietly. 

 She laughed. “You know,” she said, 

seeming to change the subject. “I almost think 

we’re raised to judge people on how they 

look. ‘Dumb blonde.’ ‘Beady-eyed villain.’ 

‘Jolly fat man.’ It’s all so moronic, really. 

There are smart and dumb people of every 

shade, villains of all facial types, and happy 

or sourpuss people of every body shape. 

What’s important is what’s inside a person.” 

 Faith stopped walking, put her hands on 

Ian’s arms just below his biceps and looked 

him straight in the eyes. “And you,” she said, 

pausing. 

 “Yes? What about me?” 

 “You can actually see what’s inside a 

person, can’t you?” 

 “More or less. I mean, I can’t diagnose 

an illness, but I do pretty well finding out 
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what kind of pain people are carrying around 

in their heads.” 

 “Or their hearts?” 

 “Or their hearts.” 

 They paused a moment and then Faith 

gave up her grip. They turned and began 

walking toward a playground area of the park. 

Swings, unoccupied now, gently wavered in a 

slight breeze. 

 “How do you keep from taking on 

everybody else’s pain?” she asked. 

 “Sometimes I can’t,” he said. 

 “That’s sad.” 

 “Well,” he said with a slight grin, 

“marijuana helps sometimes.” 

 “Well,” she replied with a matching grin, 

“marijuana sometimes helps lots of things.” 

 They stopped next to a small carousel as 

a couple of children leaped off it to re-join 

their parents who were calling them. Faith 

and Ian stepped up onto to the carousel and he 

gently pushed off with one foot, causing the 

device to rotate slowly, languidly.  

 “I think,” Ian said, “if everyone could 

feel what it’s like to live with something 
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different, something profoundly different, 

well, maybe then people would see others just 

as people rather than focusing on the 

strangeness or the oddity or the difference.” 

 “Or the ‘disability’?” she asked, matter-

of-factly. 

 “Yeah,” he said. “Is that fair for me to 

say?” 

 “Sure,” she said. “But I think everyone 

knows what being different feels like. They 

just don’t have to cope with it every day. 

They get to move past it until they encounter 

it in someone else. Look, let’s change the 

subject.” 

 “Okay.” 

 “Why work with Grothmann?” 

 “Well,” he said, “it’s cheaper than 

therapy.” Faith laughed in spite of herself. Ian 

grinned as well. “No, really,” he continued, 

“I’ve got to talk things through sometimes. 

He’s not very sympathetic but he does listen. 

And he does work with paranormals.” 

 “With them or against them?” she asked.  

 “Okay, exposes them, mainly. He’s got a 

reputation for proving that Madame Gazonga 
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doesn’t conjure spirits who shake the table 

and for demonstrating that Mentalist Farkis 

doesn’t bend spoons with his mind.” 

 “So you feel that makes him the best 

person for therapy?” 

 “We weirdos don’t have much choice.” 

 “Hmmm,” she said. “Come closer, 

weirdo.” 

 “You got it,” he said with a smile. They 

kissed as the carousel completed one more 

revolution and came to a halt. 

 “Ummm,” she said. “Not so weird.” 

 “Thank you. I think.” 

 They stood there a moment, faces 

slightly flushed. She grabbed his hands, put 

them on one of the metal grab bars and then 

got into position to give the carousel a spin. 

After running a couple of steps, she leaped up 

beside Ian. They spun happily together until 

the contraption came to a halt once more.  

 “So,” she said. 

 “So,” he said. 

 “Okay, tell me more about your school. 

Your schools. Was that the worst part of 

growing up?” 
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 “Not dating anyone,” he said. 

 “Me too!” she said. “Not going to the 

dances.” 

 “We can dance.” 

 “No.” 

 “C’mon.” 

 “No. Uh-uh. Nope.” 

 “Sure we can. We’ll just—” 

 “No way, pal.” 

 “In a pool.” 

 Faith is intrigued by this suggestion. 

“Well, we’ll see...” 

 Ian hopped to the ground, gave the mini-

merry-go-round another push and hopped 

back up to be next to Faith.  

 “Meanwhile, we could just stand close to 

each other, like this...” 

 “Yeah, I guess,” she said, smiling. 

 Ian put his arms around her. She hugged 

him back. She grinned at him, almost daring 

him to go further. They kissed, tentatively at 

first, then with the pent-up passion of two 

people who have long been without love. 

 Overhead, a passenger jet thundered. On 

a nearby street, two cars honked their horns. 
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In the picnic area of the park, a large 

gathering whooped with excitement as they 

listened to the broadcast of a sporting event. 

On the nearby path, a man shamble-jogged 

past them. He was big, and seemed even 

bigger when compared with his tiny 

Chihuahua trotting ahead of him, yapping 

excitedly as it strained on its leash. Ian and 

Faith noticed none of this. When they pulled 

apart, they were both happy, then slightly 

embarrassed, and then happy about that, too. 

 “Wow,” Faith said. 

 “I agree,” Ian said. 

 They laughed and stood there in a half-

embrace as the carousel came to a standstill. 

In a mock seductive tone, Faith said, “So, you 

are some sort of expert at getting inside 

another person?” 

 Amused at her sexual humor, Ian played 

along. “Yes. Yes, I can do that, psychically 

and physically, if need be.” 

 “Well, you might have to prove that one 

of these evenings. We have some, um, semi-

scientific tests to put you though.” 
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  22  
 

an and Faith were sitting on the couch in 

his apartment. Playing softly on the stereo 

was The Birth of the Cool. “But the 

changes you’re talking about,” Ian said, 

“could only come about if the whole 

population were to undergo some sort of 

massive transformation. That would be great 

but that is impossible.” He shrugged. “Plus,” 

he added, “you can’t legislate morality.” 

 “True enough,” Faith replied, “but what 

one can do is set up laws and social practices 

to help encourage the kind of behavior that 

would ultimately help all people.” 

 “Well, I guess that’s always a good 

goal,” Ian admitted. “But it sounds a bit 

manipulative.” 

 “Okay,” she replied, “but don’t you think 

society tries to manipulate people now?” 

 “Yes,” he said quietly. “Yes I do.” 

 “And if we don’t want screwed-up 

adults, we’ve got to stop screwing up our 

children.” 

 I
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 “Can’t argue with that.”  

 “Right,” she said and turned to reach for 

her glass of wine. “So how about if we—” 

She cut off her sentence as she saw that Ian’s 

mind was no longer focused on their 

conversation. 

 Ian is next to Ruby, an 18-year-old 

prostitute who is inside a room of the Morritz 

Hotel. She is standing with her hands behind 

her head and her legs apart. Two hands caress 

her body from her throat to her knees. The 

hands are wearing half-gloves. The hands 

play with the tops of her nylons, her garter 

belt, her bra, and her panties. The man is 

arranging the items of lingerie on her body. 

His actions are expert and kindly. 

 A chair is placed in front of Ruby and 

the man sits. She steps forward so the man 

can more easily reach every part of her as she 

poses. The half-gloved hands again run over 

her body, paying particular attention to her 

legs.  

 With a gesture, the man commands Ruby 

to kneel on the floor. She places one knee on 

the carpet, then the other. Running her hands 
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through her hair, she settles herself and then 

reaches forward to unbuckle the man’s belt. 

 “Mmmm, you’re very hard,” she tells 

him. 

 “Yessss,” is the whispered response.  

 Ruby removes the man’s jeans and is 

surprised to discover that he is also wearing 

nylons. His leg hair is matted down tightly by 

the sheer mesh stockings. He’s also wearing 

panties but of the peek-a-boo style and his 

cock is firmly erect.  

 “I’ll start slow,” she tells him and begins 

to use her tongue with skilled expertise. 

Taking a quick pause, she says, “You just say 

when you want it faster or slower.” Then she 

gets back to work. 

 In Ian’s apartment, Faith quietly 

observed Ian’s semi-conscious state. “Oh 

God, is this going to keep on happening?” She 

looked at Ian a couple of seconds. “Duh, 

obviously. Damn!” She grabbed a cushion 

and tenderly placed it under his head and 

watched him with concern in her eyes. 

 In the Moritz Hotel, Ruby is checking 

her make-up in a bureau mirror. With a final 
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flip of her hair, she nods at the man standing 

by the chair, silently watching her, and turns 

to walk to the door. He reaches out a hand to 

lightly touch her arm. She flinches in surprise 

and takes a step sideways, away from him, 

eyeing him warily.  

 “Thank you,” he whispers to her. 

 Ruby hesitates a second, nods at him 

again, and then slowly exits the room.  

 In Ian’s apartment, Faith held Ian’s 

shoulders, his body still wound up tight 

despite being in a reclining position on the 

couch. “Easy, easy,” she said softly. 

 Ruby strolls from the hotel to a nearby 

street corner. Two other working girls are 

leaning on a parked car, talking to a potential 

customer in the driver’s seat.  

 Ian was still in the trance as Faith 

muttered to herself, “Why is this one taking 

so long?” 

The images were unusually strong inside 

Ian’s mind. Standing outside the Moritz Hotel 

are two people, Ruby and a man called Slick 

Rick, her boss, her protector, her controller, 

her pimp. A three-quarter moon is suspended 
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far above them, shining brightly but no match 

for the streetlamps and neon signs. Rick 

points Ruby toward a nervous-looking 

middle-aged businessman as he gets out of a 

cab. She confidently walks up to the man, 

slips her arm through his and expertly steers 

him toward the entrance of the hotel.  

 Rick lights a cigarillo, gets behind the 

wheel of a white Mercedes, starts it with a 

roar, and races down the street.  

 Ian, under the trance-like spell, swayed 

on the couch. He reached up in the air, his 

fingers tensely curled. Faith turned away from 

Ian to speak urgently into her phone, “Yes, I 

know, but I’m trying to reach Dr. Hector 

Grothmann. Please, it’s very important. He’ll 

want to hear this. Tell him it’s about Ian 

Raymond. Ian Raymond,” she repeated. 

 Half-gloved hands pull a gleaming silver 

crossbow from a gym bag. The bow is quickly 

and expertly assembled, the powerful string is 

set in place, and black Magnum metal arrows 

are fitted into the intricate carriage. The 

crossbow is cocked and locked into firing 

position.  
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 The half-gloved hands and Ian’s hands 

are in the same position. 

 The crossbow swivels to point at Slick 

Rick’s white Mercedes parked on a circular 

driveway and the man holding the bow moves 

up past the automobile to the side of the 

house. 

 Ian was on the floor of the apartment, his 

hands in the shooting position, one finger 

curled as if caressing a trigger. His whole 

body convulsed for a few seconds and then 

the spasm subsided. Ian attempted to stand 

but slipped. 

 “Come on, come on!” he told himself. 

 Faith called to him, “Take it easy!” She 

turned back to the phone and urgently 

pleaded, “Hurry up!” 

 Ian was overtaken by the trance once 

more. Slick Rick emerges from the house and 

swaggers over to the Mercedes. The crossbow 

is aimed at him. Rick is startled as he catches 

sight of the man holding the esoteric weapon. 

 “Hey, hey, don’t sneak up on a man like 

that! Jesus fuck, what the hell is that thing?” 

There is no reply from the man holding the 
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crossbow. “Put that down. I’ve got no beef 

with you.” No reply. “Hey, I don’t even know 

you. What’s the problem?” No reply. “Look, 

you want money? Here.” He reaches into a 

pocket. There is a click, the hiss of the arrow, 

and then a thud as it slams into Rick’s torso. 

 Rick starts to scream but a boot strikes 

him in the throat, turning his effort into a 

gurgle. The figure with the crossbow steps 

forward and leans over Rick, who tries to take 

in the visual details of his assailant but 

everything is out of focus.  

 Ian’s body was shaking uncontrollably. 

“No! Damn it, who is it? Where’s his face?!” 

 Faith dropped the phone and tried to help 

Ian, preventing him from smashing his head 

and body on the furniture and floor. 

 One of the half-gloved hands reaches 

into Rick’s pocket and removes a Beretta PX4 

Storm SubCompact. It is tossed toward the 

gym bag and lands with a soft whump. Rick 

can only emit frightened grunts as he squints 

up at the man with the crossbow.  

 The carriage of the crossbow holds seven 

more arrows. Twin CO2 cartridges provide 
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power to bring each arrow into position and 

re-cock the monofilament bowstring. The 

crossbow is fired seven more times. 

 Rick’s body lies silent and still on the 

driveway, metal arrows protruding from his 

arms, legs and torso. The scene is vaguely 

reminiscent of Mantegna’s paintings of St. 

Sebastian.  
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  23  
 

lood is a color that appears crimson 

at first, but it turns a wine red after it 

has been exposed to oxygen and it 

can become a Catawba red after it has dried. 

Wet or dry, blood shines silvery-black in the 

moonlight.  

 The body of Slick Rick twitched as his 

life slowly drained out of him from each of 

the arrow wounds in various parts of his 

anatomy. Silver-black oozed from each gash. 

 Ian sees the shooter’s silhouette hovering 

above Rick and then it melts away into the 

evening. 

 Faith held Ian in her arms, trying to 

comfort him as he writhed on the floor of the 

apartment.  

 “Can’t see him... can’t see him!” Ian 

cried. 

 “Shhhh, easy, it’s all right,” Faith told 

him. 

 With a final convulsion, Ian emerged 

from his dream state. Slowly, his eyes focused 

B 
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on Faith. He smiled and asked, “So, what’s 

going on?”  

 “Oh my god, are you home now?” Faith 

asked.  

 “Yeah, I think so,” he said, his body 

tingling all over. 

 She hugged him, then pulled back to ask, 

“Are you all the way back? Are you into the 

real?” 

 “Yeah,” he muttered. “Back in the real,” 

he added with a smile which slightly lessened 

her concern. “So,” Ian said, “what’s 

happening here?” 

 “Mainly I was holding you so you 

wouldn’t be flopping around like a dying 

tuna.” 

 “Oh.” He thought about it for a second. 

“Okay, thanks.” There was a pause. “You can 

let me get up now.” 

 “Oh, okay, good,” she said. 

 They rose from the floor and sat on the 

couch. She kept her hands on his shoulder and 

arm, as if protecting him. He was fine with 

that but the experience of the trance was still 

uppermost in his mind. He told her of the 
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murder he had just viewed in the dream-state. 

“But I couldn’t see his face,” he said. “Why? 

Why couldn’t I see it?” 

 “Maybe,” she began and then stopped. 

 “What?” 

 “Maybe you don’t want to.” 

 Ian stared at her, a flicker of fear dancing 

behind his eyes. “No,” he said. “I mean yes. 

Yes, I do.” 

 She stared at him a moment. “Would it 

be good to talk about it? Or better to put it 

aside for a while?” 

 He looked into her eyes and slowly 

began to relax. “Yeah. No, no,” he said, “let’s 

let it go for right now. Let’s just... let it go.” 

 They remained in the apartment for the 

rest of the evening, sometimes saying the 

lovely little but oh-so-important things lovers 

say to each other. Sometimes they quietly 

hugged. Eventually, they got ready for bed 

and discussed what would happen the next 

day. 

 “What are you going to do?” she asked. 

 “Call the police.” 

 “What do you expect from that?” 
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 “Assuming I can get the right detective 

on the line, I’ll see if they want to hear 

anything from me. If they had a homicide that 

was anything like what I saw in the trance, 

they’ll probably want to hear about it.” He 

thought about the usual questions he had to 

face under these circumstances. “Good thing 

I’ve got you for my alibi.” They exchanged 

doleful smiles. “Oh,” he said, “I also have an 

appointment with Hector tomorrow.” 

 “The gross doctor man?” 

 “Dr. Grothmann.” 

 “Whatever,” she said. 

 “He’s okay.” 

 “Ha.”  

 “He’ll come around.” 

 “Want to bet?” Faith asked. 

 “Bet you a kiss.” 

 “You’re on,” she said with a smile. 
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  24  
 

nside the test chamber next to Dr. Hector 

Grothmann’s office, two people waited 

quietly. Grothmann’s assistant, Jeremy, 

was sitting on the floor of the soundproof 

Plexiglas box. Next to him, sitting in the 

testing chair, was eight-year-old Dorie 

Robbins. Staring at them from the observation 

area, Dr. Grothmann impatiently fussed with 

the equipment, frequently glancing at his 

watch. He seemed annoyed that Jeremy was 

chatting with Dorie.  

 “How are you today?” Jeremy asked the 

girl. 

 “Fine.” She sighed.  

 “Ian will be here soon, Dorie,” Jeremy 

told her.  

 “Harumph,” muttered Dr. Grothmann 

from the other room. 

 Jeremy turned toward the doctor. “And 

you, big important doctor dude,” Jeremy said 

loudly to Grothmann, “stop fiddling about in 

there.” 

I 
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 “What?” 

 “Everything is fine with the gear. Stop 

poking and prodding at everything.” 

 “Aaach,” said Grothmann. 

 “Let me put it this way, doctor,” Jeremy 

added, “I’ll have to recheck everything 

you’ve touched, so you’re just making this 

session take longer.” 

 Grothmann was reaching to adjust one of 

the knobs on the electronic equipment. His 

hand halted in mid air. He thought about it for 

a second, then lowered his hand. “This, this,” 

the doctor sputtered, “this waiting is 

intolerable.” 

 “For crying out loud,” Jeremy replied, 

“the guy’s three minutes late. He’s always at 

least five minutes late. You know how hard it 

is to find a parking spot around these 

buildings.” 

 “Aaach,” the doctor said in irritation and 

scuttled out of the observation area and into 

his office through the connecting door. 

 Jeremy turned back to Dorie. “Never 

mind him. He always plays at being a grouch, 

right?” 
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 “Right,” Dorie said with a tiny smile. 

Sharing a moment with an understanding 

adult was for her a guilty pleasure.  

 Out in the corridor, Ian walked past an 

unmarked door, paused, returned to it, and 

cocked his head while “seeing” inside the test 

cell. He reached for the door handle, turned it 

and entered the room. 

 Dorie and Jeremy looked up at Ian. 

Jeremy began to welcome him but stopped 

when he saw that Ian wasn’t hearing him. 

 Ian is in Dorie’s bedroom, watching her 

parents plead with her to halt her “bad 

behavior.” 

 “You’ve got to stop it, Dorie. You’ve got 

to just stop it!” Her dad is agitated about the 

situation, as he always was. “Don’t you 

understand?!” The man throws his arms up in 

the air and turns away from his daughter in 

exasperation. 

 “You mustn’t do it any more, honey,” 

her mom tells her.  “People are scared when 

you do it.” 

 “We’ve got people telling us our family 

is evil,” her dad says.  
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 “But I can’t help it,” Dorie says 

plaintively.  

 “Just stop it! It’s unnatural!” 

 And just as suddenly, the trance ended. 

Ian stepped over to Dorie, sat beside her and 

smiled. “Feel all that energy here in the room 

with us?” Ian asked her. 

 “Yes,” she said hesitantly.  

 “At last you grace us with your 

presence,” Grothmann said, bustling into the 

test cell.  

 “Not now, please,” Ian said. 

 “We are late and—” Grothmann began. 

 “Not now!” Ian barked with enough 

force to cause Grothmann to halt. “Jeremy,” 

Ian said, “will you go over the settings on the 

equipment with Dr. Grothmann, please? That 

would be helpful right now.” 

 “Absolutely,” Jeremy said, trying to 

usher the annoyed doctor away from Ian and 

Dorie. 

 “But we—” 

 “Let’s give them a minute, all right 

doctor?” Despite his protests, Jeremy guided 

Grothmann out of the test cell.  
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 Ian smiled at Dorie. “So, we were talking 

about the energy. That’s from your trance 

place, isn’t it?” 

 Dorie hesitated before answering. “Yes,” 

Dorie admitted. 

 “It’s not evil,” Ian told her. “It’s not 

ungodly. It’s just unusual. Most people don’t 

have the power you have and that scares them 

sometimes.” 

 “It makes mom and dad mad.” 

 “Yes it does. But they’re not mad at you. 

They’re not even mad at your special gift. 

They’re mad because it upsets their friends 

and neighbors.” 

 “And teachers,” Dorie added. 

 “Especially teachers,” Ian said. 

 “And church people.” 

 “Most especially church people.” 

 “So,” Dorie said slowly, “you’re 

saying...” 

 “I’m saying you’re fine, Dorie. You are 

just fine. Everything’s going to be all right. 

We’ll work with your parents to help them 

understand, help them cope with it. You’ll 

learn to have a little more control over it, too. 
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It gets easier if you look for good things in 

life. If you turn to something nice whenever 

something bad starts to appear in your mind, 

you can get through this much better. It can 

be less upsetting from now on, I promise 

you.” 

 But their lips had never moved during 

their shared moment of communication. 

 Ian and Dorie looked at each other. He 

smiled. She tentatively smiled but stopped 

herself. Ian put on his Very Serious Look and 

then grinned at her. Despite herself, Dorie 

grinned back. Impulsively, she hugged him.  

 Grothmann and Jeremy watched Ian and 

Dorie through the observation window. Both 

of them were fascinated to see that the 

equipment was picking up readings from the 

two of them although no electrodes were 

attached to either of their bodies. Both men 

were puzzled by the fact that Ian and Dorie 

were not speaking yet seemed to be engaged 

in conversation.  

 Dorie jumped up and ran through the 

door to Jeremy.  

 “Hey, kiddo, what’s up?” Jeremy asked. 
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 “He told me it’ll be all right!” 

 “You guys were talking?” 

 “Uh-huh! And he said I’m not bad for 

seeing those things.” 

 “Well, I told you that.” 

 “I know,” she said seriously, “but it just 

meant more to hear it in my head like that.” 

Jeremy smiled. Grothmann looked stunned. 

 Ian joined them. Dorie turned to smile up 

at him. Ian smiled back.  

 “C’mon, Dorie,” Ian said to her. “Let’s 

go down the hall to your parents. We’ve got 

things to tell them and we’ll come back here 

and prove some of this to them, okay?” 

 “Okay!” 

 On the way out of Grothmann’s office, 

Jeremy told Ian, “If you want to go to the 

cops over that other thing, I’ll help you.” 

 Ian nodded at him and said, “Thanks. I’ll 

take you up on that.” 

 Grothmann finished studying the lab 

equipment and reached out to put a hand on 

Ian’s arm. “So will I.” 

 “What?” 
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 “If you want to talk with the police, I— 

well, I’ll go with you.” 

 Ian smiled at him. “Why, Doctor 

Grothmann, that’s decent of you. It’s—” 

 “You’re welcome.” 

 “—out of character.” 

 They stared at each other a second. Then 

Grothmann laughed. And Ian joined in. The 

release of tension between them was so strong 

it registered on the lab gear. 
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  25  
 

olice Detective Matthias Yablons sat 

behind a beat-up desk in a battered 

squad room. Ian and Dr. Grothmann 

sat across from him on chairs that had also 

seen better days. The conversation was not 

going well. Detective Yablons sighed in 

annoyance. Why had the precinct captain 

assigned him to this foolishness? Yablons 

cleared his throat and tried to make the best of 

the situation. “So,” he said stolidly, looking at 

Ian, “you say you are Ian Rayment?” 

 “Raymond.” 

 “Raymond, right.” Yablons looked at Ian 

impassively for too long a moment and then 

turned to regard Dr. Grothmann. “And you 

are his doctor?” 

 “Not exactly,” Grothmann replied. “I run 

the test lab at the university where we have 

been monitoring this young man’s rather 

impressive gifts.” 

 “Gifts,” Yablons repeated.  

 P
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 “Yes, gifts,” Grothmann said with 

emphasis. “What else can it be called when 

someone can see what normally cannot be 

seen?” 

 “I call it impossible,” Yablons said. He 

looked at some notes on a clipboard sitting on 

his battered metal desk.  

 “If it makes you feel any better about it, I 

call it a curse,” Ian said. 

  “Look, detective,” Grothmann said, “I 

understand your reticence because—” 

 “My what?” 

 “—I, too was skeptical for the longest 

time. But this man,” he turned to glance at 

Ian, “has extraordinary abilities that could 

help you.” 

 “Uh huh,” Yablons said. “And you, Mr. 

Raymond. What do you get out of it?” 

 “What do you mean?” 

 “You going to set up shop—fortunes, 

palm readings, aura projections, whatever.” 

 “Hardly. I hate those things.” 

 “But you enjoy the attention, right?” 

 “No.”  

 “Oh come on,” Yablons spat out. 
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 “Jesus,” Ian replied. “You think I like 

any of this crap?” 

 Yablons shrugged and said, “You tell 

me.” 

 “You think I enjoy seeing what I see?” 

Ian continued. “I can’t walk down the street 

without experiencing what someone suffered 

as a kid, or feeling some guy’s hatred for his 

boss, or knowing that a marriage is breaking 

up.” 

 “Uh huh,” Yablons said again. “How’d 

you say this works?” 

 “It’s called HPC,” Grothmann told him. 

“Heightened Psychic Comprehension.” 

 “Sounds like a drug from the sixties.” 

 Ian smiled ruefully and said, “Yeah, it 

does.” 

 Grothmann testily responded, “I can 

assure you that all our preliminary 

investigations indicate that this is a very real 

phenomenon and may be of no small 

scientific importance.” 

 “And you guys, what, want to use the 

police station for some of your little 

experiments, is that it?” 
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 “No, my experiments take place in the 

lab. What happens between Ian and the police 

will be entirely private if that’s how you want 

it. Right, Raymond?” 

 “That’s right. As a matter of fact I’d 

prefer it to be kept private.” 

 “Uh huh.” There was another 

uncomfortable pause. Yablons cleared his 

throat again and said, “Look, gentlemen, I 

really don’t know what I’m dealing with 

here.” 

 “You’re dealing with a lot of 

unnecessary deaths,” Ian told him. “And the 

pressure to solve this is going to ratchet up on 

the police department,” Ian added. It got the 

policeman’s attention. “The popular term for 

the murderer is serial killer,” Ian continued. 

“And boy oh boy does the media love to 

cover one of those.” 

 “Yes,” Yablons admitted, “yes they do.” 

Another painful pause. 

 “Look, Detective Yablons,” Ian said, 

“you’ve had some violent murders lately.” 

 “We always do in a city of this size.” 

 “Using arrows.” 
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 “Yeah. ‘The Archery Killer.’ It made the 

papers.” 

 “Right, but you never reported that the 

arrows were Magnum.” 

 Yablons tried to hide his surprise. “How 

do you know about that?” 

 “I see it,” Ian said. “In here.” Ian tapped 

his head.  

 “You see it,” Yablons said. 

 “I see the guy going around killing 

pimps and drug dealers using a metal 

crossbow and Magnum arrows.” 

 Everyone became very still. Yablons 

took in and let out a deep breath. “Yeah, well, 

he’s doing society a favor if you ask me.” 

 “Okay,” Ian replied, “but it may not stop 

there.” 

 “Meaning what?” 

 “It’s like he’s protecting the girls from 

the pimps and the customers. But what if he 

‘protects’ them from being arrested? What if 

he starts aiming at cops?” 

 Yablons just stared at Ian. Finally, the 

detective asked, “What is it that you want 

from the police?” 
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 “Just give me a number where I can call 

or have my girlfriend call the next time I see 

the lead-up to another killing. If I get a sense 

of where it’s taking place, one of us can give 

you the information and maybe you’ll be able 

to get there in time.” 

 Yablons stared coldly at Ian. He never 

felt comfortable dealing with what he called 

the psychic kooks, but this time things 

seemed different. He took out a business card, 

wrote a number on it and handed it to Ian. 

“The printed number is the precinct 

switchboard. The other is my line.” 

 Ian nodded, smiled and pocketed the 

card. “Thanks.” He and Grothmann stood up 

and started to leave.  

 “No, thank you,” said Police Detective 

Yablons. “Up ‘til now I had no suspects at 

all.” 

 “And now you suspect me?”  

 Yablons regarded him impassively. 

“What did you expect?” 
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  26  
 

an stepped into Hallenbach Editions, an art 

gallery just off the lobby of a high-rise 

building in the business district. From a 

desk at the far end of the display room, the 

gallery manager assessed Ian as “a looker not 

a buyer” and went back to the jungle of 

paperwork on her desk. Ian barely noticed the 

manager because he had become enraptured 

by the images.  

 It wasn’t the illustrations themselves that 

attracted him. It was the fact that he discerned 

the stories behind the images and felt the 

presence of the people who were depicted in 

the artwork. He could sense the elevated pulse 

rate of the murderer whose face was reflected 

in a pool of blood. He grimaced along with 

the man who had just felt a knife penetrate his 

back. He cringed at the wedding of the 

severely mentally disturbed couple. He feared 

the distorted reality of the little girl who had 

just put poison into the snacks of her 

classmates. 
  

 I
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Images 
 

 Staring intently at one of the works, Ian 

was watching a ritual killing that was taking 

place just outside the frame of the illustration 

when a tap on his shoulder made him jump. 

 “Whoa!”  

 “Hey, steady. It’s me.” 

 Ian saw his friend Arturo standing next 

to him and started to relax. “Sorry. I was... uh, 

someplace else.” 

 Arturo glanced at the artwork and said, 

“Were you seeing something in one of 

those?” 

 “Yeah.” 

 “Something good?” 

 “No.” 

 “Didn’t think so.” Arturo considered the 

situation before asking, “Was it anything you 

can do something about?” 

 “No,” Ian said sadly. “No, it happened a 

long time ago.” 

 “Okay, so, do you want to keep looking 

at the pictures?” 

 Ian turned away from the art. “No, let’s 

go. Besides, it’s almost closing time for 

https://johnscottg.smugmug.com/Past-Lives/
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them.” They exited the building as the sun 

disappeared beneath the horizon.  

 Arturo brought up an old topic while 

they walked towards the side street where Ian 

usually found a parking space when coming 

to meet Arturo at the end of his shift. “We 

could make some money off your gift,” 

Arturo said.  

 “No,” Ian said. 

 “Your visions and my business moves—

we could clean up.” 

 “Not gonna happen,” Ian told him. 

 “But have you thought about it?” 

 “Every time the rent’s due.” 

 “Just wait until your place goes co-op 

and you’re forced to come up with a down 

payment.” 

 “Cross that chasm when I come to it.” 

 “Look,” Arturo said, “you do the poker 

thing sometimes, right?” 

 “Yeah, but only when I can’t make ends 

meet with a normal job.” Ian shook his head 

sadly. “I keep hoping...” He trailed off. 

 Arturo shook his head. “I don’t see the 

difference, man.” 
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 “Yeah, well—” But Ian was suddenly 

watching a scene from Jagged World.  

 Carla, a teen-going-on-forty, is stepping 

out of her dress. “You want to touch me now, 

baby?” She blatantly offers herself. Half-

gloved hands reach out to pose her and play 

with her body. 

 Arturo had his hands on Ian’s shoulders. 

“Ian... Ian!” No response. “Shit, don’t be gone 

on me. Jesus. Ian!” 

 “It’s... happening... again... call...”   

 “What’s happening? Where? Call who?” 

 Carla is rubbing her breasts. “Look at 

them, baby, they’re all yours.” 

 The half-gloved hands hold up a black 

leather bondage hood. Carla nods and puts it 

on. There are openings for eyes, nose, and 

mouth but the eyes and mouth have small 

pieces of red leather held in place by Velcro. 

The half-gloved hands remove the eye and 

mouth covers. 

 Arturo guided Ian to his SUV, dug the 

keys out of his pocket, and helped him into 

the passenger seat of his car. “Easy, easy,” 

Arturo said. 
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 “Can’t see... his face...” Ian was in two 

realms at the same time and it was a struggle 

to communicate in one while observing the 

other. 

 “Who?” Arturo asked. “Who is it?” 

 Carla, in her bondage hood, is being 

kissed. The man who is kissing her is wearing 

an identical leather hood. 
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  27  
 

rturo started Ian’s SUV and gunned 

the engine. He was impatient to hit 

the road, but what was the 

destination? He turned to look at his friend’s 

body which was now slumped in the 

passenger seat. “Ian?” he said. Ian’s torso 

flexed and writhed as his mind presented him 

with a piece of Jagged World. “Ian!” Arturo 

barked at him. But Ian was watching a scene 

taking place across town.  

 A man’s face is silhouetted in the hotel 

window as he gazes out at the cityscape on 

the wrong side of the tracks. Also reflected in 

the glass is Carla as she finishes pulling on 

her dress. 

 Back in the SUV, Ian struggled to 

perform a dual set of tasks: he desperately 

wanted to gather every important fact from 

the scene in his vision, but he also wanted to 

convey the scene to Arturo. 

 “I can almost... almost see his face... 

Why can’t I see it?!” Ian cried. 

 A
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 “Ian?” Arturo considered shaking his 

friend. “Ian!” Arturo shouted instead. “I don’t 

know what to do, man,” Arturo said in a more 

normal tone of voice. “Should I take you to 

the clinic? Should I drive somewhere else? 

What’s it gonna be? What’s going to help 

you?” Arturo watched Ian grimace as he 

viewed the scene playing out several miles 

away and inside his head. After a few seconds 

of inaction, Arturo said, “Fuck this.” He put 

the SUV in gear. “I’m taking you to Faith,” he 

said to Ian. “She and Val are probably still at 

work.” He maneuvered the vehicle out of the 

parking spot, stepped on the accelerator, and 

roared down the street. 

 Ian didn’t see where they were headed 

because he was viewing the vision. Carla 

emerges from the hotel and saunters up the 

street. She is approached by a middle-aged 

man. They speak for a moment and then Carla 

leads the man back into the hotel. 

 Arturo pulled the SUV into the library 

parking lot. The landmark multi-story 

building was undergoing repairs and one side 

of the edifice was covered with scaffolding. 
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The moonlight made the metal poles shine. 

Even the wooden cross beams had a soft glow 

while a latticework of shadows tried to blend 

into the ivy climbing the side of the structure.  

 Every muscle in Ian’s body was tense. 

“Wolford,” he managed to say. 

 “Wolford?” Arturo said. “The Wolford 

Hotel?” 

 “Call...” Ian was attempting to reach 

inside his jacket pocket. 

 Arturo fished out the policeman’s 

business card. “You want me to call the 

police?” 

 “Call... call!” 

 “Okay.” He pulled out his phone as he 

exited the SUV. “Look, I’ll lock you in while 

I get the girls.” He punched the number into 

the phone. Just before slamming the door he 

told Ian: “Be right back.”  

 Arturo locked the vehicle doors and ran 

up the steps of the library while explaining 

the situation to the police officer who 

answered his call. “I need detective Yablons. 

No, right now. This is important. Say I’m a 

friend of Ian Raymond.” 
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 Ian was glued to the passenger seat, 

surrendering to the vision. 

 Carla helps the middle-aged man get 

undressed while he runs his hands over her 

body. In the hotel corridor, the man with the 

half-gloves quietly readies his crossbow. 

 Ian tensed up and then twitched violently 

as there was a sudden pounding on the car 

door.  

 “Ian! What’s happening?”  

 “Ian, open the door!” 

 Faith and Val were gripping the door 

handles. Ian twisted around to see them and 

then began the long slow movement of his 

arm to unlock the door. The two women 

watched as Ian’s hand approached the 

doorlock, closer, closer... 

 “Come on!” Val muttered. 

 Ian’s hand finally reached its destination 

and with a THUNK, the locking mechanism 

surrendered its hold. Faith yanked open the 

door and leaned down to take Ian in her arms 

to try comforting him. 

 “Are you all right? It’s another vision, 

isn’t it?” she asked.  
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 Suddenly Ian was out of the trance. His 

body relaxed. He looked at Faith and smiled. 

“Hi, you.” 

 She took a deep breath before answering. 

“Welcome back.” 

 “Thanks.” 

 Faith stepped aside and Ian got out of the 

car. Still dazed, he moved with Faith and Val 

until they ended up next to the weathered 

wrought iron fence that surrounded the 

building. 

 “Wouldn’t it be better if you stayed in 

the car seat?” Val asked. 

 “Not really,” Ian told her. “Better to 

move around a little.” 

 Arturo came bounding down the library 

steps. “Is he back among the living?” 

 Ian grinned. “Yeah, I have returned. Did 

you get through?” 

 “Not to Yablons, but another guy said 

he’d call him.” 

 There was a pause while they assessed 

Ian. “Enough of this,” Ian told them. 

“Anybody know the Wolford Hotel? Do you 

guys know where that is?”  
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 “Yeah, it’s on the East side,” Val said. 

“About four or five miles. Why?” 

 Ian straightened up. “I’ve got to find out 

something.” Ian turned to Arturo. “Car keys?”  

 “Here. But you shouldn’t drive right 

now.” 

 “Have to,” Ian said, moving toward the 

driver’s side of his car. “You don’t drive fast 

enough.” 

 “You mean I don’t drive reckless 

enough.” 

 “Same thing,” Ian said and slid behind 

the wheel. 

 Faith hurriedly got into the passenger 

seat. Arturo and Val looked at each other and 

then bolted to get into the backseat of the car. 

With a squeal of tires, Ian sent the SUV 

racing out of the parking lot.  
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  28  
 

s Ian weaved the SUV back and 

forth through traffic, the occupants 

of the vehicle engaged in heated 

discussion of their current situation. Val was 

angry, Faith was puzzled, and all of them 

were worried. With remarkable calm, Arturo 

brought Faith and Val up to date about what 

was happening. “Our boy here is going in and 

out of one of his vision-trance episodes.” 

Arturo swung his gaze from the girls to Ian’s 

reflection in the rearview mirror and told him, 

“No offence, man, if I’m not putting it right.” 

 Ian grinned wryly and said, “Close 

enough for psychic work.” 

 “Psychic or psychotic?” Val asked. 

 “Hey,” Arturo snapped at her.  

 She wasn’t fazed by his tone. It was an 

old argument with them. She wrinkled her 

nose at him and said, “At least we can agree 

that this driving is psychotic, right?” 

 “It’s under control,” Ian said. The traffic 

thinned out and Ian stomped down on the 

 A
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accelerator. “See?” Ian told them. It was at 

that moment that the vision returned. 

 “Watch it,” Arturo told Faith. “I think 

he’s going under again!” 

 “Oh my god,” Val said, “we’re gonna 

crash.”  

 “It’s okay,” Faith told her, but no one 

was convinced. 

 “You can’t drive and be in the trance,” 

Arturo said. 

 “Sure I can,” Ian replied.  

 “Is that true?” Val asked nervously. 

 “Yeah,” Faith assured her. “I’ve seen 

him do it.” 

 “Let me drive, man,” Arturo said. 

 “It’ll be all right,” Ian and Faith said at 

the same time. Ian glanced at her for a second 

and smiled. 

 “See?” Faith said to her friends. “He’s 

got this covered.” She smiled back at Ian. All 

the same, Faith tightened her seat belt. Arturo 

and Val did the same thing. 

 Ian’s viewpoint was now split between 

the road and the inside of a room in the 

Wolford Hotel. Carla settles back on the bed 
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and pulls the middle-aged customer on top of 

her.  

 “Come on, baby,” she whispers. The 

man, breathing heavily, only grunts. “Come 

on and do me,” she says a bit louder. 

 “I want to fuck you,” the man says. 

 “Oh yes, fuck me,” she says out loud. 

“Fuck me!” 

 The connecting door to Carla’s room 

slowly opens. A figure holding the metal 

crossbow moves through the door and looks 

at the man writhing on top of Carla just as the 

man rises up a little and slaps Carla on one of 

her breasts. 

 “Oh, you’re hurting me,” Carla says to 

him. She’s obviously play-acting. She raises 

her hand as the next slap comes toward her 

face so the blow is almost more of a high-

five. She continues her mock-terror, “Please 

don’t, please don’t—you’re hurting me!” 

 The crossbow is aimed at the back of the 

man. The trigger is pulled. There is a CLICK 

and a HISS and a THUNK as the arrow 

penetrates the man’s torso. The point of the 

arrow emerges from the upper part of his 
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chest just inches from Carla’s face, spattering 

her with blood. 

 “Jesus!” Carla violently squirms out 

from under the man. She tries to hide from the 

attacker but the man with the crossbow has 

glided silently out of the room. There is 

stillness in the air but a horrific pounding in 

her head and heart. “God DAMN it!” 

 She races to lock the door. She looks 

around the room frantically and grabs for her 

clothes. But the blood on her face and arms 

stops her. Angrily, she stomps over to the 

bathroom to wipe off the blood, swearing 

every few seconds at the troublesomeness of 

it all. Carla uses every towel to remove the 

gore and wipe away the residue. She leaves 

streaks and stains on the linen. She grimaces 

and tosses the towels into the shower stall. 

She moves cautiously out of the bathroom.  

Glancing at the body on the bed, she sees an 

irregular circle of glittering dark red 

surrounding the man’s body. 

 “Fuck it,” she says to herself and goes 

through his pockets in a rush. She grabs 

everything: money, credit cards, I.D., keys. 
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She notices his watch but hesitates because 

the man’s wrist is lying in the growing pool of 

blood. Gingerly, she twists the arm to check 

on the make of the timepiece. “Goddamn 

cheap retirement party shit,” she says and 

releases his wrist with her fingers flicking 

outward in disgust. She pushes herself up and 

away from the bed causing the man’s hand to 

slide a few inches as if skating across the 

bloody sheets. With quick glances around the 

death scene, Carla dresses and scurries out of 

the hotel room. 
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  29  
 

an piloted the SUV around the last corner 

and brought the vehicle to a halt with a 

screech of tires. They were almost 

directly across the street from the Wolford 

Hotel. Ian set the handbrake, killed the 

ignition, and reached for the door handle 

before freezing in place.   

 “Shit,” Ian said. 

 Everyone else in the vehicle responded 

at once: “What is it?” Faith asked. “Now 

what?” Val asked. “What’s up?” Arturo 

asked. 

 “It’s gone.” 

 “What is, the vision?” 

 “Yeah,” Ian told them. “The images 

stopped. Did they get him?” 

 “Who?”  

 “The archer. I mean the cops. Did the 

police get the guy?” 

 All three of his friends looked at each 

other blankly. Arturo replied for them: “How 

would we know, man?” 

 I
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 “Right,” Ian said, shaking his head. 

“Sorry. Come on,” Ian continued, getting out 

of the vehicle. All four of them emerged from 

the SUV and congregated beside it. “See 

anything?” They glanced up and down the 

street. For Faith, Valerie, and Arturo, their 

eagerness ebbed as it dawned on them that 

they had just driven to the scene of a murder.  

 “No cops around so far,” Faith said. 

 “They’ll be here,” Arturo pointed out. 

“Let them handle it.” 

 Ian moved up the street, peering down 

the alleys between the buildings.  

 “Ian!” Valerie called after him. 

 “It’s no use,” Arturo told her. “Once he’s 

on a mission, there’s no stopping him.” 

 “Ian, please!” Faith called. 

 “There!” Ian shouted. He spotted a figure 

carrying a gym bag in silhouette at the end of 

one alleyway. Ian began running up the alley. 

 “Come on,” Faith said and hurried after 

him. 

 “Wait!” Val called after her, to no avail. 

 “Damn,” Arturo muttered. He and Val 

exchanged worried glances. “Hell, come on,” 
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he said. Reluctantly, they followed their 

friends. 

 Seen from Ian’s point-of-view, the figure 

with the gym bag appeared to be a dark-

haired young man in a windbreaker jacket. He 

was still almost a full block away as he 

reached a corner. He stopped, glanced at Ian, 

and Ian faltered in his gait. The man was 

wearing a mask. The figure then disappeared 

around the corner. Ian ran harder, easily 

pulling away from his friends. 

 Racing out of the alley onto a different 

street, Ian spun around, searching for the man. 

Lounging alongside the building were several 

prostitutes. One lit a cigarette for another and 

then lit one for herself.  

 “Anybody see a man running down this 

street?” Ian asked them. No response. Arturo, 

Val, and Faith emerged from the alley and 

joined Ian. 

 “Where’d he go?” Arturo asked Ian. 

 All of them scanned the street in both 

directions. No sign of the man. They were 

standing next to a parked car with a small 

terrier jumping around inside.  
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 Ian looked at the car and then to the 

prostitute standing nearby. He took in the 

outfit: shoulder-length platinum wig, a little 

too much lipstick, garish earrings, miniskirt, 

and a wild print top tied in front. He pointed 

at the parked vehicle and asked, “Do you 

know who owns this car?” 

 He received a smirk in reply. Ian moved 

up to the car and peered in a side window. 

The small terrier hopped onto the seat and put 

his paws up on the window. Ian smiled at the 

dog. He moved to look into the back seat, 

practically pressing his face up to the glass. 

 There was a growl and a hairy face with 

bared white fangs attacked the window, 

causing Ian to flinch and recoil from the car. 

 “Jesus!” 

 Inside the car with the little terrier was a 

huge Doberman. While the terrier yipped and 

the Doberman snarled, Ian made certain no 

one was hiding on the auto’s floor. 

 “I don’t think there’s anyone in there, 

Ian,” Arturo said. 

 “Yeah, with that size beast inside, there 

isn’t any room,” Faith said. 
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 The frustration that had been brewing 

and festering inside Ian suddenly became 

evident. “God damn fuck it!” he shouted. 

 Faith was startled. The prostitute’s eyes 

flashed in silent anger.  

 “Hey, man...” Arturo told him. 

 Ian’s shoulders slumped and the tension 

went out of his body. He looked at Faith, 

Arturo, and Val. “I’m sorry. That wasn’t 

aimed at any of you.” 

 “We know,” Faith told him. “Come on.” 

She held out her hand. Ian smiled and moved 

to her. 

 The guys put their arms around the girls. 

The girls hugged back. The four of them 

walked through the alley to their car. 

 Watching them carefully, the platinum-

haired pro flicked the cigarette away, turned, 

and handed twenty-dollar bills to each of the 

women standing nearby. The figure walked to 

the car with the two dogs, unlocked the door, 

got in, and started the engine. Pulling away 

from the curb, the driver removed the earrings 

and adjusted the platinum wig. The man, 

William Jones, drove carefully with no 
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emotion registering on his face. He was 

expertly tailing Ian’s SUV.  

 Ian’s body tensed as he caught a glimpse 

of the car as it turned a corner. For one 

fleeting instant, he saw Jones in his prostitute 

disguise, driving slowly down the street. 
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  30  
 

olding each other, Ian and Faith 

were slumped on the couch in his 

apartment. Candles flickered on the 

coffee table. Playing softly in the background 

was York Bowen’s Sonata for Viola and 

Piano No. 1 in C minor. They listened to the 

music, to each other breathing, and to nothing 

in particular. 

 “I can’t believe it,” Ian said with 

agitation. 

 “Easy,” Faith told him. 

 “At first it seemed like I couldn’t push 

through to actually see him, and then when I 

do finally make it inside whatever the fuck 

this mental fog is, he’s masked or disguised as 

someone else.” They sat there in silence for a 

moment. “Damn it!” Ian spat out. 

 “All right, look,” Faith said, “you said 

you pick up on strong emotions, right?” 

 “Yeah.” 

 “Maybe this guy is only excited when he 

puts on a mask or women’s clothes.” 

 H
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 “So,” Ian mused, “that means I’d only 

get signals from him when there’s no way to 

see his face.” 

 “Right. Is that a possibility?” 

 Ian sighed. “Maybe...” 

 “How much control do you have over 

this, this, I don’t know what to call it. This 

thing you have.” 

 Ian smiled and relaxed a bit. “Sometimes 

I can use it almost any way I want. 

Sometimes I can block it out. But other 

times...” 

 “It just seems to take over?” Faith asked. 

 “Yup.” 

 The phone rang and Ian picked up. 

“Hello... Ahh, at long last we have the 

mysteriously absent Detective Yablons. Nice 

timing today,” he said sarcastically.  

 Faith got up and went into the kitchen 

where she laid out two glasses and began 

opening a bottle of wine. 

 “Look, detective,” Ian continued into the 

phone, “we got pretty close to him but he got 

away from us. If you or your men could have 

been there, maybe it would have been 
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different... Me? I was with my friends. At 

least they were trying to help. Hey—we tried 

to call you, remember? Christ.” 

 Faith brought the wine over to Ian. “No,” 

Ian spat into the phone, “I’m not going to take 

it easy.” He listened a second then snapped at 

the police officer. “I have to watch as this guy 

kills somebody and when I try to alert you, 

nothing happens! You literally are living the 

old story about ‘They’re never around when 

you need one’...” Ian glanced at the glass of 

wine but then got pulled back into the phone 

conversation. “You guys should talk to every 

prostitute who hangs out near the Wolford 

Hotel and— No, it’s because one was in the 

room when the guy was killed...” Ian rolled 

his eyes. “Of course she can I.D. the guy—he 

was her customer earlier in the evening.” 

 Faith sat down and gently rubbed her 

hand on Ian’s arm. 

 “No,” Ian said into the phone, “I can’t. 

Every time I see him he’s wearing a hood or 

there’s something over his face or he’s made 

up like a woman. I’ve never seen what he 

looks like.” 
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 Ian listened a second and then his body 

became even more tense. When he spoke, it 

was low and guttural: “Fuck... you.” Ian hung 

up.  

 “What?” Faith asked. “What did he 

say?” 

 “He said, ‘Look in the mirror.’“ 

 “He thinks you’re a suspect?” 

 “He’s got no one else.” 

 “Jesus...” 

 “You see why I don’t like telling a lot of 

people about this stuff.” 

 “I’m sorry.” 

 Ian stared into some private abyss in the 

middle distance between his body and the far 

wall. Faith stared into his eyes until he 

noticed her. He inhaled and exhaled as if 

breathing for the first time and smiled at her. 

They moved closer.  

 Their kiss was a mixture of sadness, 

hope, trepidation, and yearning. They held 

fast to each other. Slowly but steadily the rest 

of the world was dissolving into a far 

memory. His expression changed to one of 

yearning and desire.   
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 She nodded and whispered, “Yes...” 

 The sexual tension between them was so 

intense it was almost visible. Ian kissed her 

lips, her neck, her shoulders. They took their 

time undressing, kissing each other in 

between working the buttons, snaps, zippers, 

fasteners.  

 Outside the apartment, in a car parked 

across the street, William Jones sat behind the 

wheel, relaxed, absently scratching the heads 

of his terrier and Doberman. His gym bag 

with crossbow and arrows was on the floor in 

front of the passenger seat. The dogs eagerly 

positioned themselves to get attention from 

him. 

 “Good doggies,” he said, looking down 

at them. “Good pooches. Good little dog and 

good big dog.” At one point, he grabbed their 

collars and twisted, choking off their air 

supply. When they squirmed, he relaxed his 

grip. “Good pooches,” he told them. “You’re 

both such good, good pooches.”  
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  31  
 

oving in harmony, Ian and Faith 

glided across the floor of the 

apartment and entered the 

bedroom in a rarified state of passion. Ian 

kissed her lips, her neck, her shoulders. As 

they made love, the images in their minds 

took on a form of heightened reality. An 

arrangement of a living, breathing surrealism 

engulfed them. In celebrating the melding of 

mind and body in the togetherness of love, 

their actions were dreamy and graceful. The 

motions of their bodies seemed to be 

connected, not only allied with each but also 

linked to the air and the earth. Their reality of 

passion was on one plane of existence; their 

mindscape of intimacy created another world, 

one in which they were now swaying, 

pirouetting, and dancing. Smoothly and 

effortlessly moving in unison with Ian, Faith 

now had no trace of a limp.  

 Hands slid across shoulders, arms, hips, 

thighs. Backs were arched repeatedly as they 

 M
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pressed forward. Shudders went through each 

of them as they surrendered to their self-

generated waves of pleasure.  

 Ian and Faith. Mind and body. 

Earthbound and cosmic. On this planet now 

but traveling through the heavens in a flash. 

Their lovemaking ended not just with a 

detonation of energy but with a prolonged sun 

storm stretching across the sky. Their 

breathing slowly returned to normal and they 

regarded each other with love and wonder.  

 Please don’t let me screw this up! Ian 

said to himself. 

 Please let him be the one! Faith said to 

herself. 

 The moments afterward can be awkward, 

but not so this time. As they got dressed, there 

were glances, smiles, grins, laughter, and 

kisses. After a long, languid sharing of quiet, 

Ian asked her, “Shall I drive you home?”  

 “That’s sweet, but my car is here, 

remember?” 

 “Oh, right.” He grinned. 

 Faith gave him a big smile back. “I feel 

happy for a change.”  
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 “Me too,” he said with. “I can’t stop 

this.” 

 “What?” 

 “This. This grin thing on my face.” 

 “Are you complaining?” she inquired 

with one arched eyebrow. 

 “No, but, well, it’s starting to hurt.” 

 “I feel it too,” she said. “We’ll frown for 

a second.” 

 “Frown?” 

 “Yeah,” she said, nodding at him. 

“Frown. Just to balance out the grinning.” 

 “Oh. Okay.” They both tried frowning. 

Deep, serious frowns full of worry and angst 

and— they both burst out laughing.  

 After another hug and kiss came another 

hug and kiss. Holding hands, they moved to 

the front door.  

 “You’re handsome,” she told him. 

 “You’re beautiful,” he told her. 

 Ian walked with her to the car. Hug. 

Kiss. Kiss. Hug. She unlocked the door, got 

in, started the car, waved at Ian, and pulled 

away. Ian watched her car until it disappeared 

around a corner. He returned to his apartment. 
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 In a car parked across the street, William 

Jones watched quietly, idly petting his dogs. 

 When Faith got to her apartment, she 

closed the mini-blinds on all the windows, 

stripped and stepped into the shower, flipping 

on a waterproof radio hanging over the 

frosted-glass door.  

 In the front room of her place, 

someone’s shadow moved across the outside 

of the window. The image was broken up 

neatly by the horizontal blinds but it was 

clearly the outline of a man. 

 Under the rushing water of the shower, 

Faith hummed along with a song on the radio.  

 The knob on her front door was being 

jiggled from the outside. 

 Faith turned off the water, opened the 

shower door, and stepped out amidst small 

clouds of steam. She toweled herself and tried 

to check her image in the mirror that was still 

fogged up. There was a thump at her front 

door. She tilted her head, shrugged, and 

wrapped herself in the towel before going to 

see who it was. 
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  32  
 

aith shivered as she approached her 

front door. She pulled the towel tighter 

around her body and called out, “Just a 

minute.” She glanced at herself in the mirror, 

flipped her wet hair back, judged the result for 

a second, wagged her head once more, and 

then peered out through the peephole. She 

opened the door. 

 “Hi. What are you doing here?” 

 “Are you all right?” Ian asked. “I had the 

weirdest feeling.” 

 “No, I’m okay,” she told him. “Come 

in.” 

 As Ian stepped over the threshold, 

William Jones was quickly exiting through 

the main doors to the apartment building. He 

glanced at Ian’s SUV, then back at the 

building. He rolled his shoulders while 

putting one hand on the back of his neck. 

After a satisfying “crack,” he took a deep 

breath, pushed it out through pursed lips, and 

proceeded to his car. 

 F
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 Inside the apartment, Faith gave Ian a 

quick kiss and told him, “I’m freezing. Let me 

go put something on.” 

 “Okay.”  

 “Sit down. Put on some music.” 

 “Right.”  

 He flipped through her collection. He put 

on The Last Sleep of the Virgin by John 

Tavener and the ethereal tones of the 

Chilingirian Quartet wafted through the 

speakers. He moved around the room, gently 

touching furniture and objects. He enjoyed 

everything simply because it belonged to 

Faith.  

 On a shelf was a rather ornamental hat. 

He took it in his hands and admired it. On a 

whim, he put it on and looked at himself in 

the mirror. 

 “That is so you,” Faith said. 

 He turned to see her in the doorway, 

buttoning her blouse. Sheepishly, he removed 

the hat. “Oops. Sorry. Couldn’t resist.” He put 

the hat back on the shelf. 

 “Let me know when you want to borrow 

it,” she teased him.  
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 “Only if there are matching shoes.” 

 They stood for a moment, regarding each 

other, then they moved together and kissed. 

After a long moment, she pulled away from 

him. “I’m going to be late.” 

 “What are you doing today?” 

 “Library. Some of us have to work for a 

living.” 

 “Brag, brag, brag.” 

 “But listen, I’m going to try something 

to get a line on your weirdo.” 

 “My weirdo?” 

 “This guy you keep almost seeing.” 

 “Ah,” he replied. “What are you going to 

do?” 

 “I’m going to access the county mental 

health records.” 

 “How?” 

 “I have my ways.” 

 “No, but there are privacy laws and—” 

 “And passwords and firewalls and 

safeguards and on and on and on. I know. But 

there’s nothing in computer files that can’t be 

accessed with enough time and effort.” 

 “And you have the time?” 
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 “I’ll make the time.”  

 Over the next few weeks, she spent 

every spare moment poking into databases, 

sending requests for psychiatric reports, 

asking people for favors, and even pretending 

to be conducting performance reviews of state 

mental health officials while pumping them 

for information.   

 One evening, Faith invited Ian to dinner 

so she could go over the progress of her 

investigation. “So, I’ve been looking at lots of 

databases. Sex offenders, members of 

transvestite groups, clubs for cross-dressers, 

and—” 

 “Wait, I get that you can get into sex 

offender databases, but aren’t the others 

private clubs?” 

 “It’s called hacking, and my skills in this 

area are not too shabby, if I do say so 

myself.” 

 “I see.” 

 “So, my little cutie, shut up while I tell 

you what I’ve found.” 

 “Well,” Ian said, “I might have to be 

bribed to shut up.” 
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 “Hey, dinner wasn’t enough?” 

 “No.” 

 She regarded him a second, then gave 

him a quick kiss. “There. And now, my 

dearest darling love, shut up.” 

 “Okay.” 

 “And get your jacket.” 

 “Why?” 

 “Road trip.” 

 “Yeah, but—” 

 “C’mon. I’ll tell you on the way.” 

 “On the way where?” 

 But she was already pulling him toward 

the door.  

 As Faith drove them across town, she 

eagerly told Ian of her discoveries. “So okay,” 

she began, “there are all kinds of reasons for 

cross-dressing, and most of them are pretty 

benign. Show business, fraternity initiation, 

sexual gratification, gender identity.” 

 Ian was trying to maintain a cool 

expression as he thought back to his own 

sexual encounters while wearing women’s 

clothing. He became aware that she had 

paused and was glancing over at him for a 
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couple seconds before returning her eyes to 

the road. 

 “What?” he asked. 

 “So what do you think?” 

 “Sorry,” he said. “Zoned out for a 

second. About what?” 

 “Sometimes I just want to spank you.” 

 “As long as I also get to spank you.” 

 “Really.” She sounded genuinely 

interested. “We might explore that one of 

these times.” 

 “Well,” he said, “I think I’ll have some 

free time one of these evenings.” 

 “Yeah,” she said. “I’ll check my 

schedule and let you know.” 

 “Deal,” he said. 

 “Deal,” she said. 

 “So,” Ian said, “where are we going right 

now?” 

 “Oh, right. Okay, so what’s the one thing 

that transvestites and cross-dressers do?”  

 “Buy make-up?” 

 “Well, probably,” she admitted, “but 

before that, they buy women’s clothes.” 
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 “And so,” he said, “we’re going 

shopping?” 

 “Kind of. There are shops that cater to 

men who want pretty outfits.” 

 “And leather outfits?” 

 “And leather outfits, yes. And bondage 

gear.” 

 “You seem very eager about this.” 

 “Well,” she said with a smile, “we might 

find a nice ensemble for you.” 

 “For me?” 

 “I’ve seen how you handle my clothes. 

None of that fumbling with the hooks, 

zippers, and snaps for you. You know your 

way around ladies’ lingerie.” 

 “You’re welcome,” he said. 

 “Hey, no objection from me,” she said. 

“And here we are at our first stop.” 

 She parked the car in front of a shop 

called Across to Wear. They peered through 

the car windows a moment. “Um,” he said, 

“how, exactly, are we going to handle this?” 

 “We’re going to show the clerks these.” 

She grabbed a notebook from the back seat 

and handed it to him.  
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 “What’s this?” 

 “Open it.” 

 He did so and saw surprisingly detailed 

drawings of the hooded man in his visions. 

“How did you do this without— Where did 

these—” 

 “You’re not the only one with hidden 

talent,” she said. “Remember how I kept after 

you to describe what you see in your trances? 

I made these drawings so we could show 

them around. Maybe some of his gear was 

custom-made.” She watched as Ian lightly 

touched the edges of her drawings. “C’mon,” 

she said. “Let’s go see what the store 

employees say. Maybe we’ll find someone 

with pride about his or her designs.” 

 Ian looked from the drawings to Faith to 

the store and back. He nodded. They got out 

of the car and approached the shop. 

 Not far away, at another store on her list, 

William Jones was window-shopping. He 

stood on the sidewalk and watched as two 

store employees fastened erotic outfits onto 

mannequins in the display space at the front 

of the shop. One of the employees recognized 
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Jones as a customer and waved. Jones nodded 

his head in response. He went inside the store. 

 Only a few minutes went by until Faith 

and Ian pulled to the curb across the street. 

Gathering the drawings, they emerged from 

the car. “Okay, here we go again,” he said to 

her. “I’m beginning to think that—” 

 Faith looked sharply at Ian. “What? 

What is it?” 

 “I just— I don’t know. Got a flash of an 

image, but then it went away.” 

 “Are you okay?” 

 “Yeah, I’m fine. Let’s go.” 

 They headed toward the front door of the 

shop.  
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  33  
 

pening the metal-and-glass door, Ian 

and Faith each took a deep breath 

and stepped into the Pleasurables 

Emporium. In the back of the establishment, 

an electronic buzzer whined until the door 

closed. Holding hands, they walked through 

the aisles towards the Clothing ‘n’ Costumes 

section of the store. As they moved further 

into the surprisingly spacious location, many 

of the displays became more graphic in their 

depiction of erotica and coitus with two, 

three, or more manikins. Faith glanced around 

the interior of the shop and asked, “Notice 

how this store looks better than some of the 

others?” 

 “Recessed lighting,” Ian said. 

“Everything looks better with reflected light.” 

 “Right,” Faith replied. “Conversely, 

everything looks worse under fluorescent 

lights like in that last one we were in.” 

 An employee approached them in an 

eye-catching outfit: blue leather mini-skirt, 

 O
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chainmail top, high-heeled boots. The man’s 

beard was the same color as the mini-skirt and 

boots.  

 “May I be of assistance?” 

 “Nice footwear,” Faith said. 

 “Thank you! The lady has excellent 

taste. They’re by Richard of the Inner.” 

 “The inner?”  

 “Yes, the Inner. The inner thigh, the 

inner desire, the inner pleasure chamber. I 

think you can use your imagination. Was it 

boots you’re interested in?” 

 “No, actually, we’re wondering about 

hoods. Something like this.” She presented 

the sketches. 

 “Oh yes, Richard makes those. Step right 

over here.” The man spun expertly and led 

them to a stainless steel rack with several 

styles of leather hooded clothing. “Those are 

nice sketches, by the way. I think you really 

captured the flavor of the designs in this line.” 

 Ian ran his eyes over the rack of outfits 

and stopped cold at one of the designs. 

 “Does that one look like it?” Faith asked 

him. 
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 “Yes,” Ian said in a barely audible 

whisper. He cleared his throat and said it 

again at normal volume.  

 “Superb choice,” the salesperson said. 

“Both of my lovers have ones similar to that. 

These are on special right now. Only four 

hundred and sixty.”  

 Across the showroom floor from where 

they were standing, William Jones emerged 

from a changing room wearing a lovely semi-

formal dress. He admired himself in the three-

sided mirror and was shocked to spot Ian and 

Faith in the reflection.  

 Eyes darting left and right, he scurried 

back into the dressing room, his hand already 

pulling on the gown’s zipper. 

 The sales representative continued his 

chat with Faith, carefully emphasizing the 

privacy of the customers and how the shop 

would “never never ever ever reveal anyone’s 

name or their fetish.” 

 Jones had changed to his regular clothes 

and tried leaving unobtrusively by working 

his way along the edge of the store. He 

reached the door and attempted to glide out, 
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forgetting about the buzzer. As it sounded, the 

salesman habitually glanced at the door. Ian 

and Faith did the same. And Ian looked right 

into the face of William Jones. 

 The music playing in the background 

came to a halt. The in-store sound system was 

between songs and the silence seemed to 

pound at them along with their heartbeats. 

The next song began playing and Jones 

grimaced. He turned and fled out the door. 

 “Hey!” Ian shouted, and took off after 

him, nearly knocking over some of the store 

displays. 

 Jones ran up the street and turned at the 

corner. Ian raced up the boulevard after him. 

Faith knew she couldn’t keep up with either 

of them on foot so she headed to her car.  

 Ian sprinted around the corner but 

slowed down when it was evident no one was 

on the sidewalk. He began peering into 

windows of the parked cars and rapping on 

the windows to see if any dogs were inside. 

Faith pulled the car around the corner and 

spotted Ian. She maneuvered the vehicle so 

she was moving parallel with him and thus 
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blocking each parked car from pulling out as 

he checked the interiors. But he found 

nothing. 

 “Damn it!” Ian looked around in 

exasperation. Reluctantly, he got into Faith’s 

car. “We were this close!” 

 “How did he disappear? I mean, where 

did he go?” 

 Ian shook his head. Suddenly, he saw a 

car bearing down on them. “Look out!” But 

there was no car. Faith reached out to hold his 

arm.  

 “Take it easy,” she said. 

 “Christ,” he said. “I saw it.” 

 “You visualized it.” 

 “But that’s just... weird.” 

 “Oh, that’s the part that’s weird?” Faith 

said. 

 Ian shot her a glance and then was struck 

by the absurdity of the situation. “Yeah, I 

guess it’s all relative.”  

 They smiled at each other and both took 

a deep breath. 

 Which made the roar of Jones’ engine 

and the glare of his car’s high beams so much 
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more of a shock as he raced at them from the 

driveway where he had been parked on the 

other side of the street. 

 Jones rammed Faith’s car on the front 

left fender, crumpling the metal and twisting 

the tire in towards the engine. Jones threw his 

vehicle into reverse and careened down the 

street backwards for a hundred yards before 

spinning around. With a shriek of rubber on 

asphalt, Jones raced away into the night.  

 Faith’s car wasn’t going anywhere with 

one wheel bent at a tortured angle. She and 

Ian emerged from the vehicle, shaken but 

unhurt. 

 “God damn it!” 

 “Well,” Faith said, “at least got closer to 

him.” 

 “Yeah,” Ian said with gritted teeth. 

“Emphasis on the past tense.” 

 “I got his license number.”  

 Ian looked at Faith, his mind connecting 

pieces of visualizations from the recent past. 

“He’s been around us...” Ian’s voice trailed 

off. 

 “What?” Faith asked. 
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 “It’s just that he’s been nearby for a 

while now,” Ian said.  

 “We know that.” 

 “Close to me, close to you...” Ian 

warned. 

 “Ian, we can give the license number to 

the police.” She saw Ian shrug his shoulders. 

“Plus, I’ll show you just how good I can be 

with my computer. Well,” she corrected 

herself, “not my computer. The one at the 

library. It’s got a lot more, um, shall we say, 

capabilities for research. We’ll find out who 

owns that car. That’ll be a start.” 

 “I hope so,” Ian told her.  

 “Why are you saying it like that?” 

 “Because now we have to hope the 

police get to him before he gets to us.”  
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  34  
 

an and Faith were in her office on the 

eighth floor of the main library building. 

On one side of the room, Ian stood and 

watched as she sat at her desk and expertly 

entered data at a computer workstation. “Any 

fucking time now,” she muttered. She glanced 

from the screen to Ian. “Almost got it,” she 

told him and returned to her clacking at the 

keyboard. 

 “Oh yeah? How can you tell?” 

 “Because the algorithms finally stopped 

asking me for passwords and authorization.” 

 “Do you do this often?” he asked her. 

 She looked up at him. “You said that 

wrong.” 

 “What?” 

 “You dropped the wrong line on me. The 

line is: ‘Do you come here often?’ I don’t 

know what I’m supposed to do with you,” she 

said with mock exasperation. “If you’re going 

to try picking up a girl, you should at least 

know the basics.”  

 I
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 He grinned at her, looked her up and 

down, and said, “Hey, nice shoes.” 

 “That’s better,” she said and turned back 

to the computer. 

 “You have the most beautiful eyes,” he 

said. 

 “You’re doing well, that’s more like it,” 

she replied while continuing her work. 

 Ian stared at her a moment and then said 

it again with serious intent: “You have the 

most beautiful eyes.” 

 “Stop distracting me,” she said, but with 

a smile. Turning serious again, she asked, 

“Did you get through to your policeman 

friend?” 

 “No friend of mine.” 

 “You know what I mean.” 

 “I gave him the data,” Ian said. “Whether 

it’s possible to ‘get through’ to a cop with this 

type of information is something that remains 

to be seen.” 

 “Aha!”  

 “What?” 

 “Here it comes,” she said, nodding 

toward the glowing screen. “Take a look.” 
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 “Okay,” he replied, moving across the 

room. “Am I right that his name is William 

Jones?” Ian stepped next to her and they both 

stared at the screen.  

 “That car he was driving,” she said, “is 

registered to a William Bagsley Jones. He’s 

thirty. Lives on Drexel Road, according to the 

most recent listing. Do you have the cop’s 

email? I’ll send him the info.” 

 “Yeah, here,” he said, handing her the 

policeman’s card. 

 “Good,” she said, and began typing. 

 “Bagsley, huh,” he mused.  

 “Probably his mom’s maiden name. But, 

well...” she trailed off. 

 “What?” 

 “I don’t think even that bad a name fully 

accounts for his anti-social behavior.” 

 “Oh yeah?” he said. “I don’t know about 

that.” 

 “Why? What’s your middle name?” she 

asked. 

 He paused a second, then replied: 

“Royston.” 

 “Royston?” 
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 “Yeah. It was my—” 

 “—mom’s maiden name,” they said in 

unison.  

 Ian gave her a “don’t be a wise-ass” 

look. After a moment, he said, “I’ve been 

seeing some parts of his life getting closer to 

us. I just didn’t put it all together before.” 

 “Is there more to this than you’re telling 

me?” 

 “No,” he replied. “Why do you ask?” 

 Faith started to respond, then shook her 

head. “No, it’s too strange. I’m sorry.” 

 “Wait,” he protested, “what is it?” 

 “Well,” she said, “it’s just that you seem 

to have a connection with him. I wondered if 

you were near him at that traumatic moment 

in his life.” 

 He considered that a moment. “No, no, 

every contact with him was in Jagged World. 

I’ve never met the guy before now.” 

 “Okay,” Faith said. “Look, is there 

anything we can do? Shouldn’t we just let the 

police handle it? At least for the moment?” 

 “Yeah, I guess.” 

 “You don’t sound convinced,” she said. 
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 “No, you’re right,” he said with some 

resignation. His gaze alighted on her and his 

tone changed. “Come here a second.” 

 She smiled and they hugged.  

 “Okay, look,” she said, “how about a 

pizza and a movie?” 

 “Sounds good,” he replied. “Anything 

you want to see?” 

 “Well,” she said, “Psycho is at the Film 

Exchange.”  

 “Well, I don’t think we—” 

 “They’re showing Helter Skelter and a 

Manson documentary on TV tonight.” 

 “No thanks,” he told her. “I’ve had 

enough—” 

 “We could stream Silence of the Lambs.” 

 “Stop it,” he said, suppressing a grin. 

 “Or Zodiac.”  

 “I don’t think that we—” 

 “Or Se7en.” 

 “Okay, enough!” But now he was 

laughing. 

 “Come on,” she said, “don’t you feel 

good knowing the cops are going after him 

now?” 
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 “I’ll feel good only after they get him 

and put him away,” Ian told her. “Meanwhile, 

let’s watch something that’s a safe choice. 

Like an Elvis movie.” 

 “How in heaven’s name is that a safe 

choice?” 

 

cross town, Detective Yablons and two 

uniformed officers walked up to a dingy 

apartment building. Yablons saw “Wm. 

Jones” on the mailbox for Unit 4. One officer 

was sent around the back and Yablons took 

the other to the front of Jones’ apartment. The 

door was not completely closed. 

 After exchanging glances with the 

officer, Yablons knocked. No response. He 

knocked again, louder. “Mr. Jones?” Nothing. 

He pushed the door open and stepped inside, 

the uniformed officer following him. 

 The former occupant had cleared out in a 

hurry. A whining, pleading sound came from 

the bedroom. Yablons approached the door, 

reached out, turned the knob, and pushed 

open the door. The terrier scooted out first, 

followed by the doberman. They rushed into 

 A
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the kitchenette, eagerly devouring what was 

left in their food dishes.  

 “He’s gotta be coming back,” the officer 

said as he checked out the closet in the 

bedroom of the apartment. 

 “Why?” Yablons asked. 

 “Who would take off without their 

dogs?” the officer replied, his voice slightly 

muffled from the other room. 

 “A nut case,” Yablons replied. 

 “How do we know he’s a nut case?” the 

officer asked. 

 “Come look at this,” Yablons said. The 

officer stepped into the room, looking 

puzzled. Yablons nodded toward the blinds 

above the kitchen sink. Large block letters 

had been crudely spray-painted on the closed 

blinds: 

 

I WILL BRING MORE PLAGUES 
UPON YOU, SEVENFOLD AS 

MANY AS YOUR SINS 
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 The officer grimaced and went back to 

searching the apartment. Yablons stared at the 

statement sprayed on the blinds and sighed. 

“God damn Leviticus,” he muttered. 
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  35  
 

n the early afternoon, Faith and Ian 

emerged from the front of his apartment 

building with their arms around each 

other. From eighty yards up the street, 

William Bagsley Jones watched them while 

sitting on a motorcycle parked at the curb. 

Jones was wearing jeans, black boots, a black 

leather jacket, and a black-and-silver helmet. 

He flipped the helmet’s face shield up, then 

down, then up again as he spied on the two 

lovers. 

 Reaching Faith’s car, she and Ian 

hugged. After a moment, Faith checked the 

time, planted a quick kiss on Ian’s lips, 

turned, got in her car and drove off. Ian 

waved and walked back into the building. 

Jones flipped the face shield down, pressed 

the ignition on his bike, and the big engine 

roared to life. Jones expertly maneuvered the 

bike through traffic as he followed Faith. 

 When she arrived at the library, she 

entered the parking lot behind the filigreed 

 I
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wrought iron fence. As she pulled into one of 

the unreserved parking slots, Jones glided to a 

halt across from the lot. He killed the ignition 

and watched Faith enter the venerable 

building. 

 Jones locked his bike and walked up the 

street to find a place to get a coffee. He 

planned to wait until the time was right to 

confront Faith. “First the girl, then the 

boyfriend,” he thought to himself. 

 In her office on the library’s eighth floor, 

Faith sat at her computer. She put on earbuds 

and began listening to Vivaldi’s Le Quattro 

Stagioni while manipulating data on the 

screen. Across town in his apartment, Ian sat 

on a couch and listened to Miles Davis’ 

Nefertiti. Sitting at a sidewalk table outside 

the library, Jones sipped his coffee while 

listening to pop songs on the shop’s sound 

system. He removed his leather jacket. 

Instead of casual clothing, he was wearing the 

shirt of a courier company. 

 As night took over the city, the library 

started getting ready to close to the public. 

Jones, appearing to be a deliveryman, 
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approached the library’s front desk carrying a 

couple of large boxes. He presented a 

clipboard to the employee stationed at the 

desk. She quickly glanced at the paperwork 

on the clipboard and directed Jones to the 

freight elevator. “It’s all the way to the back. 

Just push ‘B’ for Basement,” she told him. 

“You can leave the boxes anywhere. Our 

crew will unpack them tomorrow.” Jones 

nodded and moved to the elevator. Once 

inside, he punched “B” and dutifully rode 

down to the basement. He removed the 

crossbow from one of the boxes. 

 Up on the eighth floor, many of the 

library office workers were on their way out, 

heading home to dinner, a movie, a ball game, 

some TV, or time with their families. Faith 

and Val remained at their desks. “Even at 

budget crunch time,” Val said to some of 

them, “our co-workers are deserting us.” 

 “Well,” one of them replied, “there are 

limits to how much overtime we can put on 

the books.”  

 Val smiled ruefully and turned back to 

her work. After a moment, she said over her 
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shoulder to Faith, “You know, we’re actually 

getting close to wrapping up these reports.” 

Getting no reply, she turned and waved her 

arms at Faith. Then she repeated it after Faith 

removed her earbuds.  

 Faith nodded and said, “Thankfully, the 

light at the end of the tunnel turns out not to 

be an oncoming train.” 

 They compared notes and sent a few files 

back and forth between their computers. They 

looked at the data and then at each other. Val 

raised an eyebrow in question and Faith 

nodded. They did rock-paper-scissors and 

Faith lost. 

 “Okay then,” Val said. “I’m off. Don’t 

work too late. And for god’s sake, don’t work 

too hard. It’s not good for you.” 

 Faith smiled at the bad joke they shared 

from time to time. With an apologetic grin to 

her friend, Val walked out of the office, 

closing the door behind her. Faith went back 

to manipulating the information on her 

computer. 

 Val took the public elevator down to the 

main level. In the freight elevator, Jones rode 
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up to the top floor. Strapped to his back was 

the metal crossbow. 

 In his apartment, Ian suddenly stiffened 

up. He sees Jones in the freight elevator. In 

his mind’s eye, Ian helplessly watches as the 

elevator doors slide open and Jones moves 

into the hallway on the floor of offices where 

Faith worked. Ian fought off the debilitating 

aspects of the trance and staggered across the 

room, fumbling for his car keys. 

 Faith pulled out her earbuds and turned 

to check something on one of the other desks 

as the door to the office slowly opened. Jones 

stepped in, closed the door, and pointed the 

crossbow at her. She looked up, startled. 

 “My god—” she said, backing away 

from the desk. 

 “Don’t move,” Jones told her. 

 Faith froze, staring at him. “There’s no 

money up here. What do you want?” 

 “I’ve come to protect you.” 

 She swallowed hard. “Protect me? What 

are you talking about?” 

 “We’re going to wait quietly,” he said. 

He flicked off the lights. Scaffolding and a 
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metal fire escape were apparent through the 

windows, shining in the moonlight.  

 Jones tilted his crossbow back and forth, 

proud of it, as if he had built it. He moved 

forward, causing Faith to back away from the 

desk until she reached the file cabinets. He 

moved closer. She cringed as he suddenly 

grabbed her arm and spun her around to face 

the cabinets. He quickly raised his arm and 

wrapped it around her neck, holding her close 

to him. His crotch pressed up against her and 

she squirmed. He pressed the tip of the arrow 

against her head. “Listen to me,” he hissed. 

“Don’t. Move.”  

 Ian was seeing Jones with Faith. 

Frantically racing through the city streets, 

Ian’s mind flashed between images of Jones, 

the arrow, Faith, and the often-dangerous 

traffic.  

 “Look out!” Ian shouted, swerving in 

and out of lanes as he fought his way to the 

confrontation with the malevolent force that 

was haunting his daylight dreams and 

threatening the love of his life.  
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  36  
 

aith felt Jones’ breath on the back of 

her neck and she shuddered. This was 

somehow even more of an imposition 

than his grinding her against the filing 

cabinets. Very slowly, she shifted her weight 

from one leg to the other. She put her hands 

against the file cabinets. 

 “Stop moving!” Jones snapped at her. 

 “I can’t help it,” she said, faking a sob in 

her voice. “My foot hurts so much.” 

 Jones glanced down. “Your foot is—” 

 But he didn’t get any further. Faith 

suddenly twisted to her right, striking Jones 

on the shoulder with her right elbow. 

 “Hey!” he cried as his body shifted to his 

left. It was just a few inches, but it was 

enough. Faith spun back in the other 

direction, violently pulling out one of the 

metal file drawers, striking Jones flush on his 

face. Faith spun into Jones, slipping one of 

her legs behind his and sending both of them 

to the floor in a squirming heap.  

 F
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 She flailed at him with a mixture of 

panic and fury, the memory of her community 

college self-defense classes coming in handy 

at first, but Jones was larger and more 

powerful and he was starting to get out from 

under her. She feinted to her left, then moved 

right, grabbed a handful of his shirt and 

jammed it into the mechanism of the 

crossbow. She slammed her hands down on 

his chest to push herself up, then rolled off of 

him, leaped up and bolted for the door. 

 “Damn you!” he yelled and tried to shoot 

at her. The fabric of the shirt prevented the 

arrow from firing. “Fuck,” he spat out. 

 Faith threw open the door and 

disappeared into the hallway. Jones got to his 

feet with a groan. Shaking his head in anger 

and exasperation, he moved to the door.  

 He only got a few inches into the 

hallway before Faith delivered a resounding 

kick to his groin. With an embarrassing shriek 

and a tortured intake of breath, Jones doubled 

over. Faith clasped her hands together, raised 

them over her head and brought them down as 

hard as she could on the back of Jones’ neck. 
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There was a dull thud, a grunt from Jones, and 

a more resounding thump as his body hit the 

floor. Faith was already running away from 

him down the hall with her slightly ungainly 

gait. She turned a corner to another hallway 

that led to a stairwell. 

 Jones struggled to his feet and staggered 

after her. Groaning a bit with each step, he 

approached the corner and swerved wide so as 

not to be surprised by Faith a second time. 

Entering the corridor, he stopped and stared. 

The hallway was empty. He moved nearer the 

stairs, listening intently to try hearing 

footsteps. Nothing. Behind him, a clunk. He 

spun around. Still nothing in the hall. The 

clunk was heard again. It was coming from 

one of the offices. He tried the door. Locked.  

 Inside the office, Faith had worked the 

ancient window open and was squirming 

through it and out onto the rickety fire escape.  

 Jones kicked the office door. The wood 

cracked around the latch but held firm. Jones 

smashed it again. More splintering. Another 

kick and the door burst open. Jones swept his 

eyes over the room. No one was there. A 
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tortured scream of metal was heard outside 

the now half-open window. He crossed the 

room and peered out at the fire escape.  

 One by one, the metal bolts holding the 

fire escape to the side of the building were 

coming loose and the steel structure itself was 

beginning to twist away from the building’s 

wall. Faith was desperately trying to climb 

from the fire escape to the workmen’s 

scaffolding that hugged one facade of the 

structure. The fire escape twisted downward, 

dropping Faith until she was even with the 

next lower floor of the library.  

 Jones watched as Faith clambered onto 

the scaffolding just as the fire escape tilted 

over and began the descent to the concrete 

courtyard and the antique wrought iron 

fencing surrounding the building. 

 Faith moved along the scaffolding to a 

window and began pounding on the glass. She 

couldn’t get enough leverage so she grabbed 

one of the supporting struts with both hands 

and launched her feet at the glass. It shattered. 

She hauled herself back up upright, tore off 

her sweater, wrapped it around her hands and 
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punched out the most dangerous shards of 

glass remaining in the window frame. She 

started to re-enter the building.  

 “Damn it!” Jones spat out. He whirled 

and raced out of the office toward the stairs.  

 Faith squirmed into the building, got her 

balance, and began running alongside the 

stacks of books on the seventh floor, heading 

for the stairwell at the other side of the 

building. 

 In the streets, traffic was nothing more 

than an obstacle to Ian. Racing through the 

neighborhood, he swerved his SUV to avoid a 

car pulling out from the curb. He spotted the 

library building and aimed his vehicle for the 

closed gates at the entrance to the parking lot. 

There was a crash and Ian’s SUV destroyed 

some of the gate but not enough for the 

vehicle to get through. Ian tried the door but 

part of the structure was wedged tightly 

against it. He opened the sunroof, climbed 

out, and hit the ground running toward the 

library. 

 Inside the building, Jones leaped down 

the stairs two at a time, turned the corner at 
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the landing, threw open the door and burst 

onto the seventh floor of the library. 

Breathing hard, he stopped to listen for 

Faith’s footsteps. He determined the direction 

of the sound and took off running again, his 

flailing arms knocking books off the shelves. 

 Faith reached the stairs at the opposite 

side of the floor and loudly slammed open the 

door leading to the stairwell. 

 Ian ran up to the scaffolding near the 

collapsed fire escape. He pulled down a 

wooden crosspiece from the framework and 

used it to smash a window at floor level. 

Alarm bells began blaring loudly as he 

climbed into the building. Almost 

immediately, Ian went into a trance state and 

was experiencing himself moving rapidly 

through the stacks of books on the library 

shelves. He flinched as the realization hit him 

that he was seeing through the eyes of Jones’ 

as the killer moved through the building 

trying to catch up to Faith.  
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  37  
 

n the dimly-lit seventh floor of the 

library, the alarm bells sounded far 

away. Faith moved stealthily along 

the eight-foot-high shelves. She was straining 

to hear Jones as he stalked the center aisle, 

twisting back and forth to quickly glance 

down each row of books. His fingers twitched 

slightly and he moved his metal crossbow 

from one hand to the other. 

 Faith silently maneuvered around a book 

cart between the shelving units, then decided 

to use it as a weapon. She slowly pushed it 

down to the end of the row. The wheels made 

a squeaking sound with every revolution.  

Faith tried to time the squeaks with the distant 

alarm bells. She was not always successful. 

 Jones reacted to the squeaks and began 

angling in that direction, alert for another 

surprise attack from his prey. He heard 

another squeak, closer now. “Coming for you, 

darling,” he said. He said it lovingly, which 

made it sound even more threatening. 

 O
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 Faith removed a book from one shelf, 

took aim and tossed it up and over the top of 

one stack of shelves. It landed with a dull 

thump. The sound made Jones think that Faith 

was one row further away from him. 

 Another book was tossed. After it 

thumped to the floor, Jones smiled and zeroed 

in on his target. “Playing games now, are 

we?” Another thump, very nearby this time. 

He readied himself and leaped forward to 

close in on Faith.  

 Because of Faith’s ruse, Jones misjudged 

her location and he moved past the row where 

Faith was standing. Too late, he saw her out 

of the corner of his eye. He spun toward her, 

raising the crossbow. But Faith was already 

violently swiveling the metal cart and it struck 

Jones on one of his knees with a solid crack. 

 Jones writhed in pain, stumbled 

backwards, lost his balance and sprawled on 

the floor. He awkwardly raised the crossbow 

and fired at Faith but she was hunkered down 

behind the cart and the arrow pierced the 

books above her. Faith put her shoulder 

against the cart and slammed it into Jones. 
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“God damn you!” he shouted. Jones struggled 

to get up but with one final shove, Faith 

toppled the cart onto his body and turned to 

run through the maze of bookshelves. 

 Jones writhed around and fired at her 

again. The arrow struck a light fixture above 

Faith, sending a shower of sparks floating 

outward and downward. With a scraping 

sound, part of the fixture itself partially 

dislodged from the ceiling along with several 

dangling and sparking wires.  

 Jones got upright and tried to see where 

Faith went. “Fucking bitch!” he screamed in 

frustration and rage. 

 Ian raced up the stairs and burst onto the 

seventh floor, breathing heavily. He was at 

the northwest corner of the building. Faith 

was at the southeast corner. Jones was 

moving from the center in the general 

direction of Faith. 

 Ian could see Faith in his mind’s eye. 

Then he could see Jones stalking her. He 

began making his way to cut off Jones’ path. 

He took a chance and called out to her. 

“Faith?” 
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 “Careful,” she shouted. “He’s got the 

crossbow.” 

 “Yeah, I see that,” Ian said to himself.  

 Jones cocked his head, trying to judge 

from the sound of their voices where Ian and 

Faith were on the floor. Jones began a circling 

movement to see if he could bring them 

together.  

 Ian forced himself in and out of his 

trance state, first seeing Faith’s progress along 

the far wall of the library, then seeing Jones 

zig-zagging through the stacks of 

bookshelves, getting closer and closer to 

Faith. They were in a three-way game of cat-

and-mouse. “Cat-and-two-mice,” Ian thought 

ruefully.  

 Faith moved along the wall, continually 

examining the ceiling. When she spotted what 

she was looking for, she began to climb the 

bookshelves to reach a panel mounted high on 

the wall. Books were dislodged as she 

squirmed up the stacks to reach the potential 

escape hatch in the ceiling.  

Jones cocked his head to listen. He 

hesitated, remembering how he had been 
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fooled a moment earlier. He tightened his grip 

on the crossbow and once more began moving 

forward. 

Faith reached up to try twisting a handle 

on the ceiling panel. Nothing. She tried 

pounding on the panel but could not obtain 

enough leverage to break it open. 

 Ian saw Faith clinging precariously to 

the shelves and realized that she was a 

stationary target for Jones as he approached 

the far wall. Ian began running, no longer 

concerned about the sound of his footsteps. 

 Jones reached the row where Faith was 

just starting to climb back down. He raised 

the crossbow, aimed, and fired. 

 Ian leaped forward, sending his body 

crashing through the display of books to 

emerge in the next row. The arrow was 

deflected by the cascade of books that were 

spinning to the floor.  

 Jones couldn’t believe it. He loaded 

another arrow in the bow. 

 But Ian was up now, running with Faith 

to the next aisle and disappearing around the 

corner as an arrow hissed past them. Ian and 
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Faith split up, with Ian making as much noise 

as he could to draw Jones after him. “Come 

on, you bastard!” Ian yelled over his shoulder. 

 “Don’t call me a bastard!” Jones shouted 

back. 

 “Come on, you asshole!” Ian yelled. 

 Detective Yablons and a uniformed 

officer stepped through the seventh floor 

doors with guns drawn. They spotted Faith 

and motioned for her to drop to the floor as 

they quickly moved to take up positions along 

the walls. They peered down the rows of the 

large room, tensely on the lookout for Jones. 

 Ian ran past the sparking wires dangling 

from the ceiling. On the main floor of the 

building, the alarm stopped. Ian turned to 

listen for Jones’ footsteps. Suddenly, 

everyone had paused. Ian and Faith listened 

intently. Jones listened intently. Yablons and 

the officer listened intently.  

 Yablons wagged a finger at his fellow 

officer to indicate the route he should take. 

Both of them slowly began working their way 

further into the stacks, each moving along a 

different aisle. 
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 Jones inched forward, crossbow at the 

ready. He passed a row and started to speed 

up, gliding past the two dangling wires. Wait, 

weren’t there three wires before? From the 

other side of a row of books, Ian held the wire 

in hands that he had wrapped with his shirt. 

Ian leaped forward and jabbed the wire into 

Jones on the side of his face. The electric 

shock caused Jones’ body to jerk and he 

stumbled back against the shelving. He 

managed to swivel the crossbow toward Ian 

who hurled himself behind a row of books. 

 “Hold it! Police!” Yablons stepped into 

the row, aiming his revolver at Jones. “Ian, 

stay down!” 

 Still shaking off the effects of the shock, 

Jones crumpled to his knees and fired at 

Yablons.  

 The arrow struck the detective in the ribs 

as he fired his revolver, causing the bullet to 

go hopelessly awry. The uniformed officer 

appeared from another row and shouted at 

Jones, “Freeze!” 

 Jones was watching his last arrow lock 

into firing position. He aimed the crossbow 
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and fired at the officer. The arrow embedded 

itself in several books next to the cop who had 

ducked back behind the shelving. 

 Staggering to his feet, Jones frantically 

zig-zagged through the maze of bookshelves. 

Ian and the officer took off after him. Ian 

went in and out of his trance state to see 

through Jones’ eyes as the man approached 

the perimeter of the room. Ian noted that the 

crossbow was empty of arrows. Ian saw Jones 

heading toward the stairwell just beyond 

several large windows with the scaffolding 

outside.  

 Ian was able to catch up to Jones just as 

the man reached the last row of bookshelves. 

Ian grabbed Jones and propelled them both 

toward the windows. Together, they crashed 

through the glass, twisted in midair and 

managed to grab onto the metal struts of the 

scaffolding attached to the side of the 

building. The crossbow spun down to clatter 

on the concrete courtyard below. 

 Faith and the uniformed officer rushed 

up to the remains of the window and watched 

the two men hanging onto the scaffolding as it 
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began wrenching itself away from the 

building. 

 “Ian!” Faith yelled.  

 Ian swung his legs toward the building, 

once, twice, and then leaped from the 

scaffolding to the window, his wrapped hands 

reaching the sill with its jagged edges of 

broken glass. Ian grimaced but was able to 

hold on. Faith and the officer grabbed his 

arms to pull him back inside the building. 

They all turned to watch Jones as he struggled 

to maintain his grip on the scaffolding. 

 With a tortured scraping sound, the 

scaffolding twisted and crumpled. Jones’ 

scream mixed with the sound of the protesting 

metal as his body succumbed to the pull of 

gravity and began its descent. Jones let out a 

high-pitched wail that was mournful and evil 

at the same time. The tortured scream was 

suddenly cut off. There was only the sound of 

the wind and far-off sirens of several police 

vehicles approaching the library. 

 Ian, Faith, and the officer leaned forward 

out of the broken window to look at the body 

of Jones far below them. Jones’ torso seemed 
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to be suspended above the ground, his arms 

gently dangling in the air. 

 “What the hell?” the officer said. They 

looked at each other, then back down at the 

body. 

 “Screw that,” Ian said, “how is 

Yablons?” 

Turning away from the window, they 

hurried to the fallen detective’s side. They 

found him sitting up and cursing over and 

over again. “God damn fuck it,” he muttered. 

“God DAMN fuck it.” 

 “Easy,” the officer told him. 

 “God damn FUCK it!” 

 “Just relax.” 

 “Shit, how could I have missed him?” 

Yablons said. Then he sensed that the 

immediate danger from Jones must now be 

over. He glanced from the officer to Ian to 

Faith. “What happened to Jones?” 

 “Fell off the side of the building,” Ian 

told him. 

 “Yeah, but there’s something really 

weird about it,” the officer said. 

 “What do you mean?” 
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 “You’ll see. There’s about to be a crew 

down there taking photos and video.” 

 At the front of the library, more police 

officers had arrived. Each one in turn walked 

along the wrought iron fence that surrounded 

the building until they reached the point 

where Jones’ body landed.  

 “Holy Christ,” one said. That sentiment 

was echoed by the others as the police 

photographer and videographer captured the 

gruesome sight from every possible angle.  

 Jones had not struck the ground. He was 

impaled on the spikes of the iron fence. A 

breeze caused his clothing to flap and his 

arms to waver, making it seem as if the body 

was moving. 

 “Is he still alive?” one officer asked 

another. 

 “Naw. See that spike coming out of his 

back? That one went in through the heart.” 

 “Yeah, but it looks—” 

 “I’m tellin’ ya, the guy’s fuckin’ dead!” 

 “Okay, okay, he’s dead. Jesus.” 

 Ian and Faith finally emerged from the 

building as Yablons was brought out on a 
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stretcher. They saw him to the ambulance and 

exchanged hopeful smiles. 

 As the ambulance drove away, they 

turned to watch as a tarp was being held up in 

front of Jones so the paramedics could work 

on getting his mangled body off the metal 

spikes. 

 “So,” Faith said, “it’s over.” She put her 

arms around Ian and said, “Hold me.” No 

response. “Ian?” 

 But Ian was no longer a part of his 

immediate surroundings. In his mind’s eye, 

Ian was on a fog-shrouded pier in the Pacific 

Northwest. A man was showing off a boat for 

sale. “Not the best weather for viewing her,” 

the man said, “but if you take her out, you’ll 

find she handles really good even in big 

swells.” 

 Another figure loomed out of the 

swirling mist, a syringe in his hand. 
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  38  
 

an and Faith were sitting on a blanket in 

the shade of a large tree in their favorite 

part of the city park. Moments before, 

they had been discussing the advantages of 

living together and who would keep which 

apartment. And then Ian was no longer with 

her in spirit. She knew not to disturb Ian when 

the trance state came over him. She sighed. 

Nothing to do but wait it out.  

The image of the man with the syringe 

was back in his mind. Rain pelted the men on 

the wharf. They frequently grabbed for the 

guardrails as they made their way along the 

pier. Fog had wrapped the harbor so tightly 

that the ocean was heard more than seen. 

Boats large and small strained at their 

moorings and struck the padded pylons with 

dull thuds the men could feel as they walked. 

 Proud of the boat he was showing to his 

potential customer, the sales representative 

nodded at the sleek craft tied up at the very 

end of the long wooden jetty. “Yessir, that’s 

 I
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an excellent boat at a fair price, if you ask 

me.”  

 The other man raised his right arm and 

the syringe in his hand glistened in the 

downpour. With a deft thrust, the needle was 

plunged into the salesman’s neck. 

 With a shriek and a violent intake of 

breath, the man staggered to one side, his 

hands flailing as he tried to reach the syringe. 

The paralyzing drug was already flowing 

through his veins, incapacitating him even 

before his body collapsed.  

 Ian flinched at what he was witnessing in 

Jagged World. The two men, the syringe, the 

semi-paralysis, the fall of the body. Eyes wide 

open in a grimace of death, the man lay 

spread-eagled on the wet boards. Somewhere 

in the distance a gull cried. Slowly, the 

victim’s face contorted into a tortured mask. 

 “Jesus!” Ian said, breathing hard. 

 “Ian?” Faith said. 

 “Fuck,” he said with another intake of 

breath. 

 “Are you back?” Faith asked after a 

moment. 
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 “Christ,” he said softly.  

“Ian?”  

“It’s okay,” he told her. “I’m here.” They 

hugged, partly from desperation but mainly 

from love. 

 “Was it another bad one?” she asked. 

 “Yeah,” he said.  

 “The same as the others?” 

 He nodded sadly. 

 They enjoyed a few moments of peace 

before Faith spied two familiar figures 

approaching them. “Here comes more 

trouble,” she said quietly to Ian. 

 He followed her glance and saw Dr. 

Hector Grothmann and Detective Yablons as 

they made their way across the grass. 

 “May we intrude,” Grothmann asked 

when they got close. 

 “How are you?” Ian asked as they shook 

hands. “Haven’t seen you in a few days.” 

 “I am fine,” Grothmann said, “just fine. 

But the detective, he is not so fine.” 

 “I’m healing,” Yablons said, “but slower 

than I’d like.” 

Ian and Yablons shook hands.   
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 “Sit down,” Ian said. He and Faith 

scooted over on the blanket. “That side’s 

yours,” Ian said to the men. 

 “Thank you,” Hector said. As he sat he 

let out an “oof” and then added, “I tell you, no 

matter how young you are up here,” he tapped 

his head, “when your bones get old enough, 

you’re going to creak a little.” 

 Yablons considered sitting but he was 

still recuperating from the arrow he had taken 

in the torso. “I’ll just hover over here, if you 

don’t mind,” he told them as he leaned 

awkwardly against the tree. 

 “We’ll keep this short,” Ian said. “I 

know why you’re here. The guy with the 

syringes, right?” 

 “Exactly,” Hector said. “Detective 

Yablons has a proposition for you.” 

 “Uh oh,” Ian replied. 

 “You know that we kept your name out 

of the news after Jones’ death,” Yablons said. 

 “Yes, and I’m grateful for that.” 

 “But in law enforcement circles, now 

there are people who know about you and 

your abilities.” 
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“Belated acknowledgement is better than 

none at all,” Faith told him. 

“I got a call from an acquaintance of 

mine yesterday. He’s a captain in the Seattle 

PD. They have a repeat killer.” 

 “I know.” 

 “You’re ‘seeing’ him?” 

 “Not him, but his actions.” 

 “Here, have a look at this.” Yablons 

handed Ian an envelope. 

 Ian hesitated, then took it and pulled out 

the contents. Photos of bodies with dozens of 

hypodermic needles forming patterns of 

crosses, stars, and geometric shapes. 

Summary of the autopsy reports. Brief 

description of the victims.  

 Faith looked from the photos to Ian and 

then to Yablons. “The police want Ian to go 

up there and get involved with this?” 

 “Yes,” Yablons said.  

 “You’d receive a consulting fee plus 

expenses,” Grothmann told him. “Isn’t that 

correct, Detective?” 

 “That’s right.” 

 “It’s dangerous,” Grothmann said. 
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 “No kidding,” Faith muttered. 

 “But it would mean using your gift in a 

positive way,” Grothmann pointed out. 

 Ian looked at each of them in turn. The 

sounds of the park faded away and Ian was 

hearing only his own heartbeat. Suddenly he 

snapped back to hear the next part of the 

conversation. 

 “—leave you two to think about it and 

talk it over...” Grothmann said.  

 Yablons painfully removed a letter from 

his jacket pocket and held it out to Ian. 

“When you’re sure, one way or the other, or if 

you just want to talk about it, give them a call. 

That’s got a couple of private numbers, not 

the department numbers, so you’ll be certain 

to get through to them.”  

Ian took the letter, glanced at it, then 

looked up at Yablons. “Man...” Ian said. 

“They could sure use you,” Yablons 

added quietly.  

 With a nod to Faith and a smile to Ian, 

Grothmann stood up. He and Yablons turned 

and made their way back down the path, 

heading toward the parking area. 
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 There was a long silence while Ian stared 

at everything and nothing. Faith watched his 

face with a mixture of worry and pride.  

 “So,” Faith said. 

 “So,” Ian replied. 

 Ian turned to gaze into her eyes. They 

hugged. 

 “You don’t really have a choice,” she 

said to him, her voice a half-whisper. She 

pulled back to stare straight into his eyes. “I 

mean, you have to help them.” 

 The wind rose and fell. A cloud obscured 

the sunlight for a moment, then drifted away 

and the light was once more upon them. 

 “I think you have to go,” she whispered, 

trying to convince herself this was the right 

decision. They held each other close. Ian was 

dreading the future yet also anticipating the 

excitement of the chase. 

 “There isn’t any choice,” she whispered 

again, wishing she could be telling him 

something else. “You have to,” she said. 

 “I know,” he whispered back. 
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